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Federation of Canadian Municipalities Quaiity of Lire Reporting System: 

Measures of Community AffordabiIity 

Despite a longstanding interest in measuring the quality of our life there is a lack 

of consistent tracking and reporting of social issues on a nationai scaie. The Federation 

of Canadian Municipalities (FCM), in an attempt to rectie this problem, worked in 

conjunction with sixteen municipalities to develop a fiamework fiom which to monitor 

Quality of Life in Canadian municipalities. The FCM Quality of Life Reponing System 

is cornprised of ten indicators. 

This practicurn focuses on the design, development and implementation of just 

one of the indicators, cornrnunity af3ordability. The purpose of the Community 

Mordability Mesure (CAM), is to measure the relative Sordability of Canadian 

communities and changes in their relative affordability over time for both the cornmunity 

as a whole (CAM 1), and for what is referred to in this study as the 'modest income 

population' (CAM 2). The CAM is an index of the ratio of the income of the residents to 

the con of living within the rnunicipality compared to the aggregated experience of al1 

the panicipating rnunicipalities. This meanire allows municipalities to determine where 

they stand on a national b a i s  in relation to the quality of life their residents can Sord .  

The initial results have provided baseIine quantitative data fiom which fùture 

changes will be tracked and reported. 
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1. Why Develop a Quality of Life Reporting System? 

Municipalities Fear Impact of Changes to Federal Funding 

A. Overview of the Federation of Canadian Munici~dities 

Ouditv of Life Re~oning Svstem 

To speak to the imperative of developing a Quality of Life Reporting System as 

Hazel Henderson so succinctly stated: 

"We masure what we treasure" 

For the past severai years, 1 have been working on a cooperative National Project, 

refened to as the Federation o f  Canadian Municipalities Quality of Life Reporting 

System. This project involves the Federation of Canadian Municipalities (FCM) and 

representatives fiom sixteen municipal governrnents. ' The purpose of this project is to 

establish a fiamework fiom which to monitor quaIity of life in Canadian municipalities. 

The project involves the identification, design and development of a core set of Quality 

of Life indicators, the tracking of these indicators across the participating municipalities, 

and the annual repodng of results. 1 have been the City of Winnipeg's representative on 

I The Federation of Canadian Municipalities @CM) represents the in t eres  of al1 municipalities on policy 
and progmm matters within federal jurisdîction. Refer to Appendis A for a list of participating 
rnunicipalities. 
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this project since its inception in 1996 (dong with whomever 1 have been reporting to at 

the time). 

The impetus for this project was changes to the funding structure of federal 

transfer payments, and concern over how this would affect municipaiities. In 1995 the 

Canada Assistance Plan (C.A.P) was replaced with the Canada Health and Social 

Transfer (CHST) resulting in reduced fiinding of social programs and a reduction of 

hnding to municipaiities. For aimost thirty years the federd govemment channeleâ 

conditional cost sharing support for welfare and social service programs through C A P .  

It provided a legislated fiamework and specific standards in terrns of non-residency 

requirements, and appeal processes for those in need of social assistance. The demise of 

C.A.P. meant the loss of national standards in tenns of social assistance. 

Also replaced was the Established Prograrns Financing (EPF), for provinces, to 

support health and postsecondary education. Around the same time, changes to the 

Unemployment Insurance Program were also a ~ o u n c e d ,  resulting in decreased 

eligi bility and reduced benefits for those eligible. 

The anticipated net effect of these masures was fewer dollars transferred from 

Ottawa into either provincial social spending, or in the case of Employment Insurance 

direct cuts in the pockets of individuals. Municipalities were concemed about the impact 

of these decisions on the quality of life in their communities and concerned that 

municipal govemrnents may be expected to respond to pressing and unrnet human need 

without access to either the financial resources or the broad political jurisdiction 

necessary to do so. 
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Although social programs for the mon part are considered to be constitutionally 

a provincial responsibility, the majority of the costs of income security prograrns, 

including Unemployrnent Insurance, the Canada Pension Plan, Old Age Secunty and the 

Child Tax Benefit are paid by the federai govenunent. Since municipalities did not 

consider it likely that provincial govemments would make up the federal reductions, it 

was assumed that the impact would be a substantiai reduction in suppon for low and 

modest income individuais and t'amiiies by way of social prograrns. 

The changes initiated by the federal government had a direct impact on 

rnunicipalities who assumed responsibility for the delivery of social prograrns. Although 

municipal roles vary significantly from province to province in relation to the delivery of 

social programs, ultimately al1 municipal govemments are charged with planning for the 

quality of life in their cornrnunities and with assuring basic services. Therefore, al1 

municipalities were impacted, to some degree or another, as it seemed certain that the 

quatity of community life in Canada was sure to deciine. 

The changes to the federal funding structure were the cataiyst for the Federation 

of Canadian Municipdities tour across the country to consult with local politicians and 

social service administrators. The Big City Mayors Caucus approved and fùnded this 

endeavour in April 1995. The outcome of this cross-country consultation was an Issues 

Paper. This paper concluded that the changes to the federal fùnding structure would not 

only impact municipal govemments, but that municipal governments lacked the 

necessary tools and data required to monitor the impact of these changes in any 

consistent, coordinated and meaningfùl way (Hunsley, 1996). It was also doubtfbl that 
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the federal govement would launch any meaningiùl evduation of the impacts of thex 

changes. 

There was a recognition that, despite the fact that most municipalities were 

looking at this issue locally, there was no real way to look at issues across municipdities. 

There was no standard collection of data, and there were no agreed upon social 

indicators, which reflected social issues or quality of life. In response to this problem, the 

Big City Mayor's Caucus commissioned the FCM in 1996 to corne up with a reporung 

system that would monîtor changes in the Quality of Life in Canadian municipalities. 

This lack of consistent, available data, and standard reporting is a theme reflected 

in the social indicator literature fiom the 1960's through the 1990's. ( Bauer, 1966; 

Duncan, 1969; Rossi and Gilmartin 1980; Wish, 1986, Cutter, 1985; Sherwood, 1993; 

Henderson, 1996; Dilks, 1996; Bates, Murdie and Rhyne, 1996; Meyers, 1999). Hazel 

Henderson (1 996) suggests that this problem cm be equated to the lack of significance 

attached to social issues by politicians. A complementary therne is the inadequacy and 

over reliance of economic indicators to report on social conditions. Henderson expresses 

her disrnay with this by making an analogy to a 747 airplane. 

trying to nin a complex society on a single indicator like the Gross 
National Product is literaily like trying to fly a 747 with only one 
Guage on the instrument panel . . . . .imagine if your doctor, when giving 
you a checkup, did no more than check your blood pressure (Henderson, 1996 
pg. 168). 

Bauer, had earlier expressed similar concems stating: 

economic indicators have thus far dealt not with how good 
but with how much, not with the quality of our lives but rather 
with the quantity of goods and dollars (Bauer, 1996, pg. 57) 
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As previously stated, FCM and sixteen participating municipalities have 

been working to develop the FCM's Quality of Life Reporting System as a 

cooperative national projea. To  date ten domains, or indicators, have been 

identified that are perceived as relevant to conceptualking Quality o f  Life fiom a 

municipal perspective. These include: 

Community Mordability 
Employrnent 
Healt h 
Housing 
Social Infrastructure 
Comrnunity Safety 
Community Stress 
Community Participation 
Population Resource Measures 
Environment 

Severai measures have been identified for eight of the ten indicators, which will be 

tracked on a nationaily consistent basis and reponed on annually. The Socid 

Infrastructure and Environmental indicators are still in the development stage. 

Foliowing is a brief description of the indicators; see Appendix B for an illustration of 

indicators and measures: 

Population Resource 

These measures provide a profile of population charactenstics, including: population 
growth, citizen education and literacy levels, culturaI diversity, immigration and age 
structure. 



Communitv AfFordability 

These measures compare levels of income with the cost of living. They measure the 
relative Sordability and changes in afFordability over time for: 

CAM 1 : The whole population, utilizing the municipal median income 
CAM 2: The modest income population, utilizing the 25& percentile 

The Community AfTordability Measures (CAM 1 and CAM 2) will be discussed in detail 
later in this report. 

Oualitv of Emvlo-ment 

These measures monitor ernpioyrnent dimensions and trends such as: capacity of labour 
market to provide opportunity, distribution o f  employment (equity), partial employrnent 
and unernployment arnong dif5erent population groups. 

Ouality of Housing 

These measures include the affordability of housing to rent and purchase relative to 
prevailing incomes, percentage of homes in need o f  repair, and residential property tax as 
a revenue per capita. Rental costs are already factored in to overall affordability, in the 
Community Atfordability Measure. This measure however provides further insight into 
the  issue of housing, including housing stock and information pertaining to municipal 
property tax bases. Housing is an important issue for municipdities and warrants its own 
rneasures. 

Communitv Stress 

These rneasures reflect social problems and factors that relate to wlnerable groups, such 
as incidence of low income, homelessness, incidence of lone parent families, crisis in 
terms of bankruptcies, suicides and crisis calls to  emergency response services. 

Health of Community 

These measures include measures such as: rate of premature deaths (before 75) induding 
reasons, incidence of  illness, percentage of low birth weight babies, work time lost due to  
illness or  disability. 

Communitv Safety 

This indicator includes measures such as rates of  crime and violence, youth crime, and 
rates of unintended injuries. 



Communitv Particioation 

This masure attempts to capture the involvement of citizens in their community, and 
includes: voter turnout, newspaper circulation, charitable donations, and recycling. 
(The FCM Quality of Life Reporting System, Quality of Life in Canadian Communities; 
May, 1999, pgs. 1 -2) 

A lead and support municipality have been identified to work on each of the 

indicators. It is the responsibility of lead municipal govemrnents to work with FCM's 

consultant on the development and testing of a specific indicator and to facilitate 

consultation and explanation of the indicator vis-à-vis other municipalities and interested 

paxties. 1 have wumed the Iead role for the Cornmitnity Mordability Measure, the first 

indicator to be developed and tested, and the basis of this practicum. The Regional 

Municipality of Ottawa-Carleton was to assume the support role, Jthough for a variety of 

reasons they have had little to no involvement in the development and testing of this 

indicator. In addition to assuming the lead role for the Cornrnunity Mordability 

Measure, 1 have been an active member of the FCM's technical tearn in identifjing the 

core set of indicators that were utilized as a fiamework for the QOL Reporting System. 

To date, eight of the ten Quality of Life (QOL) indicators have been completed, 

and the quantitative baseline data, as well as some preliminary analysis, have been 

presented in a report released in May 1999. As previously stated, measures addressing 

Social Infiastructure and the Environment are still in the development stage. 

For the most part, selected indicators are concepts farniliar to city planners. 

However, the Community AAordability Measure (CAM), is a new masure designed 
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specifically t o  take into account both cost and income in determinhg afKordabi1iî.y for 

specific populations, within municipalities. 

A primary source of data for the QOL Reporting System was 1996 Statistics 

Canada census data. n e  indicators that make up the QOL Repoiting System d o  not 

combine to  produce an overall ranking of the cornmunities. In other words, no summary 

composite index has been derived. Given the number of measures for each indicator, the 

report does not lend itself to the ranking of communities by indicator. However, 

municipalities can be ranked by individual measures falling under specific indicators. 

For exarnple under the Housing indicator, there are six measures which can be ranked 

individually: 1) median farnily income as a percentage of average value of a dwelling, 2) 

median income for both a single person and a family as a percentage of average rent of a 

two bedroom apartment, 3) percentage of  residents spending 30 or more percent of  their 

income on shelter costs, 4) substandard units as a percentage of total occupied private 

dwellings, 5) residential property tax - cost per capita, 6) dollar value of real estate sales 

per capita. Each of the measures on their own can be compared across municipaiities, but 

they do not roll up to provide an overall ranking in terms of  housing, nor do each of the 

eight indicators combine to  provide a s u m m q  index. 

The literature speaks to the problems associated with creating a single number 

index, including difficutties with weighting the different measures and indicators, as well 

as losing important information for the purpose of analysis when aggregating diverse 

elements (Henderson, 1996; Cobb, J., 1989). Although, municipalities could be ranked by 

individual measures, the number of measures per indicator in most instances makes this a 
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very labour intensive process. With indicators such as the Comrnunity Mordability 

Measure (CAM 1 and CAM 2), however where ranking could easily occur, there was 

clear political direction to avoid the r a n h g  of municipalities. As a result, the final 

repon was constructeci in such a way as to not easily lend itself to the ranking of 

municipalities by specific measures. 

This project is unique in that it represents the first time that municipalities have 

corne together to  work on providing comparable data across municipalities. The first 

report, FCM's Quality of Life Repon, focused primarïly on establishing baseiine 

quantitative measures that can be utilized as benchmarks to track changes in 

municipalities over time. Municipalities can track not oniy trends in their own 

municipality, but across the country. They can determine how they fare in relation to 

other municipdities, and for most measures, a Canadian average is aiso provided. Al1 

indicators will be fûrther refined over time and qualitative data will also be included. As 

wel!, additional municipalities are being encouraged to join the project. The next repon 

is tentatively scheduled to be released in September, 2000. 

B. Professional Learnina Goals 

The QOL project provided me with an opportunity to gain a better understanding 

of the concept o f  quality of life, how it was being measured in different municipalities, as 
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well as the ability to netwofk with other municipalities across the country on social 

issues. This Sorded me, an invaluable leaming experience. 

The broad professional leaniing goals and objectives for this practicum were as follows: 

1. To explore the Quality of Life concept, to gain a bener understanding of how 

Q.O.L. can be measured and monitored at a community or municipal level. 

2. To ident* existing socioewnomic data that serve as Q.O.L. measures. 

3. To network with other municipal representatives, and increase my knowtedge 

in ternis of what others are doing by way of tracking and reporting social 

issues at a local level. 

More specific goals of this Practicum include: 

1. To provide an overview of the Quality of Life Reporting Project. 

As part of the Iarger Q.O.L. project: 

To identiQ a masure for one of the indicators, cc Cornmunity 

Anordability," that will demonstrate changes in comrnunity 
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afTordability over time for different population groups, which can be 

tracked on a nationally consistent basis. 

To gain acceptance for this measure fiom the municipalities 

participating in the Q.O.L. Reponing System Project. 

To  test this measure against the criteria agreed upon by the technical 

team. To determine the degree to which it is technically feasible 

(addressing data source and availability, issues of Sordability and 

suaainability), scientificaiiy sound (pertaining to issues of validity and 

reliability), understandable and relevant to municipalities. 

To  implement this measure as part of the Q.O.L. Project across the 

sixteen participating municipaiities. 

To repon on the results of this measure. 

C. Orqanization of Practicum 

The practicurn repon is comprised of six chapters. Chapter One focuses on my 

rationale for the practicum, including the impetus for the development of  a QOL 
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reporting system, and provides a bnef overview of the QOL project, how 1 fit into 

this project, and my leaming goals. Chapter Two reviews the literature on Quality of  

Life including, a historical perspective, the need or  imperative for QOL Research, the 

impediments or barriers to such research, and an exploration of what is currently 

considered state of  the art. The review of the literature focuses primarily on QOL as 

it relates to places or geographic regions, as opposed to  an individual level dealing 

with relationships and personal aspirations. The titerature provides a foundation for 

the development of  a framework to measure quality o f  life in Canadian 

municipalities. Chapter Three describes the practicum beginnings, hrther clari@ng 

the purpose of  the overall QOL project, the organization of  the work, my role, and a 

description of the part of the problem that 1 attempt to  address - the measurement of 

community flordability. Chapter Four outlines the methodology and design of  this 

study. This includes the design and development of an instrument to measure 

C o m u n i t y  Atfordability, the validation of  the tool including revisions, the 

development o f  a local pricing exercise, and finaily the implementation and reporting 

of results. Chapter Five presents a discussion of process issues, the results of the 

Community Mordability Measures validation, and an evaluation of the outwme. 

Chapter Six provides a critique of the practicum in terms of professional learning 

goals, and addresses implications of this study from a broader perspective, making - 
suggestions for fiiture QOL research and planning. 



II. Lessons fiom Relatecl Literature 

There is extensive literature related to Quality of Life research which 

spans the late 1920's to the current time. This review of the literature emphasizes current 

Iiterature as well as some of the classic earlier studies. The research is primarily fiom the 

United States and United Kingdom. The primary focus is Quality of Life as it relates to 

place (geographical unit) as opposed to an individual level dealing with personal 

relationships and individual aspirations. The overall goal of the review is to gain a better 

understanding of how Quality of Life c m  be measured and monitored at a comrnunity or 

municipal level and be utilized to infiuence public policy. 

A. Historical Perspective 

In order to put Quality of Life Research into an historical perspective, 1 have 

viewed QOL fiom a wide perspective. Social indicators research first gained recognition 

as a field of study in the mid- 1960's. This time is referred to as the rise of the social 

indicators movement (Duncan, 1969; Carley, 198 1; Noll, 1996; Rossi and Gilmartin, 

1980). According to Carley (1 98 1), this movement was the result of a growing 

dissatisfaction with the arnount and quality of social information available to 

govemments. Further there was a concem that there was too much reliance on econornic 
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indicators in detennining social well- being. Thus, researchers began challenging the 

implicit assumption that cconomic indicators were simultaneously social indicators. At 

the sarne time, the very popularity and utilization of economic indicators has been 

attnbuted to the increased desire to identij. social indicators analogous to economic 

indicators (Carley, 198 1). 

The most signifiant event in the rise of the social indicator movement took place 

in 1962 in the United States, when a project for the National Aeronautics and Space 

Administration (NASA) was undertaken to determine the impact "nature and magnitude 

of the unintended consequences of the space exploration program on American society" 

(Rossi and Gilmartin 1980, p.2). The project wncluded that there was a lack of data to 

link the space program with specific changes in society. However, it resulted in a move 

toward the monitoring of changes in social conditions and the introduction of the term 

"social indicators" by the director of the project, Raymond Bauer (Rossi and Gilmartin, 

1980; Carley, 198 1). Heinz Noll, at a Symposium on Measuring Social Well Being, in 

1996 utilized Bauer's definition of social indicators: "statistics, statistical series, and al1 

other forrns of evidence that enable us to assess where we stand and are going with 

respect to our values and goals." (CCSD, 1996). This definition continues to have 

relevance today. Bauer (1966) examined rnethods to monitor and predict the 

consequences of societal change, as well as social accounting and indicators in relation to 

national goals. 

Murdie, Rhyne, and Bates (1 992) provide a histoncal perspective of the QOL 

movement, pointing out that in the 1970's QuaIity of Life focused on objective indicators 
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and modeluig of society ushg census data and the categorization of data into various 

themes or domains. Common domains or categones, to a large part, were based on 

available data. Fiax and Palys (1 973) studies included the following domains: 

unemployment, poverty, income, housing, health (mental and physical), public order, 

racial equdty, citizen panicipation, and social disintegration (measured by the 

proporiion of dnig addicts in the population) and educational attainment. Smith (1973). 

seven major domains to be included in social indicator studies: 1) income, wealth and 

employment, 2) the living environment (housing, neighbourhood, the physical 

environment), 3) health, 4) education, 5) social order (crime, family breakdown), 6) 

social beion@ng (democratic participation, criminal justice) and, 7) recreation and 

leisure. 

One of the cnticisms of studies of this time was the lack of subjective data, and in 

the late 1970's there was an emergence of qualitative QOL studies. Whereas objective 

studies were based on facts or statistics (predominantly census data), subjective 

qualitative studies focused on attitudes and perceptions. Qualitative studies surveyed 

residents to determine their satisfaction with specific domains or life expenences. 

Objective social indicators, represent social facts independent of personal evaluations, 

(e.g. the unernployment rate). Subjective social indicators however, are based on an 

individual's perception and evaluation of social conditions. Examples include life 

satisfaction, job satisfaction, or relevance of specific life domains. Following this time 

was spent examinhg the link between subjective and objective indicaton. However, the 
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findings suggested that there was little association between the two types of indicators 

(Murdie, Rhyne and Bates, 1992). For exarnple, one's perception of d e t y  may not 

correlate with an actual decrease in criMnal activity. The two types of research then 

seemed to diverge. The objective indicator research led to "the places rated Iiterature 

(Boyer and Savageau, 198 1, 1985)' Comparative Social Indicaton in W. S. Metropolitan 

Areas (Flax, Michael, 1973; Liu, Ben-Chieh, 1976), and Social Indicators of QOL in 

Canadian Cities (Palys, 1973; Schuhan and Bond, 1978). Subjective indicator research 

continued to refine subjective measures, and some work was done at a community level. 

However, the cost of large scale questionnaires and surveys limited the utilization of this 

type of research (Gerein, 1998). Myer's (1987) refers to two different lines of 

measurement strategy, one focusing on individual well-being, and the other on urban 

quality of life. The individual well-being was initially based on subjective indicators and 

urban quality of life objective indicators. Individual well-being focused on meeting one's 

individual aspirations or satisfaction with life experïences, whereas urban studies dealt 

with data penaining to overall community heaith, education, and income. Over time it 

became commonly accepted that both objective and subjective indicators were required 

for any study of quality of life, be it individual well-being or urban quality of life. 

(Carley, 198 1 ; Cutter, 1985; Dilks, 1996; Hart, 1996; Henderson, 1996; Johnston, 1988; 

Murdie et al. 1996; Myers, 1987). 

Another American institution, the Russell Sage Foundation, also made signifiant 

contributions to the social indicator movement, supporting the further study of conceptual 

and methodological probfems of monitoring large-scaie social change. This resulted in 



two major publications: indicators of Social Change: C o n m t s  and Measurements 

edited by Sheidon and Moore (1968) and Human Meanina of Social Change by Campbell 

and Converse (1 972). Campbell and Converse (1972) focused on the psychological or 

subjective indicators, perception, aspirations, and expectations in terms of defining 

quality of We. (CarIey, 198 1). Their premise was that quality of life must be determined 

by how individuals perceive it, or the "quality of life must be in the eye of the beholder", 

a quote that Nol1 (1996) utilized fiom Campbell (1972). Angus Campbell's work is 

considered classic in terms of its contributions to the development of  subjective 

indicators as they relate to quality of life. Pnor to this, the concept of quality of life had 

been looked at primarily fiom an objective, statistical information basis. Campbell 

(1 976) suggested that the measures that made up the contents of the social reports or 

trends were very similar, dealing with population growth and movement, marital status, 

unemployment and labour-force participation, health and health care, housing, education, 

leisure and crime. He also suggested that it remained unknown how these measures 

represent underlying psychological States or how well these represented quality of life 

experience. 

Although the rise of the social indicator research occured in the 196O7s, there was 

important work done pnor to this. William Ogbun and colleagues in the 1920's and 

1930's at the Universis of Chicago worked on the rneasurement of social change. 

Ogbum acted as the director of research, in 1929 when President Hoover cornmissioned 

the Research Cornmittee on Social Trends. His cornmittee cornmenced annual reportkg 

on sociai trends in the United States. There were five reports published which consisted 
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of comprehensive statistical reports reviewing major policy problems and trends in 

specific areas including health, chiid and youth, recreation, and education (Rossi and 

Gilmartin, 1989). Jan Drenowski was cornmissioned by the United Nations in 1950, to 

attempt to "improve the measurement of the level of living by identiwng components of 

welfare and by constniaing respective indicators", (Noll, CCSD, 1996 p. 1). 

In ternis of social indicators at the urban level, which is now extremely popular 

again, early intra-urban analysis traces back to sociologist, Robert Park in the 1920's. 

Park and his associates examined in detail the overd  pattern of Chicago neighbourhoods 

and social characteristics of individuai areas including population structure, mobility, 

et hnic make-up, employment and housing chancteristics. His colleagues at the 

University of Chicago completed a cornmunity inventory of data for planning and policy 

purposes. Today, in Chicago there continues to be a program which provides analysis of 

census and other data, population estimates and projections and collection of new data for 

city departments and other agencies (Carley, 198 1). 

Aithough there was interest in social trends prior to World War II, &er the war 

interest waned and did not resurface until the mid- 1960's. In the 1940's the government 

was focused on evaluating economic conditions during the depression on more of a 

macro level (Rossi and Gilmanin, 1989). In the late 1960's and early 1970's however, a 

time of prosperity, t here was more thought given to social costs of economic growth, 

issues of p o v e q ,  and whether more was necessarily better. It was a time when national 

values were being re-considered, and the concept of quality of life came into discussion. 

In 1964, U. S. President Lyndon Johnson stated: "the great society is concerned not with 
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how much, but with how good - not with the quantity of goods but with the quaiity of 

thek lives."(Noll, CCSD. 1996 p.2). As Hein Noil (1996) points out, the political 

climate of the 60's and 70's was that the governent would no longer be reactionary, but 

that there would be idomed rational decision making. Good information would allow 

for the early identification of problems, priority setting, and monitoring and controlling 

the impact of poiicies. Social indicator research could help provide the necessary 

information for rational decision making. 

The optirnism of the 1960's and 1970's was reflected in the popular belief that 

there were endless possibilities for doing social good and improving quality of life 

t hrough social planning based on social measurement (Carley, 1 98 1). A journal, Social 

Indicators Research, was established at that time. Campbell (1976) suggested that 

American affluence allowed the nation to raise its aspiration to other goals. He referred 

to Maslow's hierarchy of needs, suggesting that when basic needs are met one tums to 

needs of a higher order such as fulfillment and self-actualization in terms of quality of 

Iife. Campbell referred to a revolution of rising expectations: "Recognition of the nature 

of this revolution is now widespread within governmental, business, and scholarly 

communities, and we are at present in a phase of search for means of docurnenting the 

quality of life with masures other than the established econornic ones." (Campbell, 1976 

P-2)- 

Once social indicators research took off in the United States, it soon spread to 

other countries and international organizations. The Organization for Economic 

Cooperation and Development (OECD) started working on social indicators and the 
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Social and Economic Council of the United Nations began to develop a System of 

Social and Dernographic Statistics. According to Noll(1996), the OECD Programme of 

Work on Social Indicators in 1982 and the System of Social and Demographic Statistics 

of the United Nations in 1975, conceptualized by Richard Stone, infiuenced modem day 

reporting. Today, social reporting is entrenched in most countrïes. Statistics Canada, for 

example, publishes quarterly Canadian Social Trends reports dong with many others 

including calculation and reporting on Consumer Price Index (CPI). Although most 

countries now have some syaem of social reporting, there is no agreeû upon model. 

However, there are some common characteristics and most follow a system of tife 

domains as proposed by OECD. Generally, they include objective living conditions and 

aspects of the subjective well-being of the population (Noll, 1996). More recent attempts 

for new measures or surnmary indices inciude the Genuine Progress index (GPI) and the 

Human Development Index (HDI). 

The GPI is a composite measure of sustainable economic welfare, which is based 

on a reconfiguring of the Gross Dornestic Product (GDP) and subtracting governrnent 

expenditures, which are wnsidered curative. (Messinger, 1996). The GDP is the 

broadest indicator of economic growth, integrating the markets for goods and services 

(demand or spending) with the production of goods and seMces (supply and costs). 

The United Nations Development Programme identified sustainable human development 

as a theme, and developed the Human Development Index (HDI) for each country. This 

index addresses how far each country has to go in order to achieve defined goals 

including an average life span of 85 years, education for all, and a decent standard of 
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living. The HDI reduces ail three basic indicators to a cornmon measuring rod by 

measuring achievement as the relative distance from a desirable goal, where maximum is 

1 and minimum is O. The HDI is a simple average of the three indicators (Ontario Social 

Development Council, Social Planning Network of Ontario, Centre for Health Promotion 

at the University of Toronto, Ontario Healthy Communities Coalition, 1997). 

Ln the late 1980's and 1990's the Sustainability and Healthy Cities Movements 

have impacted QuaIity of Life Research. Objective indicators have been utilized in the 

rating of places literahire, focusing on the relative attractiveness of urban centres. At the 

intra- urban level, objective indicators have been utilized as neighbourhood level targets, 

and there has been some narrower research focused on the urban "poor or dec1ining7' 

neig!!bourhoods. In the 1980's there was a shift away fiom modehg per se to a stronger 

emphasis on the differences between local areas, and attempts to incorporate QOL 

research in the planning process (Bates, Murdie and Rhyne (1996). 

B. Need or lmperative for Quality of Life Research 

There are several reasons for the renewed interest in Quality of Life Research, 

including social report cards, comrnunity audits, intra and inter-urban analysis. It is a time 

of fiscd restraint and the popular rhetoric in management is "do more with less" and 

"work smarter not harde?. At the same time there is a push for integrated planning 

between levels of governrnents and forming new partnerships to share resources and 
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information. There was a change in the funding of social prograrns. The Established 

Prograrn Funding (EFP) to provinces to support health and education as wetl as the 

Canada Assistance Plan (C.A.P.) were replaced with the Canada Health and Social 

Transfer (C.H.S.T.), resulting in decreased tiinding for municipaiities, representing an 

erosion in the social safety net. There is increased çoncern over the environment, and 

principles of sustainable development are gaining much attention. Further the Healthy 

Cities movement takes a holistic view of health to include social, economic, and 

environmental considerations. Cornmunity development principles are now popular 

again, and community participation in defining problems and decision-making is on the 

forefiont. Citizens are demanding that government be more accountable for its 

expenditures and result S. There are many factors that contnbute to  individuals' con- 

for their quality of  life. wthout going into detail, some of these are: the shifi in 

Canadian demographics in tenns of an aging population and growing concems regarding 

the healthcare systern, increasing social problems in urban centres (eg.  crime, teenage 

pregnancy), globalization, rapidly changing technology, an increased reaiization that 

quality of life is a determinant of economic development, a dissatisfaction with current 

indicators that supposedly measure progress, and a prevailing notion by those in the 

social sciences and social senices that we continue to rely too heavily on economic 

indicators to define Our society's progress, and mistration in their continued inability to  

affect social policy decisions. 

As David Hay (1993) suggests, it is a time of increasing demands for meaningfiil 

participation in public and private decision making, and a time of fewer and fewer 
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resources to rneet an increasing plurality of ctaims. Information on what contributes to 

well-being or quahty of life is therefore usefil for social planners, policy makers, and 

practitioners involved in service planning and delivery. This is reflected in the move 

toward Quality of Life Research becoming more a part of a planning process than strialy 

adhering to specific models. Overail as stressed by Judith Innes (1990), there is a 

fundamental need in modem society to measure itself and detennine what direction Life is 

rnoving in, and attempt to improve quality of life. As David Sherwood (1996), points out 

the popularity of Quality of Life cornes in p a n  from the fact that everyone aspires to it, 

people can identify with it, as each of us interprets it based on our own values and 

expectations. 

There appears to be a general consensus amongst econornists, social scientists, 

politicians, and citizens that there is a need for improved measurements that capture more 

than economics. Econornists and researchers are recognizing that al1 of the facts are not 

being considered in the traditionai economic indicators, which led to the development of 

some new measures in the mid 1990's. As Messinger and Sauve (1996) point out, there 

is a lot of concem that GDP does not accurately reflect a society's health, its infant 

mortality, morbidity, suicide rates, crime, individual poveny, or reflect environmental or 

ecological health. 

At the 1996 Symposium on Measunng Well-Being, Messinger and Sauve 

pointed out that certain events, such as natural disasters might actually contnbute to 

GDP, because they result in increased expendinire, however they do not reflect their 

effect on individuals or society. This indeed was true in the case of the 1997 flood in 



Winnipeg, Manitoba. An example utilized by Henderson (1989) to make this same 

point was the Exxon Valdez tanker that ran aground spilling oïl, kiiiing millions of 

animals, and costing miliions of douars to dean up. In this situation, the jobs created 

from clean up advities in the United States actually caused the GDP to go up. Given 

that GDP does not link econornic health with the social and environmentai health of a 

community, it couid point us in the wrong direction for improving overall cornrnunity 

heaith, if we let it. GDP does not address inequalities. It says nothing about who shares 

in the process and the product, nor does it say anything about the intrinsic wonh of an 

activity. Simon Kuznets, the Nobel PNe-winning econornist who was the chief 

architect of the GDP advised the U.S. Congress that, " the welfare of a nation can 

scarcely be inferreci from a measurement of national income as defined by the GDF' 

(Rowe, 1998, p.57). He continued throughout his life to emphasite the need for better 

and more inclusive measures to assess a national economy (Johnathon Rowe, 1998). 

Econornists do not profess that the GDP measures anything more than production, 

however, for al1 too long the notion that has been accepted is that a growing GDP means 

a stronger economy and societal improvernent. 

There is a growing recognition and admission, however, that an increase in 

production does not necessarily equate to improved quality of life, particularly for huge 

portions of our population. Johnston (1988), demonstrated that the year-to-year changes 

in the performance of the economy, as measured in terms of changes in real per capita 

disposable persona1 income, were poor indicators of corresponding changes in quality of 

life. In tenns of quality of life, he looked at: health (life expectancy, infant mortality), 
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public safety (crime), education, employment, poverty, housing, farnily stability, and 

equdity (Johnston, 1988). Messinger and Suave (1 996) also concurred that increases in 

GDP do not bnng with them automatic improvements in weH-being. This is especially 

evident at the local level, where the majority of Canadian municipalities are facing 

increased problems with crime rates, homelessness, family breakdown and poverty. 

At the Sustainable Europe Conference in Bmssels, 1995, it was reported that in 

several developed countries, the calculation of an "Index of Sustainable Economic 

Welfare", which incorporated values for environmental degradation, resource depletion, 

unpaid labour and inequity of income distribution, demonstrated that peoples quaiity of 

life had been declining since around 1970, even though conventional economic indicators 

continued to increase. Standard measures of economic output lack any indication of 

how output is distributed, and therefore do not provide insight about the levels of 

inequality, poverty, welfâre dependency, or homelessness. Standard measures of 

economic output do not address well-being (Miles, 1985). Redefinina Prooess, 

summarizes the  problems with the GDP: it States that the GDP treats crime, divorce and 

natural disasters as econornic gain, ignores the non-market economy of household and 

cornmunity, treats the depletion of natural capitai as income, increases with polluting 

activities and associated clean-ups, takes no account of income distribution, and ignores 

the drawbacks of living on foreign assets ( Jonathon Rowe, 1998). 

The limitations of the Gross Domestic Product (GDF) have been recognized and 

the World Bank and U.S. Commerce Department are starting to make modifications to 

take into account environment and human resources. As earlier mentioned, Henderson 
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(1996), describes the GNP as a one-dimensional indicator measuring the health of the 

economy, at the expense of the environment and society. 

The World Bank, in 1995, came out with a new Wealth Accounting Systern, 

which included four Iànds of assets: naturai capital (environmental resources); produced 

assets (factories, infiastructure, financiai assets); human resources (educated, healthy, 

productive people); and social capital (funilies, communities, institutions). Henderson 

( 1996) pointed out that these new rankùigs identified at least 60 percent of the weaith of 

nations as human and social resuurces, 20 percent was attributed to nature and the 

balance of 20 percent to "produced assets", (previously these were the primas, focus). 

Major statistical agencies and researchers continue to make modifications to GNP to 

expand its usefulness. The first green GDP was released in the United States in 1994, 

which accounted for natural wealth. Green taxes are becoming more cornrnon with the 

increase in pnnciples of sustainable development (Henderson, 1996). 

The Human Development Index (HDI), of the United Nations is gaining public 

recognition. It ranks 173 countries by a masure that combines life expectancy, 

educational attainment, and basic purchasing power. The Human Development Repons 

corne out annualiy and have addressed such topics as the global poverty gap, jobless 

econornic growth, human secunty, sustainable development criteria, and global gender 

inequaiities. 

Although Henderson (1996) praises such new masures for raising the issue of 

human value, or as she describes it "the real weaith of nations", she dong with others, 

such as Herman Daly and John Cobb (1989) recognize problems with single number 
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indices in terrns of aggregating diverse elements. The concem is that new measures 

are utilking ewnomic methods, which include traditionai weighting to aggregate diverse 

elements, resulting in underlying assumptions being lost. Henderson (1996) and Ddy 

(1  989), developed the Index of Sustainable Eçonomic Weifare (ISEW), which formed the 

basis for the General Progress Indicator or (GPI) released in the United States in 1995. 

These authors suggest that a single number index is not preferred. However, in terms of 

gaining popularity via media coverage, the single index appears to get more recognition. 

Hazel Henderson, came up with her own Country Futures Endicators, which are 

unbundled so as to avoid "overaggregation and mystification.. . to be transparent, 

multidisciplinary, and accessible to the public." (Henderson, 1996). Henderson's CF1 

included a refonnulation of the GNP to correct for what she refers to as errors as wefl as 

an additional list of stand alone indicators to complement the GNP. Her work represents 

a model, which however was never wholly implemented. 

Additional new measures include the Genuine Progress Indicator (GPI), the 

Fordham Index, and the Persona1 Security Index in 1999. The GPI is a composite 

measure of sustainable economic welfare, which is based on a reconfiguring of the GDP 

and subtracting govermnent expenditures, which are considered curative (Messinger, 

1996). Additional social costs such as economic costs associated with crime, farnily 

breakdowns and natural disasters are also subtracted, as well as environmentai darnage 

and resource depletion. The GPI also attempts to deal with personal issues such as 

quality time and leisure. Some of the cnticisms of this new measure according to 

Messinger (1 996) include such things as: aggregation limitations "difficulty and 
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arbitrariness involved in aggregating social and econornic indicators", the difficulty 

attaching doiiar vaiues to ail variables, and although it captures some elements of natural 

capital it fails to capture elernents of human capital, and it is difficult to measure resource 

depletion. Messinger (1996) concluded that there is a widening gap between GPI and 

GDP in the United States. In his attempts to adapt the GPI to Canada, Messinger (1996) 

identifies that while the Canadian GDP has increased, the GPI has not risen. 

The Fordham Index is another Arnerican measure. Robert Suave at CCSD's 

(Canadian Council on Sociai Development's) Symposium on Measunng Well-being and 

Social Indicators (1996) descnbed it as "an attempt to measure the well-being of 

American society by addressing particular social concerns". The Fordham Index 

masures sixteen socio-economic indicators: infant mortaiity, child abuse, child poverty, 

teen suicide, dmg abuse, high school drop-out, average weekly earnings, unemployment, 

heaith insurance coverage, poveny among the elderly, health insurance for the elderly, 

highway deaths due to alcohol, homicides, food stamp distribution, housing and income 

inequality. Ir includes a method of ranking and an overall index is generated. The 

general findings demonstrated that while GDP continued to increase in the States the 

Fordham Index or social health showed a decline. When a replication was attempted 

utilizing Canadian data, the results showed that while GDP increased, the social health 

index remained constant. (CCSD Symposium 1996). Once again, it points to the 

limitations of the GDP for looking at social health or quality of Iife issues. There are aiso 

many concems with the new composite indexes, in terms of the aggregation of such 

diverse elements. 



A new Canadian index is the Personal Security Index (CCSD, 1999), which 

attempts to gauge how confident Canadians are about their economic and physical well- 

being. The Canadian Councii on Social Developrnent developed this index. This 

measure is based on an analysis of national data and custom poilùig. The first edition 

Iooked at changes between 1980 and 1998. The PSI will next report on changes that have 

taken place since 1999. Econornic Security looked at employrnent, disposable income, 

personal debt, and incorne security programs, while physicai secwity focused on health, 

healthcare, safety from injury and crime. The findings suggest that overall Canadians' 

econornic security has weakened over the last two decades, while their physical well- 

being has improved (CCSD, 1999). Problems with this work inciude the spatial scale of 

this study, and the difficulty of using individual survey results, based on individual 

perceptions of d e t y  and security, to infer a broad Canadian perspective. As previously 

discussed in the historical perspective, several researchers have comrnented on the 

importance of the unit of study, especially when dealing with social issues and subjective 

indicators, as these can change drastically from neighbourhood to neighbourhood. This 

would be of greater use at a neighbourhood level where it Mght possibly result in some 

local planning or action. Nonetheless, it draws attention to social issues other than 

economic when viewing society. 

One of the pressing needs for fiirther Quality of Life Research is the need to 

continue to work on better measures of Quality of Life. Although there has been some 

initiai work, primarily in the United States, on new composite measures to augment the 

GNP/GDP, there is much refinement required and much work to be done in order to gain 
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the credibility of traditional economic measures. It has also been stressed by many that 

composite measures may not be the best solution when deaüng with such complex social 

indicators (Henderson, 1996; Wish, 1 996). 

This renewed interest in attempting to create new and improved measures 

including both social and environmental issues, is a step in the nght direction, as 

providing information may act as a stepping Stone to getting specific issues on the 

political agenda. In order to make sound policy decisions, good ùiforrnation is required. 

Cornrnunities are taking action, conducting comrnunity audits, establishing benchmarks 

and producing progress reports no longer immobilized by the imperative for perfect 

measures. Communities are leaming from experience, gaining insight ffom each other, 

and accepting that the process is as important as the results (Atkisson, 1996; Beslarne and 

Mullin, 1 997; Canadian Council on Social Development 1 996; Diks, 1996; Gerein, 

1 998; Willms, 199 1 ). 

In the past there has been criticism that indicator projects do not change anything. 

However there appears to be much more optimism about the provision of good 

information being able to inform decision-making. This has fÙeIed a renewed interest in 

establishing credible, reiiable indicators of quality of life. Few would arguï that 

traditional economic indicators such as the GDP, CPI, Toronto Stock Exchange, and the 

value of the Canadian dollar do not lead to change. Movement in these farniliar concepts 

generally creates action. Yet, social statistics regarding child poverty, teenage 

pregnancies, and drug abuse have been much slower to get a reaction. Economic 

indicators are tracked every minute of every day, as opposed to social statistics, which are 
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often oniy collected on an ad hoc basis or  once every five years as in the case of the 

census (Ross, 1996). The Canadian Social Trends, for example, does not document the 

same trends or social phenornena fiom one publication to the next. No wonder the move 

is toward establishing composite indices or  retùung existing economic indicators to more 

accurately reflect social and environmental concems. As Henderson (1996) suggests, 

statistics change our worldview and what we pay attention to. She stresses however, that 

they are not all objective and value Eree. What we measure is based on our vaiues and 

definitions of a problem. 

There appears to be more of a buy-in to the fact that social concerns have long 

term economic cost implications. This is a particularly easy seIl in terms of health related 

issues in a publicly fiinded health care system. Further, globalization and rapid changes in 

technology have hit home the idea that in order to compete in the global market Canada 

requires highiy skilled and educated workers. According to Sherwood (1996), there is a 

growing awareness of the quality of life as a determinant of  economic development. This 

is the inverse of the conventional wisdom. He suggests that as Canada moves to a post- 

industrial knowledge based economy, economic activity will increasingly be a result of 

highly skilled labour rather than the traditional raw materials and transportation. Given 

this, attracting and keeping well-educated people in a time of ease of mobility will 

become much more irnporiant to municipalities, provinces and nations. The quality of 

life becomes an investment for governrnents, and there is a need to  focus on what 

contributes to QOL. Jason Jordan of the American Charnber of Commerce Executives, 

speaks to Quality of Life and redefining what is important. He  suggests that few would 
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now argue that substance abuse and addictions do not carry heavy wsts  to individuals, 

fadies, businesses and cornmunities (Jordan, 1996). He goes on to say that data and 

information-driven decision making is increasingly more important to executives around 

the world (Jordan, 1996). 

Another reason for the resurgence of social indicators in Canada, particularly at 

the Iocal level, was changes to the fùnding of social programs. (See Chapter one, this 

report). The concern about how this wouid S e c t  the future of social programMng and 

our social safety net caused a myriad of research projects at the local level. Local 

govenunents across the country were scrambling to do inventories of programs to start to 

identify their current state, and to find measures that would identify the impact of federal 

fiinding cuts. 

Additionally, in times of fiscal restraint, when resources are scarce and there are 

many competing interests, research gains importance in terms of uiformed decision 

making. At the same time in Canada, the issue of Aboriginal self-government lent 

importance t O the notion of ernpowerment and conununity participation. Cornmunities 

needed a way to analyze their conditions and resources, to understand the relationships 

among factors contributing to their well-being or decline and to determine their priorities. 

As Gerein (1 998), suggests; "What is needed to enable cornmunity development is a tool 

which involves both the process of gaining self-knowledge and reporting on conditions in 

a credible way while empowering the cornrnunity to gain a unified direction in pursuit of 

its vision" ( p.34). 



The sustainable development movement and the healthy cities movement 

brought about another need for Quality of Life Research. Both of these movements 

demanded an expansion of traditional economic indicators and there was great interest in 

environmentai sustainabiiity as well as a more hoiistic view of the concept of heatth. 

According to Sawicki & Flynn ( 1 W6), the impacts of globalization, increasing 

urbanization, population growth, and environmental decline on heaith and human 

development gave rise to the World Health Organization's (WHO) 1985 Hedthy Cities 

Project. Trevor Hancock, one of the pioneers of this movement stresseci that creating 

healthy sustainable communities was one of the major challenges of the 2 1" century. He 

argued that in order for economic activity to assist in human development it had to be " 

indefinitely sustainable, both envkonmentally and sociaily" (Gerein, 1 998). The need for 

QOL research therefore arises because it is a time when there is growing concem that Our 

societies are unable to continually provide the conditions necessary to enhance, or even 

sustain individual and collective well-being- 

Global concern for the environment has also led to the sustainable development 

movement. The 1992 Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro was a serious beginning by nations 

to commit to canng about the natural environment on a global basis. Henderson (1996) 

stresses the need for new indicators at the local, national and international level in order 

to create more sustainable societies. The majority of community indicator projects are 

derived fiom sustainabie development principles, the most noteworthy being the 

Sustainable Seattle Project; one of the most cornmonl y referred to community indicator 

projects. In 1995, there was a National Round Table on the Environment and the 
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Economy in Ottawa and a Tak Force reported on the environment and the economy 

from 1991 to 1995. It concluded that Canada did not have adequate information to 

monitor, assess and report on its sustainable development progreu. A n e 4  was 

identified and recomrnendations were put fonuard (Hodge, Holtz, Smith and Baxter, 

1995). Hodge et al. (1995), defined the concept of sustainable development as " a 

parailel concem and respect for the ecosystem and the people within - not one or the 

other not one more than the other, but both together". The key characteristics of urban 

sustainability that are often mentioned in literature and policy documents inctude: inter- 

generational equity; intra-generational equity (including social, geographical and equity 

in governance); protection of the natural environment and the importance of living within 

its carrying capacity; minimal use of nonrenewable resources; econornic vitality and 

diversity; community self-reiiance; individual well-being and satisfaction of basic human 

needs (Schwartzentruber, Baker and Shookner, 1997). 

The Community Indicators handbook suggests that there is a lot of overlap 

between sustainability indicators and quaiity of life indicators. It notes the primary 

difference is that sustainability indicators have a greater emphasis on the long term, 

environmental issues and resource use as it pertains to economic vitality and human well- 

being. QOL indicators, on the other hand, focus more on factors affecting current living 

standards (Tyler & Associates, 1997). Sherwood (1 996) also points out that the quality 

of life has been given impetus by the incorporation of sustainable development and 

healthy community's principles in Canadian public policy. He suggests that 

municipalities are more aware of the relationship between the environment, the economy 
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and social well-being, and want to measure their quality of iife as defined by these 

integrative principles. According to Gerein (1998) the concept of community QOL has 

broadened with the growing public awareness of environmental issues and sustainable 

development and the concept of the healthy city related to public health. In order for 

cornrnunities to  progress in the direction in which they want, it is imperative to have a 

better understanding of factors that influence Quality of  Life, and they require indicators 

and methods of measurement for this. 

C. Impediments (barriers) to Quality of Life Research 

First, 1 will focus on the limitations of the Quality of Life research as it relates to 

research done fiom a community perspective. The focus will be on urban analysis, the 

current work of  most municipalities. Urban analysis refers to studies that describe the 

social conditions (or quality of life) of  a population found within a geographic area and 

compares them to other areas or to some desired condition. Such studies are generaiiy 

designed for application and maintenance at the local o r  regional level. 

One o f  the bamers to such QOL research, which may also be viewed as strength, 

is the diversity in terms of interest in QOL research. Environmentalists, comrnunity 

planners, public health officiais, educators, social scientists, bureaucrats, and politicians 

are al1 concerned with QOL at the comrnunity level. Each profession has studied it fiom 

a different perspective. This is really a political issue, as different fields of  study attempt 

to utilize information to fùriher their particular cause or  interest. This plurality o f  interest 
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however, has been detrimental to the establishment of a preferred or consistent rnodeI, 

as varying interest groups have been slow to get together. 

Criticism also prevails with regard to a lack of consistency between studies in 

terrns of their findings. There is no one agreed upon mode1 or set of indicators. This has 

plagued QOL research and impacted negatively on its credibility in the past. Michael 

Cariey ( 198 1 ) suggests that social indicators are cornplex, more so than economic 

indicators and that there are theoreticai problems in terms of social indicator research. 

According to Carley (1 98 1 ), "Lack of theoreticai development and implied causation 

haunt urban sociai indicators, and the more closely they are allied to resource allocation 

decisions the more this is the caseW(p. 144). There are problems with validity, as often 

indicators are utilized that have an ambiguous relationship to general concepts such as 

poverty . 

Some argument exists as to whether or not social reports, or trend reporting is 

anything more than the reporting of social statistics because they often lack a clear 

conceptual framework. Regardless, such reporting is important as the more variables that 

are exarnined, the more apt we are to identifi meaningfil, potentiaily testabie social 

indicators. Carley (198 1) argues that the creators of social reports are not sirnply 

reporting facts. The very selection of some data and the exclusion of others, the choice of 

disaggregations and the method of arranging subject matenal are al1 normative acts based 

on some irnplicit theory as to the nature, and the important components or domains, of 

human welfare. Henderson (1996) suggests that sociai statistics are far fiom objective, as 

there are value-laden decisions in terms of what we masure. There has been much 
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debate over the lack of theory or causal relationships but al1 discussion l a d s  to  the 

need to continue on. According to Carley (198 1) and Morer (1973), social indicator 

theory was likely to develop as econornic theory did: whereby indicators and theories 

developed parallel to each other and focused on middle range theories specific to certain 

fields, eventually leading to more general theory. Fanchette (1974) suggeaed that 

econornic models be made socioeconornic models by the graduai inclusion of social 

variables, and to some extent that is what has happened. Carley (198 1) goes on to 

suggest that given the difficulties associated with constnicting social models and relating 

empincal data to theory, researchers have instead concentrated on descriptive social 

indicators (descnbing social States and changing trends) and the more prescriptive 

function of indicators for policy-making and planning based on measurements of selected 

indicators. A significant issue is that there are no agreed upon standards or targets of 

social noms with regard to crime rates and teen pregnancy. For years there has been an 

ongoing debate about what constitutes poverty, although there are some credible 

measures. 

M e r  reviewing the literature o n  QOL, as reported in CMHC's feasibility study 

the Institute of Social Research at York University stressed that most attempts to mode1 

QOL using regression analysis have met limited results, whether for subjective indicators 

or objective indicators, individual based QOL or places. The rationale was that it was 

inappropriate to assume a linear relationship between variables and that a more cornplex 

non-linear relationship was likely more appropriate. Basically they determined that given 

weak findings it was not advantageous to pursue a fomal regression modeling approach. 
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As stated, "These are complex issues dealing with the idiosyncrasies of individual 

perceptions and behaviour. There is simply too much noise and Iikely too many 

intervening variables to jus* the developrnent of  a predictive model using regression 

analysis" (Bates, Murdie and Rhyne, 1996, p.6). 

The need for consistency in indicator selection was recognized by Sherwood 

( 1  993), and CMfXC proposed a model that would provide some o f  that consistency that 

they hoped would be utilized in the future. (Refer to Appendix C, for the Community 

Oriented Model of the Lived Environment). Dilks (1996) refers t o  a Canadian Indicators 

Workshop, in which parîicipants favoured the notion of developing a set of national 

cornmon urban sustainability indicators that could be modified at the local level to  suit 

the needs of individual cornmunities. Once again, more recently, in the area of 

sustainable development there has been an attempt at gaining some consistency. Both 

the Healthy Cities and Sustainable Development movements are assisting in rnoving 

toward clear models or concepts in which to utilize social indicators to  look at Quality of 

Life. 

In 1987, the World Commission on Environment and Development (Brundtland 

Commission) had on its agenda, the development of new ways to measure and assess 

progress toward sustainable development. This was funher echoed by the 1992 Earth 

Summit, which encouraged corporations, academics and cornmunities to consider the 

notion of sustainable development. Finally in 1996, an international group o f  researchers 

and measurernent practitioners fiom five continents came together at the Rockefeller 

Foundation's Study and Conference Center in Bellagio, Italy, and established some 
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international guidehes for assessment of sustainable development, now referred to as 

the "Beltagio Principles". These pnnciples serve as a guideline for the whole assessment 

process including selection and design of indicators, their interpretation and 

communication of results. (The Cornrnunity Indicators Handbook, 1997). (Refer to 

Appendix D for an outline of the Bellagio Principles.) Although, this was based on 

principles of sustainability, the guidelines are general enough to be usefiil for the 

development of any social indicators. 

Another recent group is "Redefining Progress7', a public policy organization 

which has identified a need for new measures of progress at the national and local levels. 

The purpose of "Redefining Progress7' is to stimulate dialogue and share information 

about trends in community indicator research. This community indicators network links 

over 125 indicator projects around the nation and provides tools and resources to help 

promote their development. They were instrumental in putting together the Cornrnunity 

Indicators Handbook, dong with Sustainable Seattle and Tyler and Noms Associates. 

Nonetheiess, Quality of Life research in terms of urban analysis is still in its early 

stages. The project with longest duration is the Jacksonville Project, which commenced 

several years ago, and inspired many other communities to follow suit. Earlier works 

including Lui, 1976; Flax, 1972; Palys, 1973 and Sherwood, 1993 al1 involving urban 

analysis were not repeated. These studies provided measures of indicators for specific 

areas at a snapshot in time oniy. There is a lack of continuity, in ternis of tracking change 

or progress, since there was no process for ongoing measurement. 
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In terrns of community indicators, one of the most significant barriers, identified early 

one that stiil remains a barrier today, is the lack of available data. Al1 too often, measures 

or indicators are selected based on availability of data rather than theory or logic. This is 

extremely important, as a criteria for indicators is validity or the extent t o  which it 

measures the phenornenon or concept it is intended to (Rossi and Gilmartin, 1980). Ifwe 

have to rely on substitute measures because what we want to measure is not available, it 

impacts on the validity of our research. For exampie, there are no consistent measures 

for homelessness, children in a r e ,  dnig and alcohol dependency, fetal alcohol syndrome, 

or mentai health as municipalities define and track variables dserently. Similarly, 

Statistics Canada has difficufty with a valid measure of housing cost cornparisons due to 

the complexity and ability to take into account quality and like neighbourhoods. 

Problems with data availability have consistently been flaggeâ as an issue at the local 

level. Toronto, Hamilton-Wentworth, Winnipeg, Seattle and Oregon have dl reported 

problems with data availability. This happens at the community level, and is 

compounded if one is attempting to achieve comparability across cornrnunities. 

Although different rnunicipalities keep statistics on similar issues, there is not much in 

the way of standard record keeping other than Statistics Canada. Thus, there is an over 

reliance on census data. Most census data is only available once every five years, is not 

available for al1 Canadian Cities, and it is not consistently available at a cornmunity level- 

Myers (1 987) discussed poor availability of comparative data. Costs associated 

with obtaining Statistics Canada data at a municipal level also represents a barrier. 

Therefore, appropriate measures for indicators that should be tracked are not always 
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available. Carley (1981), speaks to this problem specifically as it relates to urban 

analysis, suggesting the following problems with census data: it is not inclusive of 

variables which might be needed; there are difficulties with boundaries of census tracts 

not corresponding to areas under study; census is taken infiequently; is not always 

available and it is generaily outdated. There are also problems relying on other sources. 

such as agency data, and community centers, as lack of resources ofken Iimit the accuracy 

of data collection and raises concerns about the reliability of existing data. Municipalities 

have attempted to have Statistics Canada widen their database, with little success to date. 

Bauer (1966) stressed the lack of adequate accurate data in tenns of social measures. 

Earlier work in tenns of comparing wmmunities including Boyer and 

Savageau's Places Rated Almanac, Flax (1992), and Liu (1976), were criticized by 

Meyers (1987) as having poor availability of comparative data, as well as poor attention 

to unique local characteristics The lack of available consistent data at the community 

level was also a theme that was raised at the Canadian Council of Social Development's 

Symposium on Measuring Social WelI Being (1996). The Task Force, which exarnined 

the Sustainability of Canada (1995), concluded that Canada did not have adequate 

information concerning sustainable development to monitor, assess, and report on 

progress. The International Institute for Sustainable Development (1998), when working 

on Quality of Life Indicators for the City of Winnipeg, also noted that ultimately data 

availability would play a lead role in indicator selection. Wish's (1986) criticism of 

Johnston's (1988) work to establish a comprehensive Quality of life index was that the 
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national averages u t h d  Iacked sufficient data to d o w  for disaggregation at a 

meaningfid geographical level . 

Subjective data and survey attitudinal studies, are not often available on a large- 

scale basis due to costs and comparabiiity of dinerent survey techniques. As Wish 

(1  986) points out subjective data is often neglected in cornparison of geographic areas, 

as data is not available to differentiate and compare the sense of well-being across states, 

cities, or census boundariu. Wish (1 986) states that amnidinal studies have generally 

measured quality of Iife in a single city or at a national level, which is limiting. 

Therefore, comparability on attitudinal type surveys between cities and neighbourhoods 

is almost impossible (Wish, 1986). The costs o f  conducting surveys for a particular study 

are generally prohibitive, and thus they Iirnit the use of both subjective and objective 

measures in most inter and intra- urban analysis. 

The issue of geographical unit of analysis is also a problem. Because oflack of 

data, the unit of study selected is often not the most appropriate. As Wish (1986) 

suggests, the quality of life within most municipalities varies significantly and t herefore 

the unit of analysis, unless at a neighbourhood level is highly questionable. Wish (1986) 

points out that the quaiity of life in the suburbs is generally significantly different than in 

the imer or central city. It has been extremely difficult to get good consistent data at a 

neighbourhood level, although this is the direction in which some municipalities are 

moving with a specific focus on inner city neighbourhoods. Smaller more homogeneous 

areas of study are recomrnended by many including Palys (1 973), who attempted to 



replicate Michael Flax's weii known Amencan study, utilizing ten Canadian urban 

centres; Wish (1986); Murdie, Bates and Rhyne (1996) and Myers (1987). 

Another significant barrier to Quality of life research at the local level is the 

problem with  COS^ and continued support for maintenance of a project. Although, initially 

there may be suppon, with changïng poiitical leaders it is ofien difficult to maintain 

support for projects. The sustainability of such projects, in termc of continued tracking of 

the sarne indicators over tirne, must be addresseci upfiont. This is another reason why 

available existing data is oAen utilized, as it lends itself to sustainability. This is an issue 

that continuously wmes up at the local level. To date there is a significant lack of 

longitudinal tracking of social indicators at the local level for urban anaiysis. Earlier 

studies such as Flax (1972), Liu (1976), Plays (1973), and Shenrood (1993), although 

quite methodologically rigorous, were only done once for comparability. Thus they 

could not identify changes in the various cities in terms of quality of life. In this respect 

some of the urban analysis today is quite significant in tenns of identifjing changes in 

sociaI conditions. Rossi and Gilmartin (1980), speak to the need for comrnitment for 

both initiation and maintenance to develop and use social indicators. Sufficient fùnding is 

required in order to create and maintain new data sources. Also the compilation and 

processing of social indicator data requires consistent reporting. 

In terms of the different initiatives happening at the local level in the United 

States and Canada, one of the problems is the lack of resources committed to the anaiysis 

or development of new social indicators. There is much activity with respect to tracking 

indicators. Technology has assisted in obtaining social statinics, however the resources 
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in terms of time, expertise and financial cons are not often associated with the analysis 

of many of these projects. Without comprehensive analysis, or rnuch attention given to 

the presentation, the usefiilness of many Quality of life studies or social report cards, for 

Secting social policy is lirnited. Also, given that social indicators may not Iend 

themselves to the formation of composite indexes, they are not as popular. As Bates, 

Murdie and Rhyne (1996) point out in their feasibility study of monitoring quality of life 

in Canadian cornmunities, there has been much criticism of the objective social indicator 

studies including; " the lack of social theory to guide the selection of indicators, the non- 

representativeness of variables, low or poor accuracy of measurement, and the lack of 

suitable data at the local level" (p.3). 

The current trend with local analysis at the community level, which involves 

community participation, and is resulting in annual report cards and benchmark reports, is 

attempting to identiQ new social indicators. Some of these more simplistic report 

rnechanisms are less burdened with methodological issues than typical social science 

research, which should help rnove the effort along in the formulation of new masures of 

progress. Common rnethodological issues however continue to consist of the weighting 

of variables, scaIing of data and the validity of surnming data for individual domains to 

obtain a single QOL rneasure. ( Wish, 1986; Myers, 1987; Bates et al. 1996; Willms, 

199 1 ; Cutter 1985). 



D. The Most Promking Models or Projects in Existence 

Again, 1 am focusing my efforts on those çommunity indicator projects that 

invoive some type of urban analysis or study of quality of Iife at an inter or intra urban 

level. This has been a popuiar direction in the late 1980's and 199OYs, both in terms of 

examining community livability in terms of quaiity of life, and in terms of planning and 

identifjing targets for progress. 

As Bates, Rhyne and Murdie (1996) point out, in the mid-80's there was a 

rejection of modeiing in the social sciences and an emphasis on looking at the dinerences 

and unique qualities of local areas. QOL research becarne more poiicy oriented and there 

has been a continued attempt to make a more direct link to policy and planning. Myers 

( 1987) suggested the 'community trend' QOL methodology for planners, which is based 

on QOL being a local experience and people judging cornmunity liveability by trends 

over time in various aspects of local QOL. What has emerged as popular is really a 

process to be followed. Myers (1  987), suggested four steps to be followed: 1) 

identification which was to include a review of professional literature but also a 

consultation process with local leaders and various interest groups; 2) the coiiection and 

processing of objective data; 3) the inclusion of subjective data by survey, opinion polls; 

and 4) written reports for dissemination to the larger community. 

Currently there exists a rnyriad of community indicator projects, some more 

sophisticated in their approach than others, but the ones that are fast gaining recognition 
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principles: 

A strong participatory component, where area residents are involved in selecting 

what is important to them or  what factors contribute to their quality of life. 

The use of both subjective and objective measures 

The use of  social, economic and environmental measures 

The ongoing tracking of consistent data and some type of annual reponing and 

analysis 

Avoidance to construct an overaii surnmary index of QOL 

Attempts to examine iinkages between variables 

Although there does not appear to be one diainguishable leading edge model, 

Sustainable Seattle has won awards. and has been the most frequently cited example at 

the local level in recent literature. Quite likely, it has been one of the most influentid in 

rems of others attempting similar processes. One can cenainly see similarities to  Myer's 

community trend methodology. However, Sustainable Seattle is much more rooted in the 

more recent framework of  sustainable development or focus on the environment. What is 

of particular relevance in this model is its very cornprehensive public participation 

process. It was very much the cornrnunity- based model, which has gained it widespread 

recognition. It also consists of a fairly comprehensive list of measures, including not 

onl y objective indicators, but also subjective measures of social well-being. 
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Sustainable Seattle represents a volunteer network and civic forum working 

together to identie a way to measure long-term community weU-being and a move 

toward sustauiability. Sustainability is defined by Atkisson (1996) as "long term health 

and vitality-cultural, econornic, environmental and social" (p. 134). Sustainable Seattle 

grew out of a one day conference in November 1990 sponsored by the Washington D. C. 

Global Tomorrow Coalition in which comrnunity leaders f?om al1 facets of the city came 

together to do some visionhg and discuss issues of sustainability. They are tracking 40 

indicators, selected tiom an earlier list of 99 recomrnended by a civic panel of 150 

citizens convened by Sustainable Seattle in 1992. The data was gathered fiom a variety 

of sources including public idormation, synthesis of existing research, and public 

opinion poiling. There have been numerous community consultations and forums for 

discussion purposes. Sustainable Seattle is really a citizen g o u p  including civic 

employees which have taken on responsibility for educating the public about issues of 

sustainability, developing resources and tools to allow them to monitor their progress and 

track best practices in t ems  of sustainable living. To date, they have put out three 

reports, which are more substantial than some of the other annud comrnunity report 

cards. 

For each of their indicators, their repon includes: 1 )  a description of the indicator, 

which addresses how it fits with sustainable development; 2) a definition of the indicator 

to provide a clear understanding of the measure; and, 3) evaluation which speaks to  their 

progress towards sustainabiIity for that specific indicator and linkages which attempts to 

identify the link to other indicators that are being tracked. Data is also presented in graph 
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form, so the presentation is such that you visuaiïï progress and then find a descriptive 

analysis. One thing that is rnissing is the data source for each indicator on the same page 

as the results. They have attempted to look at ratios, and utilize variables together to  be 

more informative. For example, vehicle miles and fûel consumption is looked at together 

to determine progress in terms of fùel efficiency. Refer to Appendix E for a sample of 

Sustainable Seattle's reporting. 

The indicators are divided between 5 large categories or domains, which include: 

Economy (which does take into consideration distribution of income and gaps), 

Environment, Health and Community, Population and Resources, Youth and Education. 

For example, under Health and Community, measures indude: youth crimind activities, 

as a ratio of the ethnic percentage of population, birthweight by ethnicity, annual Seattle 

childhood asthma hospitalization rate, off-year primary voting, attendance at Seattle 

Cornmunity Centers, library circulation rates, public participation in the arts by categoxy, 

gardening activities in King County, neighbourly activities and sense of well-being in 

Seattle. Under Youth and Education, measures include: state literacy rate, twelfih 

graders proceeding to graduation, teaching staffdiversity cornpared to student population, 

volunteers in schools, juvenile crime - police refends and information filed. They do 

not get into weighting particular domains or indicators, nor do they corne up with an 

overall index, but look at the 40 indicators separately in terms of progress. They also do 

not set specific targets as some communities have since done. They look at their progress 

toward improved sustainability and well-being as well as comparing themselves 
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to national averages. in terms of the sustainability fiamework, there have been ';orne 

standards that have become instihitionalized, such as water quality and air pollution, 

which has not been the case with most social indicators. 

In terms of the community indicators movement there is similarity in tenns of 

domains and indicator selection, aithough sometimes the terminology is somewhat 

different, depending on whether the project was developed within the fiamework of 

Heaithy Cities, Quality of Life or Sustainabiiity. 

In terms of the Quahy of Life fiamework, Gerein (1 998) quotes fiom a 

dissertation completed by Hovik (1990), which demonstrates the inclusiveness of the 

Quaiity of Life Research: 

Quality of life can be characterized by a sense of economic well-being and by a 

set of social objectives and factors. A good Iife cornes fiom the opportunity to 

work, to work at a job that is satisfying, that will afEord an income that is 

sufficient to cover the necessities, and that will provide the opportunity to 

improve one's income. The quality of life is the extent to which the environment 

is clean and healthy, the community is safe fiom crime, and sufficient education is 

available to enable one to take pan in society and make the most of one's abilities. 

Well-being is the extent to which one has quality and aKordable housing in a 

congenial environment and in the absence of threat and bias, and the time and 

opportunity to enjoy one's free tirne and the cultural 
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the alternatives and to avail oneself of the opportunities fairly (Gerein, 

1998,p.35). 

As Gerein (1998), points out QOL and sustainability reporting have many 

similarities, however QOL does not pay the sarne attention to issues of intergenerational 

equity. as does the sustainability movement. Sustainability's main focus is on the 

balance between humankind's demands on the earth and the maintenance of the earth's 

natural capital. In t e m s  of the Healthy Cities movement, Hancock (1996) describes the 

movement's conceptual model as having h d t h  or  human development at the centre of  

three equivalent and ovedapping rings: c o m u n i t y  conviviality, environmental viabiiity' 

and economic adequacy. Cornmunity conviviality refers to  the social processes and 

relationships necessary for human development. Environment refers to  the ecosystems 

that support comrnunity. Economic being includes ensuring that individual basic needs 

are met (Gerein, 1998). (Refer to Appendix F for an illustration of this conceptual 

model .) 

A model that is of panicular interest, however and has not been repeated, is the 

Community Oriented Mode1 of the Lived Environment (COMLE). The Canadian 

Mortgage and Housing Corporation commissioned the Institute for Social Research 

(ISR) at York University to undertake a feasibility analysis of modeling quality of life 

indicators in Canada. The Institute for Social Research then came up with two models, 

the COMLE model being the preferred model. This model is more directly related to  
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policy issues at a municipal level. It also incorporates ideas fiom both the sustainable 

development and healthy city perspective. This model drew heavily fiom a discussion 

paper completed by Metro Toronto's planning department, "Towards a Liveable 

MetropolisYy, which now constitutes their official plan - "The Liveable Metropolis". As 

the hstitute for Social Research descnbes the model it; "reflects a more holistic and 

multisectoraI approach to evaiuating QOL issues at the local level" (Bates, et. al., 1996). 

The basic notion of the model is that the liveable metropohs is d e h e d  by three 

interrelated components: economic vitality, social well-being and environmental 

integrity. 

The COMLE model was pilot-tested in 1992 in t h e  municipaiities: Quebec 

City, Toronto and Fort McMurray. I will attempt to give a brief surnmary description of 

the rnodel, as well as some recomrnendations for improvement as outlined by the Institute 

of Social Research (ISR), York University, at the conclusion of the pilot test. This model 

draws fiom recent work on 'sustainable environments' and 'healthy cities', however it 

focuses more ciosely on policy related issues important at the municipal level. (Refer to 

Appendix C for an illustration of the model, focusing on the Housing Sector as an 

example). The COMLE model outlines the principal sectors of the uhan environment, 

which impact the components of liveability- Each sector has a series of indicators 

developed which measure both inputs (physical infrastructure or dollars expended) and 

outputs. For example, the percentage of population without a high school diploma. Each 

of these indicaton can then be compared to a n o m  or societal expectations to detennine 

liveability. The visual model consists of four headings that appear in columns. Sectoral 
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PoliciedProgramrnes is the first calumn and lists most of the sectors that municipd 

govenunent have some responsibiiity for and would address in terms of policies. Sectors 

listed include: housing, land use, transportation, environment, employrnent and 

commerce and related services delivered at a local level such as recreation, police and 

fire protection. The second column, Components of Liveability, shows the major 

dimensions by which each Sectord Policy/ Programme should be evduated. The 

components of liveabiility include Economic Vitality, Social Well-Being, Environmental 

Integrity and Cultural Congruence. Each sector (or broad category) is considered in 

terms of these four components, to detennine on what it should be evaluated. The next 

column is Indicators of Liveability, whereby an attempt to identifi indicators of the 

different prograrns and policies is suggested, and ÇiaUy specific measures for indicators 

are considered. For example, utilizing housing as a sectoral policy to be considered, an 

applicable liveability component would be Economic Mtality. An indicator of that 

would be employment. Specific measures of employment suggested would include, 

housing units built per annum and the value of building pennits. When considering 

Housing, under the Social Well Being component of iiveability, indicators would consist 

of affordability, suitability, adequacy, accessibility, homelessness, and advocacy. 

S peci fic measures of the aordability indicator, include, the percentage of tenants who 

spend 30% or more of their household income on gross rent. Measures of suitabifity 

include the average number of persons per bdroom, or the National Occupancy 

Standard, for adequacy, and percentage of dwellings in need of major repair. When 

Housing is considered under the Environmentai component of liveability, indicators such 
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as density and design are utilized. The dserentiation betwem indicators and specific 

rneasures is explaineci. Indicators express a relationship, causation or  correlation and 

measures represent a surrogate for the indicator representing a social statistic. Many of 

the specific measures utilized in the COMLE study were input measures such as the 

magnitude of the expenditure for a given service, however it was noted that more of the 

measures should be output measures as this is what impacts quality of  life, and without 

corresponding output mearures impact is difficult to grasp. Specific measures rely on 

data availability . (Sherwood, 1 996). 

There was an evaluation o f  the COMLE model completed by participating 

municipalities and researchers, which addressed issues o f  practicality, affordability, 

adaptabiiity, usefùiness, and whether it would be recornmendcd for use by others. The 

evaluation was fairty positive and contained a number of  recommendations for ftture use. 

Recommendations included: the expansion of indicators of liveability; the incorporation 

of measures specific to  the environment; a reduction of  economic measures; 

consolidation of measures related to social well-being; substitution of output measures 

for input measures where feasible; the enhancement of the rnodel through GIS 

(Geographic Information Systems); the inclusion of qualitative indicators based on 

sampling techniques; public consultation, particularly for public services where the 

conceptuai links between inputs and outputs are not well developed and objective 

indicators are difficult to  obtain or not very reliable. The author concluded that there 

was a need to  " develop measures that are consistent over time and space" (Sherwood, 

1996). 
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Aithough the review was positive, this mode1 has not bem fully replicated 

since. Portions of it are reflected in some work being undertaken at local levels today. 

Additionally, Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation and Environment Canada have 

developed a drafl software package "Sustainable Community Indicators Software - 

Applications and Proposed Indicators" to assist municipalities in maintaining and 

sustaining community indicator projects, which is reflective of the COMLE model. It is 

proposed that this software package wiil be available June, 2000. The Federation of 

Canadian Municipalities is currently entering data fiom the Quality of Life Study into 

this software to f o m  part of a database. This d l  represent a state of the art mechanism 

in terms of generating reports and acting as a depository for information on Canadian 

municipalities. 

This literature review was undertaken with several goals in mind. These included 

gaining a better understanding of how quality of life has been conceptualized over time, 

identifying some of the barriers or impediments to establishing a h e w o r k  for 

monitoring quality of life across municipalities, identifjmg the areas or domains 

commonly examined and the indicators or measures most often used in each domain and 

reflecting on some current state of the art QOL projects. This review of the literature 

informed the developrnent of the Federation of Canadian Municipalities Quality of Life 

Reporting System, and more specifidly rny work on the Community Mordability 

indicator. 



A Onains of the FCM Ouaiitv of Life Reoorting Svstem 

There has been a longstanding interen in measuring where we are, where we have 

been, the nature of the change, and whether we are satisfied with what is. Socid 

indicators research has been one approach taken to address this interest. However, 

despite the fact that for decades, numerous disciplines have researched the notion of 

quality of life and what contributes to it, municipalities today continue to struggle to 

determine the quality of life in their communities, the impact of social policy, whether 

things are actually getting better or worse, for whom, and their experience relative to 

other urban centers. 

In 1995, policy decisions announced by the federal government regarding the 

financing of social programs funher highlighted this problem. Since most of the changes 

amounted to reduced financial commitments, municipalities were concemed about the 

consequences of these actions on the people and the quality of life in their cornrnunities. 

As mentioned earlier, this concem led to consultations across the country led by FCM 

and resulted in the Big City Mayor's Caucus commissioning FCM to develop a reponing 

system that would monitor changes in the quality of life in Canadian municipalities. 

It was understood that Canadian municipaiities needed ways to analyre their 

conditions, and resources to understand cornmonalities and themes across the country, 
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which contribute to quaiity of life, and to determine pnonties. Municipalities needed a 

basis for influencing planning, for detemiining where and how to intervene, for 

communication with each other, and with other levels of government. Given the fiscal 

climate and a plurality of interests, the need for good information became even more 

essential for municipaiities at this time. Others were also echoing this need for the 

developrnent of a standardized mode1 of quality of life, which could be utilized across 

municipdities. (Sherwood, 1996; Dilks, 1996; Murdie, Bates, & Rhyne, 1996). 

However, it was only the FCM that took action toward that end. 

The Federation of Canadian -Municipaiities (FCM), is an organization that 

represents the interests of al1 municipaiities on policy and program matters within federai 

jurisdiction, and provides a national voice for municipal goveniment in Canada. The 

FCM has been in existence since 1937. Their members' consist of Canada's largest 

cities, small urban and rural communities, and the 17 major provincial and temtoriai 

municipal associations. 

1. Purpose of the FCM Oualitv of Life Reportine Svstem: 

The purpose of the FCM Quality of Life Project was: 

To establish a fiamework for monitoring quality of life in Canadian 

municipdities, through the identification of a core set of indicators perceived to 

be relevant to quality of life by municipalities. 
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To  estabiish baseline data, fiom which to track changes in quality of life. 

To  report annuaiiy on changes in quality of iife. 

The overall intent was that the QOL Reporting System would enable the Federation 

of Canadian Municipalities and participating municipalities to: 

Report on the weU-being of Canadian municipalities, on economic, demographic 

and social trends (and become a voice in public policy debate) 

Monitor and respond to social and economic change. 

Contribute t o  local planning processes by providing urban comrnunity 

benchmarks 

Identiq QOL concems that require action 

Foster comrnunity participation in monitoring quality of life 

Promote cooperation and networking among Canadian municipalities @CM 

Technical report, 1996) 

Up to this point, there was a lack of consistency in measuring basic information fiom 

cornrnunity to comrnunity and from province to province. No one was consolidating the 

data, even at a provincial level. There was no infiastructure for sharùig information 

between municipalities. (Canadian Council on Social Development, 1996). Any previous 

comparative studies that had occurred were done on a one time o d y  basis, not to be 



repeated. The FCM project was unique in that it marked the first time that 

rnunicipalities came together, to identifL a standard reporting mechanism. 

Establishing a fiamework for consistent reporting across municipalities over time 

however, posed many challenges. The first was whether it was possible for 

municipalities to corne to a consensus on a core set of indicators that depicted quality of 

life in a community, a set that was reasonable in number and doable. The second 

challenge was whether it was feasible to identifL measures that are meaningful, that can 

be consistently tracked across municipalities, keeping in mind technical feasibility 

including issues of aordability and sustainability. This latter issue of comparable data, 

is further complicated, given the variance in responsibility for the  delivery of social 

programs across municipalities. 

In 1996 the FCM and a team of municipal representatives fiom sixteen 

municipalities across the country, set out to answer these questions and address this 

problem of lack of nationaily consistent reporting, by attempting to establish a Quality of 

Life Reporting System for Canadian municipdities. The tearn commenced work on this 

project in October 1996, and as mentioned earlier the first report containing quantitative 

baseline data was released in May, 1999. The next repon is tentatively scheduled to be 

released in Septernber, 2000. (Refer to Appendix B for an illustration of indicators and 

measures, Appendix G for highlights of the 1999 report). 



B. The Process 

1. Oraanization of  the Work: Who. M a t ,  How and When 

The first face-to-face meeting of municipal representatives and the FCM's 

consultant took place, October 3 6  and 3 l*, 1996 in Vancouver. This marked the 

beginning of an ongoing joumey to establish a tool to monitor Quaiity of Life across the 

country. 

a. Who did the Work? 

The FCM Technical Team was established at the outset of this project to develop 

the QOL Reporting System, with the consultant and FCM providing overail coordination. 

The FCM technical team consisted of representatives fiom the Federation of Canadian 

Municipalities, consultant, Terry Hunsley and municipal representatives fiom the sixteen 

participating municipalities. Representatives fiom municipalities consisted of a mix of 

managers, social s e ~ c e  administrators, researchers and social policy anaiysts employed 

by the municipalities. Some of the larger municipalities had the luxury of extensive 

research departments and policy analysts, which also acted as additional resources; 

Winnipeg did not. 
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b. Work done by the Team 

The potential scope of this project was huge, and initial work consisted of goal 

clarification and reaching a consensus on the purpose and scope of the reporting system 

to be developed. That included clanfication of objectives, and the identification of 

products or required outputs. None of this was a small feat, considenng the divenity of 

the group. Other imponant tasks inîluded the identification of potential parniers, both in 

tenns of financing and as sources of data. The ongoing financing of this project was of 

course critical in tems of ensuring its sustainability, and is an ongoing process. 1 address 

funding for this project in Chapter Three. 

Once some cornmon understanding of the overall project goals were realized by 

the team, the next task became the identification of a conceptual fi-amework in terms of 

what domains or categones to include. As previously stated, we identified ten domains 

or indicators. This, of course, required a review of the literature and existing projects. 

Early on we identified criteria for indicator selection based on our shared knowledge of 

curent literature, existing projects, and our experience as social service administrators or 

researchers for local governments. Established critena for indicator selection and 

evaluation will be discussed in detail in Chapter Five when it is utilized to evaluate the 

Cornrnuni ty Affordability Measures. 

We also collected, shared, and reviewed different reports on social research, 

indicators, cornmunity profiles and trends that each municipality had either completed or 

could obtain to determine what if anything existed in terms of comparable data and or 
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reporting mechanisrns. Unfominately, although, many of the same social issues were 

being tracked, the terminology and consistency for comparability were not present to a 

large extent across municipaiities, when considering locally gathered data, or local 

govemment records. For example, each municipaiity had records about the number of 

children in m e ,  however how this was tracked and defined was very different across 

municipdities. It could not be u t i l d  as a valid measure across the municipdities in its 

present form. 

The organization of work, or roles and responsibilities also had to be addressed 

with the group. It was decided that a lead and suppon municipality would be identified 

for each of  the indicators, to work with the consultant in terms of development, testing 

and communication with regard to the indicators. 

Another significant piece of work completed by the FCM technical team as a 

group, was the identification of what was important in terms of each of the indicators, in 

order to help guide the municipality assigned to work on a given indicator. Since the 

Community Anordability indicator was viewed as key in terms of the overail impact of 

federal fùnding changes, this indicator was chosen to be one of the first indicators to be 

worked on. The consultant and participants were quick to declare what was most 

significant in terms of this indicator. An essential issue was the ability to dernonarate 

trends for different income groups and income inequalities, assumed to be driven at least 

in part, by the federal funding changes. This indicator was the first to be developed and 

tested and was utilized as the pilot indicator. Each indicator thereafler was to be subject 
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to a feasibility analysis following the process that was established for this indicator. 

The analysis was based on the critena for selection and included: 

Technical feasibility (The source of data, process required to obtain the data and 
calculate the indicator, timetiness i-e. if figures are available annually or must be 
estimated in some fashion, and the date of their release, as well as cost factors) 
Scientifically sound - factors of reliability, validity and responsiveness to change 
Consistency and comparability across regions and countries 
Potentiai sponsors, public and private 
Relevance for municipalities 

Another piece of work consisted of data collection. Each municipal 

representative was responsible for local data requirements, which were fed to the 

consultant, and data that was obtained through a centralized organization, such as 

Statistics Canada, was for the most part obtained by the consultant. For the Cornmunity 

Affordability Measure 1 consulted directly with Statistics Canada to obtain information as 

required. 

Another task included strategizing around the reporting of the data, and 

determination of what the annual report woufd look like and include. This was, for the 

most part, done on a consensus basis by the FCM Technicat Team, however not without 

some interference fiom the politicians that municipal representatives reported to, and the 

FCM's National Board of Directors. This is discussed later under process issues, in 

Chapter Four. 

Lastly, a communication strategy, for the release of the report and its timing was 

developed. There was a srnall task force, compnsed of a few team members who 



strategized to corne up with a communication plan. This was presented to the larger 

group for feedback and final concurrence. 

c. Integration of the Literature into develo~ment of OOL Re~orting Svstem 

As noted above, the selection of the core set of indicators was informed by 

literature, w e n t  projects in Canada and the United States, the 'healthy &es7 and 

'sustainable development' frameworks, as well as Our shared knowledge. Some of the 

lessons fiom the literature that were integrated into the establishment of the FCM QOL 

Reporting System included, the consistency arnong the diserent conceptual fiameworks 

and interdependency in terms of domains or categories. The most common included 

Socid, Hedth, Econornic and Environment. The generally accepted view was that the 

indicators selected should maintain a balance among these categories in order to best 

represent an overall assessrnent of the quality of life. One lesson learned was the peds 

of utilizing a composite index or overall surnmary index of quality of life, including 

difficulties associated with the weighting of indicators both fiom technical and political 

aspects. However, it was noted that utilizing measures together was more powerfûl and 

usefùl. In keeping with that notion, the FCM Technical Team attempted to look at ratios, 

utiiizing variables together whenever possible in order for indicators to be more 

informative. Also, a review of the literature allowed the team to glean important cntena 

for indicator selection, to be aware of course of the many problems associated with data 

availability and the imponance of credibility and ease of understanding. Additionally, 



some recent local initiatives regarding the meawrement ofquality of life had become 

more policy onented, attempting to  link indicators more directly with policies that would 

fa11 under local jurisdiction 

(Le. Sustainable Seattle, Oregon Benchmarks, COMLE, and Metro Toronto's local 

project). These fit well with the intent of the FCM project. Some of the municipalities 

assurning the lead on specific indicators, opted to utilize a consultative process. They 

involved community representatives, and other organizations in the devebpment of their 

masures, a process highly recommended in current Iiterature. 

The FCM tearn relied heavily on CMHC's Cornmunity Oriented Mode1 of the 

Lived Environment (COMLE) in choosing domains o r  categories from which t o  select 

indicators of representation. Three broad domains were initially agreed upon: Social 

Well-being, Economic and Environment. However, the group ended up focusing more 

on the first two. This is in keeping with the team's background, in terms of its interest in 

social policy issues, as well as those most relevant to municipalities. 

d. How the Work was Done 

The process was based on a consensus model arnong members of the FCM Technical 

Team, with periodic approval required fiom the FCM's National Board of Directors and 

final approval by the Big City Mayor's Caucus. The identification of a core set of 

indicators was done through a group process and consensus of the FCM Technicd Tearn. 
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As previously stated a lead and suppon municipaiity were identified on a volunteer 

basis for each of the indicators. It was the responsibility of the lead municipal 

govenunents to work with the FCM's consultant on the development and testing of a 

specific indicator and to facilitate consultation and explanation of  the indicator vis-à-vis 

ot her municipalities and interested parties. Wmnipeg volunteered to develop the 

Cornmunity Mordability Measure, which marked the beginning of my joumey into the 

development of a masu re  of Community Anordability. 

Communication among the FCM technical team occurred through a combination 

of  face-to-face meetings as a large group in different cities, regularly scheduled 

conference calls, regular written communication, and email communication as a large 

group to work on the overall Quaiity of Life Reporting System. Once the core indicators 

that form the framework of the QOL Reponing System were identified. and a study of  

existing data by rnunicipaiity for comparability took place, the bulk of  the work on 

individual indicators was conducted by specific municipaiities assurning iead roles. The 

larger group was then utilized for consultation, accountability and approval of concept. 

Once the technical team had agreed upond the selected measures and 

methodology specific to each indicator, a presentation by the consultant was made at the 

Big City Mayor's Caucus to provide an update and obtain approval t o  proceed. This 

however, appeared to be more of  a formality rather than an actual formal approval 

process. The consultant also had to present to FCM's National Board of  Directors for 

their sanction of the process and the product to be produced. Presentations to the Big 

City Mayor's Caucus as well as FCM's National Board of Directors never required the 



technical team to alter its methodology. A few suggestions for fhther additions were 

received. One example was to consider "homelessness" as an indicator, when that 

became a sensitive issue. The reponing of results however, became quite another matter, 

and was definitely much more poiitically sensitive. This wiil be addressed in the results 

section in Chapter Four. 

As previously stated, the first meeting of the technical tearn occurred 

in October 1996. Progress reports were provided at the annual FCM conference and the 

Big City Mayor's Caucus. The first repon released in May 1999 contained quantitative 

baseline data on eight o f  the ten indicators. Tirnefiames throughout the project were 

constantly adjusted as the process took much longer than initially expected. Two of the 

indicarors, Social Infiastmcture and Environmental Issues, continue to be developed. 

The next report is tentatively scheduled to be complete in September 2000. 

2. Fundinp: of the Proiëct 

Participating municipalities have been a primary fùnding source for the Quality of Life 

Reporting Project, of which Winnipeg was one out of sixteen. Other municipalities 

included, Vancouver, Burnaby, Calgary, Edmonton, Regina, Saskatchewan, Windsor, 
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London, Toronto, Hamilton-Wentworth, Ottawa-Carleton, Peel, Waterloo, York, and 

Halifax. Each rnunicipality contributed $5,000 annually to the project as well as 

assigning a representative to work on the project. 

INtially, funding was also sought nom the federai and provincial governments, 

however it was not forthwming and it was decided to iden te  and approach potential 

partners for specific indicators as part of the ongoing development process. Statistics 

Canada and Human Resource Development Canada have been significant partners and 

have made either financial contributions or in kind contributions in terms of work and 

information. 

FCM has recently pannered with Ottawa's Canada Mortgage and Housing 

Corporation and Environment Canada to utilize their software package, Sustainable 

Comrnunities Indicator Prograrn (SCIP) for ongoing reponing. This software is intended 

to assist communities to  track indicators of sustainable development and act as a 

warehouse or central database for similar information. 

C. MY Role 

1 have been an active member of the FCM's technical team since the inception of this 

project in 1996. As a member of the team, 1 first assisted in the identification of a core 

set of indicators. This roIe was shared equally among team members. This involved, 

reviewing literature, identifjmg appropriate criteria for indicator selection, identifjing 
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what had been done at  a local level and reviewing the various reports in an attempt to 

identify consistencies of  indicators currently being meawred, as well as any available 

data at a nationaily consistent level. 1 also assumed responsibility for obtaining al1 o f  the 

relevant data for Winnipeg and sharing it with the tearn. My involvement in the overall 

Quality of Life Project included: 

Strategizing and developing work plans with regards to the overall project. 

The identification of possible sources of  data. 

The coordination of  al1 requests for Whnipeg data (which offen involved letters 
of request for information, or  meetings with other civic departments or other 
organizations). 

Consultation with other municipalities in their identification and development of  
specific indicators for which they assumed the lead (providing feedback on their 
consultation papers, researching data avaiiability in Winnipeg for potential 
mesures applicable to each indicator). 

The provision of ongoing progress repons on the status of the QOL project to 
senior city officials, including the Director, the Comrnissioner o f  Planning and 
Community Services, the Chief Administrative Officer, the City Counciilor on the 
FCM board, and the Chair of the Standing Policy Cornmittee on Protection and 
Comrnunity Services. 

Following up on the City of Winnipeg's fûnding of this initiative, initially through 
a special request to  the appropriate Commissioner, to building it into the regular 
ongoing budgets of the departments that 1 have worked for during this project, 
first the City o f  Winnipeg's Social SeBices Department and then the City's 
Community Services Department, 

1 have also assumed the lead role in the development of the Community 

Mordability Measures (CAM 1 and CAM 2), which is the primary focus of this 

practicum. Assuming the lead role in ternis of the Community Affordability 
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Measure, 1 set out to identify a measure of cornrnunity Sordability that would gain 

the approvd of  participating municipalities. This rneant the measure had to rneet the 

agreed upon criteria for indicator selection ( i.e. technically feasible, scientifically 

sound, understandable and relevant), take into account both cost and incorne 

simultaneously, and demonstrate changes in affordability for different population 

groups (specifically those of  lower incornes). The question was whether this was 

feasible in an affordable and sustainable way, and mearûngfiil to municipalities. 

My role then involved: 

The design and development of a measure of communky affordability in 
consultation with the FCM consultant. 

Presentation of the instrument and gaining the acceptance of the technical 
tearn. 

Testing for feasibility. 

Completing required revisions (which resulted in the design, 
development and implementation of a local pricing exercise across the 
rnunicipalities). 

Implementation of  the measure (including the coordination of a local 
pricing exercise and calculation of the Cost index). 

Assisting the FCM consultant in the Reporting of  results. 

My work on the Community Aftordability Measure involved research of 

available literature, research of measures, meeting with Statistics Canada in 

Ottawa, and meeting with FCM's consultant fiorn the Advocate Institute. 1 

cornmenced working specifically on the Cornmunity Mordability Measure in 



January, 1997. Pnor to this 1 had been working with the technical team to 

identifL indicators to include in the QOL Reponing System and their relevance- 

Once again, the part of the problem 1 am addressing in this practicum is 

specificdiy the development and implementation of a measure of comrnunity 

aordabiiity that can be tracked on a nationally consistent basis. This has been 

the pnmary focus of my work with the FCM technical team for the past couple o f  

years. 
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W.  The Practicum Project: A Determination of Comrnunity AfEordability 

A. Part One: Desim and Development of  Community Affordabiiity Measures 

The purpose of this study was, to design and test a pilot instrument resulting in an 

index of comrnunity affordability for each of the sixteen Canadian mu~cipalities 

pmicipating in the Federation of  Canadian Municipalities Quaiity of  Life Reporting 

System. This study's overail research design included four parts. The first part 

consisted of developing and presenting a draft instrument or  formula for the measurement 

of community aEordability that could be utilized by municipalities. The second part 

included testing the feasibility of utilking this instrument. In the third part necessary 

revisions were made which included the development and implementation of  a local 

pricing exercise. In the fourth part the instmrnent was irnplemented for al1 participating 

municipalities, and the results were reported. 

At the time of this study, there was some research being conducted in terms of 

incorne levels and changes in available income by the Canadian Council on Social 

Development. As well, Carnpaign 2000 was tracking child poverty across the country, 

with a view to eliminating it. However, there was not a lot of research that considered 

both costs and income simultaneously, particularly for the average Canadian, as most 

research focused prirnarily on poverty or  low income groups. 

Terry Hunsley, the FCM consultant, recommended utilizing a ratio of  incorne to 

cost of living (income/cost) for a panicular municipality as the measure of comrnunity 
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afEordability. It is the combination of  income and ma of living that contributes t o  the 

aordability of a cornrnunity for its' residents. This general pnnciple quickly gained the 

consensus of the group, as it was noted, that cost of living figures for urban communities 

can be misleading if the average incomes of  the people living there are not taken into 

account, and vice versa. It was realized that either an increase in incornes or a relative 

decrease in costs could affect an increase in affordability. Additionally, the group had 

dready agreed to wnsmict indexes wherever possible. The QOL Reporting System was 

intended to  monitor changes and an index provideci a good mechanism from which to 

demonstrate change. 

Also of significance were differences in income distribution and the need to  

demonstrate changes in affordability. It was agreed that the measure utilized for 

community affordability should demonstrate if lower income people were falling behind 

the general movement of the community in terms of affordability. The hypothesis was 

that changes to the federal fùnding stmcture would most significantly impact low income 

families. With these goals in rnind, 1 set about, in consultation with the FCM consultant, 

to develop a measure that would be relevant to the participating municipalities and gain 

their acceptance. 

In order to design this specific measure of community affordability, fiirther 

research and specification were required for the two components, both income and cost of 

living. First consideration was given to what would be utilized for the income portion of 

the equation, as this was viewed as the more straightforward of the two. 
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First, it was important to identiQ an average income, something that would 

have widespread appeal and that rnost people could relate to. Second, it was imperative 

to distinguish between the average income and a modest o r  low income, in order to 

demonstrate if indeed lower income populations were falling behind the general 

population in terms of affordability. Initiai thoughts, considered establishing measures 

of average income for the cornmunity broken down into severai categories: overall 

cornrnunity, the proportion of incomes under Statistics Canada's Low-Income Cut-Offs 

(LICO), average family income in the bottom 30% or 40%, average income of the 

elderly, women, one parent families and other groups of interest. Mordability could be 

tracked for a variety of populations to determine how each was being impacted. This 

could act to inform public policy debate. 

Since information on incomes was readily available through Statistics Canada 

by way of taxfiler data, there were many possibilities in terms of what could be tracked 

and monitored consistently on an annual basis. However, when the corresponding costs 

were taken into consideration for each of these various population groupings, it became 

apparent that this task may not be so easily completed. In pa~icular if a market basket 

approach to costs was used, each population grouping may require a different basket of 

goods and services, or at the very least reflect different consumption patterns. 

Since it did not appear feasible to calculate the associated cost component for so 

many groupings, the groupings were narrowed down. Eventually, after reviewing 

literature and consulting with Terry Hunsley and Statistics Canada, three measures of 

income were considered for brther testing: the median income of the overall comrnunity 
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(community referring to each specific mu~cipality), the average income of the overall 

community and the rnedian income of the population that falls below the median overaii 

population. These measures were chosen based on a number of factors. 

First, median incomes were seen as more vaiid measures than average incomes, 

as they were not subject to  skewing based on extreme incomes. However, some 

individual tearn members expresseci a preference for average income versus median 

income, based on what they felt would have the most public apped. With tliis in mind, 

both median and average income, for the overall population were calculated in the test 

phase. 

There were many dilemmas, however, in terms of what t o  u t i k e  for a low or  

modest income measure. The goai was to utilize something understandable and 

something that rnight avoid some of the ongoing controversy associated with measures of 

poverty. Given the long standing dispute over what constitutes poverty and poverty 

lines, it seemed logical to avoid utilizing that terminology. Statistics Canada Low 

Income Cut Offs were not utilized, in part because of  this, and their complexity. They 

include a number of Lines based on faMly sue and composition. Although Statistic 

Canada has consistently maintained that it does not regard the LICOs as poverty lines, 

most social policy groups in Canada do (National Council o f  Welfare, 1996). Some 

international studies have identified poverty as one-half of the median income. That is 

the half-way point between zero and the median for family income in each country. This 

presented an interesting option. This was easily explained, understandable in layman's 
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terms, and also considered in terms of potential tùture benefits, should there be a desire 

to utilize this measure international1 y. 

In terms of costs, it was initially assurned by the consultant that a measure would 

be calculated for the con of a market basket of goods and sewices. These goods and 

services were to include the requirernents for a minimum decent living standard, such as 

food, clothing shelter, public transportation, basic health, education and social service 

requirements. In the construction of a basket ofgoods and services, items nom the 

basket utilized for calculating the Consumer Pnce Index were to be considered, as well as 

models utilized by social seMce agencies in setting welfue prices. This basket was to be 

referred to as the Basket of Basic Living Needs (BBLN). The Cornrnunity Mordability 

measure wodd then be determined by the ratio of the median income to the cost of the 

BBLN, which couid be convened to an index. 

Given my background in the social seMces department and market basket 

approaches to setting welfare rates, 1 was familiar with many different models including 

Agncultural Canada's Nutritious Food Basket, Toronto Social Planning Council's basket, 

the Montreal Diet Dispensary, the Home Econornists Budget Guides, as well as 

Chnstopher Sarlo's rneager basket. Like poverty lines, market baskets range fiom real 

minimalist or absolute needs to more inclusive baskets taking into account the ability to 

participate more tiilly in society. In Manitoba, prior to the Provincial standardkation of 

social assistance rates, the City of Winnipeg's Social SeMces Department relied on 

Agncultural Canada's nutritious food basket for the determination of food requirernents. 

Based on the items included in the basket, the necessary pricing was completed to 
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determine adequate food rates for social assistance recipients. We relied on Toronto 

Social Planning Council ' s basket for the remainder of items including clothing, 

household items and personai needs. 

Based on my knowledge, I felt strongly that Agriculture Canada's nutritious food 

basket was the best in deterrnining food requirements since it was based on specific 

nutnent intake requirements of individuals by age and gender. As well, Agriculture 

Canada had previously priced their "nutritious food basket" consisting of 64 items in 1 8 

cities across the country and since they were still conducting pricing in Winnipeg, 1 

thought it was possible that this may be happening in other municipalities as weil. 1 also 

felt that Toronto Social Planning Council's basket would be a good model for the 

remainder of items to be included in Our basket, as it was more generous than most 

others. Knowing the amount of work and thought that goes into establishing a basket of 

goods and services, 1 favoured utilizing an existing basket, with some established 

credibility rather than developing a new basket model. 

Given that these market basket approaches to determining a cost of a specific 

basket of goods and services are both age and gender sensitive, the next order of business 

was to select a representative farnily size and composition, or perhaps a few different 

family compositions. Again keeping in mind the amount of work required, 1 

recommended utilizing at most two different family compositions. The first would be a 

family of four with two adults and two children, the same ages as utilized by the Nationai 

Council of Welfare for comparing social assistance rates across the country each year. 

The second family composition could include an infant, as they have different 
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requirements and would be representative of younger families. The FCM consultant, 

not having expertise in defining a basket of goods and senrices, did not initiaily consider 

that these market basket approaches were dependant on family size and composition, and 

that this needed to be taken into account in terms of the corresponding income component 

of Our measure. 

The fûrther 1 got into the detaii design of our community affordabiîity measure 

the more selective the measure became. 1 moved fiorn a more general perspective, to  a 

specific family size and composition. Also, we were getting into the territory of 

attempting to establish a national standard of living, defining what was required to iive a 

decent life, by defining our own BBLN. This was h u g h t  with problems and open to 

much scrutiny and debate. Additionally, the amount of work required to calculate Our 

cost and income mesures became increasingly more apparent. Having some knowledge 

about pricing, the need to utiiize several stores and average prices 1 had some recognition 

of the amount of tirne and precision required for such an undertaking. 

Al1 of the above concerns caused me to re-examine Our goals. Had we not 

simply wanted to first determine where we were at in terms of affordability, relative to 

each other, not to establish some new theoretical standard of living? There were aiready 

many groups who had worked hard at developing what constituted an acceptable standard 

of Iiving, with no reai concurrence in terms of which constituted the best measure. Had 

we not al1 stated that what was important was to be able to determine if Our cornmunities 

were getting more or less fiordable, and if it was the same for the lower income 

population and the average income population? If this was the case, then what was key 
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to our success was consistency in terms of our basket of goods and seMces pnced, 

both across municipalities and within municipalities fiom year to year. The consistency 

of the basket was more relevant than what made up the basket. The relevance would 

increase the more closely the basket could reflect actual consumer expenditure patterns 

(both for the average consumer and the low income group). It aiso had to be easy to 

explain and meet the criteria previously established by the tearn. 

1 shared my thoughts with FCM's consultant, and af€er further discussion it was 

decided to explore whether we could utilize Statistics Canada's data for the pricing of the 

Consumer Price Index (CPI) for our cost component. The items pnced for the 

determination of the CPI are derived from Statistics Canada's Family Expenditure Survey 

which delineates average consumer spending. This pricing is done regularly and was 

seen as an excellent source to be utilized in determining cornrnunity affordability. 

Statistics Canada's CPI calculates changes in cost of living monthly and yearly. If we 

could utilize their basket of items priced to determine actual costs for the same goods and 

services across the country, and then construct indexes of comparability, we could utiIize 

their CPI data to keep our comrnunity affordability measure current. There appeared to 

be potential there, and FCM consultant, Teny Hunsley, met with Statistics Canada and 

arranged a second meeting in Ottawa, March 16, 1997 with representatives fiom 

Statistics Canada's Consumer Pncing Section, myself and the municipal representative 

from the suppon municipality of Ottawa-Carleton. 

Our initial meeting with Statistics Canada representatives proved most valuable, 

not only were they interested in our project and interested in assisting, but they had expert 
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howledge in ternis of  priQng and issues related to community aEordability. We 

learned more about the calculations for the CPI, the FAMEX survey, t d l e r  data and 

pricing they had done in the past. They did not however, gather data for CPI in all of our 

participating municipaiities, which was problematic for us. We had some beginning 

discussions about the possibility of their expanding their pricing to include those 

municipalities participating in the FCM QOL Reponing Syaem. They also shared with 

us some of the detPiled considerations in ternis of atternpting our own pricing exercke 

across municipalities. 

At the sarne time Statistics Canada lemeci al1 about what we were attempting, 

and they provided information as to how they could see themselves assisting. We aiso 

discussed some of the limitations that they faced and the limit of what they could provide 

us  without financial compensation. During the meeting it was apparent that there seemed 

to be a good fit with Statistics Canada's CPI caiculations and the FAMEX survey. They 

agreed to calculate Our income data, the median income for al1 farnily income based on 

taxfiler data, the average income, and then the median income of those below the median 

income or the 25' percentile. In later discussions, they also agreed to recodgure their 

FAMEX survey data to consider expenditure patterns of that particular group. In other 

words, Statistics Canada were willing to re-weight the items in the basket for CPI based 

on what we had referred to as the modest or low income population in order to determine 

the costs for the iow income population. Statistics Canada staffwere also interested in 

seeing the difference. They aiso advised that the average consumption patterns did not 

change significantly fiom year to year in terms of what we were looking at, and 
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suggested likewise the modest income consumption patterns may also not change that 

significantiy from year to  year. 

M e r  consukations among the FCM consultant, myseiE the Ottawa-Cariton 

representative, and Statistics Canada representatives it was agreed that Statistics Canada 

would attempt to do the data manipulation for the calculation of the Cornmunity 

Mordability measures for two of the participating municipalities (Winnipeg and Ottawa- 

Carleton) in order to test for feasibiüty. In actuality, Statistics Canada ended up 

cornpleting the calculations for al1 1 1 Census Metropolitan Areas (CMA's) for which 

they collected data. 

It was through consultation with Statistics Canada and FCM's consultant that the 

formula for Our cornrnunity affordability measure becarne more clearly defined. It had 

been deterrnined early on that we wanted to utilize the ratio of income to costs, and look 

at determining an index, and afier discussions with Statistics Canada, it was evident that a 

process similar to that utilized for calculating the CPI index could indeed be adopted. 

Keeping these thoughts in mind, in consultation with FCM's consultant, and 

several phone calls to Statistics Canada, two proposed measures of Comrnunity 

Mordability were developed: CAM 1 and CAM 2. These measures were based on the 

relative afEordabi1it.y for each of the municipalities, in terms of the participating 

municipalities across Canada, for both an average income population and a lower income 

population group. 



1. Purpose of the Cornrnunity Affordabilitv Measures 

The purpose of  the CAM is to measure the relative afEordability of Canadian 

communities and changes in their relative affordability over time for  both the cornmunity 

as a whole, and for what is referred to in this study as the 'modest income population'. 

For the purpose of this study, 'modest income population' refers t o  the population at the 

25" percentiie in terms of  income. The CAM is an index of the ratio of the income of the 

residents to the cost of  living within the rnunicipality as compared t o  the average of  all 

participating municipaiities. This measure allows municipaiities to determine where they 

stand on a national basis in relation to the quality of  life their residents can aEord. It does 

not measure communities against an ideal or theoretical standard, but against the standard 

established by the aggregated expenence of al1 participating municipdities. It aiso 

enables municipaiities to track trends in affordability within their community. 

The CAM has two distinct dimensions. The first is a measure of how affordable 

the community is for the total population, using the median income of the total 

population in relation to the cost of living of the average consumer. This is CAM 1. The 

second dimension is the same measure, but applied specifically to the bottom haifof the 

population of the income scale. For this measure, the median incorne of the modest 

income population or the 25' percentile is compared to the average cost of living for this 

group. The Cost of  Living for the modest income population was derived by recaiculating 

Statistic Canada's weights utilized for determinhg CPI based on t h e  expenditure patterns 

specific to the modest income population group. These weights were then applied to our 
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basket of goods and seMces to obtain our cost of living for this group. Over time, the 

two mesures wiii indicate if conditions for the general population are changing. They 

will also indicate if conditions for the upper and lower haif of the population are 

changing in the same direction. 

2 .  Calculating CAM 1 and CAM 2: 

CAM 1 = 

(Median Income City A) divided by (the average of Median Incorne Al1 Cities) (Incorne Index) 

( Cost of Living City A) divideû by ( the average of Cost of Living Al1 (Con Index) 
Parücipating Cities) 

CAM 2 = 

Mcdian Incorne of 
Modest Pop. City A divided by 

the average of Median Income of 
Modest Pop. Al1 Cities 

Cost of Living 
Modest Pop. City A divided by the average of Cost of Living 

Modcst Pop. Ail Cities 
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The Cost of Living was to be calculated by Statistics Canada through ongoing 

local pricing research done for determïning the CPI. This is currently wmpleted in 

eleven CM&. The acnial costs are not released by Statistics Canada, but they do 

produce an index of the relationship of costs in each CMA to the average of dl. The Cost 

of Living for the modest income population in each CMA was to be calculated by 

Statistics Canada denving from the consumer expenditure survey, a profile of the 

consumption, or average ''basket of goods" of the half of the population which falls on 

the lower haif of the income scale, then applying the prices determined in the ongoing 

pricing research for each of the CM&. 

The income indexes were to be calculated using income percentile data fiom 

Statistics Canada. The 50* percentile was used as the median family income for each 

municipaiity. These medians were then calculated as percentages of the Canadian 

average median, to form the index for CAM 1. The same process was to be carried out 

using the 25" percentile, or median of the modest income population, for CAM 2. The 

income indexes were then calculated as a percent of the cost index to denve CAM 1 and 

CAM 3. 

The process of development of these rneasures was a lengthy one and included, 

identieing definitions or detenninations of what would be utilized for our cost of living, 

as well as how we would define average income, and low or modest income levels. 



B. Test Phase 

1. The Test Phase Process 

A test run of the proposed measures was attempted in July, 1997, utilizing 

Statistics Canada's data for both cost and income, and Statistics Canada's calcuiation of 

our index. For the test phase, these measures were calculated on the Census 

Metropolitan Area (CMA) for the eleven CMAs which Statistics Canada monitors for its 

"spatial index"(comparhg geographic areas) of the CPI (Consumer-Pnce Index). The 

intent was that should this prove successful, other participating municipalities would be 

included in a hl1 implementation process. This was al1 that Statistics Canada could 

provide without extending their current capacity. 

The purpose of the test phase was: 

To test the technical feasibility of computing the CAMs for participating 
municipalities. 

To determine approximate costs of computing the CAMs. 

To identiQ problems in the process of caiculating the CAMs (to ultirnately 
determine if it will be necessary for each participating rnunicipality to cany out an 
annual pricing exercise to detennining costs of a specified "market basket" of 
goods and services). 
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It was hoped that the test phase would demonstrate that Statistics Canada could 

meet our data requirements, thereby eliminating the need to carry out Our own p n M g  

exercise. 

The féasibility analysis previously agreed upon by the technical team, as outlined in the 

previous chapter, was utiiized to evaluate this. 

The work required of Statistics Canada included the following: 

Calculating the costs for the 11 CMAs, and detennining the technical or resource- 
related obstacles of calculating them for the other municipalities. 

Presenting the costs in the fonn of an index related to the average costs for the 
eleven CMAs currently monitored by Statistics Canada. 

Calculating a new set of costs for the 1 1 CM&, but based on the spending 
patterns of families in the lower half of the income scaie, and presenting these in a 
sirnilar relational index. 

Calculating the average and median income for the general population in the 11 
CM& and converting them into a index relative to the average Canadian income. 

Calculating the average and median incomes for the modest income population 
and convening these into an index relative to the corresponding average Canadian 
income. 

Using the income index as the numerator and the cost of living index as the 
denominator, to calculate the resulting indexes as CAM 1 and CAM 2. 

The base for cdculating average cost of living, the denominator was the eleven 

CMAs. In tems of the income data, it was originalIy provided using three bases for the 

average: 1) the eleven CMAYs; 2) the Big Three C m ' s  - Toronto, Montreal and 
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Vancouver; and, 3) d of Canada. The third base for income was chosen, so that other 

cities could be readîly inwrporated in the fiiture. This option however was not avaiiable 

for the cost of living data. 

The cost index, calculated by Statistics Canada, excluded their shelter component, as 

they did not yet have a method to control for differences and thus were not cornfortable 

incIuding this. For the test run, CMHC's rental survey for average rental costs of a two- 

bedroom apartment were to be added to the cost index. 

It should be noted, that Statistics Canada carried out this work, valued at an estimated 

% 12,000 to % 14,000, ôee of charge, for the FCM QOL project. 

2. Kev Lessons fkom the Test Phase 

The test phase resulted in vanous insights and key leamings. These were 

presented and discussed at a face to face meeting of the technical tearn in August 1997. 

The most significant reditation was that it would be necessary to conduct Our own local 

pricing exercise. The result of this was that 1 had to revise our plans to include both the 

design and implementation of a local pricing exercise in order to obtain our own cost of 

living figure. 

Whereas initially it was felt that we could utilize Statistics Canada's data for the 

calculation of CAM 1 and CAM 2, our leaniings proved otherwise. While there was no 

problem utilizing Statistic Canada's data for income, the numerator for the CAMs, there 

were problems associated with utilizing their data for our cost of living, (the denomùiator 

for the CAMs). 



The first s h o ~ ~  was that their data was not broken down to the municipal 

regions that we required in order to satisfy al1 participating municipalities. Statistics 

Canada o d y  had complete data on seven of the sixteen participating municipalities, and 

the test run deterrnined that it was cost prohibitive for them to  obtain costs on the other 

municipalities. (They did not have information on Burnaby, Calgary, Saskatoon, 

Windsor, London, Hamilton-Wentworth, Peel, Waterloo and York.) As well, some of the 

participating rnunicipalities were highly concemed with utilizing CMA boundaries versus 

city boundaries. They felt that one of the project's strengths was that it was based on 

municipal boundaries, since data is usually not availabie at that level. They also assumed 

that cornrnunity &ordability would be different in the areas surrounding the 

rnunicipality, and therefore including them would skew the municipalities' aordability. 

Secondly, Statistics Canada lacked housing data that wuld be utiiized for the 

shelter ponion of  cost of  living. Although they currently monitor shelter costs, they do 

not report on them because they do not have a good method to control for differences in 

housing quality. Statistics Canada indicated that they were working on a method to  

include a shelter component in their 'spatial index' of the CPI, but it was unknown when 

this might becorne available. 

Based on this information, we had to make decisions regarding our cost 

component and how to  determine it. As well, we had options to consider in ternis of a 

shelter component. As for the cost component, I recornrnended and gained consensus 

that we would carry out our own pncing exercise, utilizing an existing model, possibly 

Agriculture Canada's Nutritious Food Basket in combination with Toronto Social 
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Planning Council's Model. Many municipalities, had some type of  pricing done and 

representatives hoped that this might preclude having to wnduct their own pricing. 

These alternate pricing formats however did not lend themselves to  consistency or  

comparabiiity across municipalities and were ruled out. 

There was concem expressed about the amount o f  stafftirne required t o  conduct 

pricing locally in each municipality. This led me to commit t o  ensuring that the overall 

coordination, including dculat ions,  would be done centrally and a maximum o f  five 

weeks of  one staff person's t h e  would be required per municipality to complete the 

pricing. This timefiame was based on my previous knowledge o f  pricing exercises 

conducted in Winnipeg. 1 also agreed to  have a preliminary design for the pricing 

exercise out to  everyone as soon as possible for pncing to occur in either May or June. It 

was imperative for pncing t o  occur at the sarne tirne in each municipality. 

An outstanding methodological question that 1 grappled with, dong with the 

FCM consultant, was whether o r  not two separate baskets were required, one for Our total 

population (CAM 1) and another for our modest income population (CAM 2). 

As for the shelter component, this posed a significant problem, as shelter 

represents the single largest consumer expenditure area and varies considerably fiom city 

to city. In the test run CAM 1 and CAM 2 were calculated with and without a shelter 

component, and demonstrated that there was significant movement in a municipality's 

affordability based on the addition o f  a shelter component. (Refer to  appendix H for a 

cornparison of test run CAMs with and without a shelter component and a listing o f  their 

rankings.) The proxy shelter component was weighted as a proportion of  the resulting 
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cost index at .2907 for the general population and -3264 for the modest income 

population. These proportions were provideci by Statistics Canada as the weighting of the 

missing shelter component. ï h e  sheher proxy utilized for the test run was CMHC's 

annual rent survey and we used average rent for a 2-bedroom apartment. There were 

three options to consider for the shelter component. 

Not to include a shelter component, until Statistics Canada is able to supply 
this information. This means the existing index is based on sotid methodology, 
rather than weakening it by utilizing a poor proxy for shelter. 

Include a proxy for shelter based on CMHC's annual rental survey. This 
information, excludes housing coas, however rental costs are generally reflective 
of housing costs in municipalities. It is too significant of an expenditure to  l a v e  
out. 

Calculate CAM 1 and CAM 2, with and without shelter costs to allow users to 
determine which they want to utilize. This involves more calculations but is less 
vulnerable to criticism. 

The group consensus was to go with the last option to caiculate CAMs both with 

and without a proxy shelter. CMHC's Average Rent information was still somewhat 

problematic to use as they do not control for differences in quality nor is there strong 

evidence to suggest that a two-bedroom apartment is an appropriate proxy for shelter 

costs. However, this represented the best source of cornparison shelter information 

currently available and the amount of time and cost associated with generating another 

alternative was not feasible. 



Other signifiant observations fiom the test run included the following: 

Statistics Canada's calculations of the income cumponent of the CAM posed no 
problems. 

Statistics Canada would be able to calculate CAMs for the other cities for 
additional wsts approximately â 2,000 to $25,000 per city depending on data they 
currently collect for that City. On some cities they have partial data, others no 
data. 

Median incomes appear to be a better measure, as they are not skewed by 
extremely high incomes. The average incc'me for the total population in al1 
instances was substantially higher than median incomes. 

The distance between the average and the median is a measure of the degree of 
inequality in the diaribution of incomes. In instances of less income inequality 
the median and average incomes are closer. These inequalities were also reflected 
in the difference between CAM 1 and CAM 2. The larger the variance, the 
greater the kequality in income distribution. 

Vancouver and Toronto had the greatest distances between the two measures, and 
experienced a drop on the incorne index (and subsequently on CAM 1) when 
median income was utilized. Other municipalities improved their relative 
position given less income inequality. (Refer to appendix 1 for cornparisons of 
average and median incomes for the general population and modest income 
population) 

There was not as much of a difference between average and median incomes for 
the modest income population group. This was more of a homogeneous group, not 
impacted by extreme incomes. 

Statistics Canada officiais pointed out that the overall cost index does not change 
significantly between the general population and the modest income population 
and that the general changes in the CPI could be transposed in fùture years to 
update the cost index for the modest income population. This would avoid the 
cost of redoing the CPI for the modest income population each year. The method 
could then be reviewed every five years or so to ensure that this finding remains 
valid. 
(Refer to Appendix J for comparison of cost indexes for the general population 
and rnodest income population, including a proxy shelter.) 
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The addition of a proxy shelter causes some of the higher income cities to fall 
in relative position of aordability because of the high rents, whereas cities with 
lower average rents nse in relative standing. For the most part, a municipaiïty's 
income Ievel determineci its' relative flordability, with the exception of those 
with extremely high rents. In other words, shelter costs had a significant impact 
on affordability for those with extreme rents. 

The greatest variance between muriicipalities is in inwme versus costs. With the 
exception of shelter costs, municipalities were fairly comparable in tems of costs. 
However, there were signifiant differences in income levels across the country. 
(FCM Progress Report on Cornmunity Mordability Measure, August, 1997). 

C. Part Three: Back to the Drawina Board: Desim and Develo~ment 

of Local Pricinp Exercise 

The test phase resulted in a need to once again explore options in ternis of a 

basket of goods and services to be utilized in conducting a local pricing exercise. 

Therefore a specific model, or combination of market baskets had to be identified. 

Typically there are two ways of aniving at standards or costs of living and sometimes the 

two are combined. First, goods and services to be included in a basket may be based on 

typical purchases made by sample groups of families, which serves as an indication of 

how the average famiiies at specific incomes spend their money (e.g. Statistics Canada's 

CPI). Second, standards may be determîned with the help of experts' judgments, whereas 

a group judgment is made about basic numbers of goods and senices needed to maintain 

a fmly household (e.g. AgricuIture Canada's Nutritious food basket, Budget Guides, 



Acceptable Living Level). Ifwe were to utiiize one of the existing baskets that we 

were considering, (Agriculture Canada's Nutritious Food Basket, Toronto Social 

Planning Council, or Budget Guides) this would represent a move from an average 

expenditure to a judgement regarding basic needs. This led me to consider the possibility 

of utilizing a modification of Statistics Canada's basket utilized for the CPI in order to 

utilize expenditure patterns versus judgments. 

Infometrica, an Ottawa based Company well known for its econornic research, 

had utilized a scaied d o m  version of Statistics Canada's basket to ascertain price 

differentials between two different locations for determinhg salary adjustments. Ifthey 

were cornfortable utilizing a modified basket for that purpose, surely we could dso 

construct a smailer basket fiom which to derive our cost index. In hrther Iooking at the 

details of utilizing Agriculture Canada's Nutritious Food in combination with Toronto 

Social Planning Councils' ciothing and household, for different family compositions it 

included the pricing of some 506 items, which was not significantly less than Statistics 

Canada's 650 items. After much review, another meeting with Statistics Canada, Terry 

Hunsley and FCM's assistant, it was deterrnined that a modification of Statistics 

Canada's basket utilized for pncing the CPI was the best option for Our local pricing to 

determine Our denominator. 1 set out to corne up with a modified version for our use and 

guidelines for our pricing exercise. At the end of Apnl, 1 forwarded information via 

email to the other participating municipalities in terms of what we would utilize for our 

pncing exercise as well as a survey to be completed in order to identify existing stores 



across the country for utiiization in the pricing exercise. (Refer to Appendix K for survey 

on stores). 

The items that Statistics Canada price for the CPI are based on their Family 

Expenditure Survey. Their list of items is therefore representative of average consumers 

across Canada and does not attempt to identify a standard of basic living needs. 1 shared 

rny rationaie for utiiinng Statistics Canada list of items: 

It avoided the problem of having to speciQ specific f h i l y  compositions. 
In the other baskets pricing of food, and clothing is based on age and 
gender of children and is al1 inclusive to meet their basic needs. 

It was not based on a 'basic needs' determination but on an average 
expenditure survey. 

It had widespread credibility. 

It was not seen as more labour intensive and 1 could utilize much of 
Statistics Canada's methodology. 

It was consistent with Our trial run and therefore we had a mechanism for 
cornparison for validation. 

Should Statistics Canada's pricing become more tailored to Our needs in 
the future, we could utilize their pricing rather than cornpleting our own 
pricing exercise and maintain consistency. 

It was an indicator that met the technical tearns established criteria. 



1. Pricin~ Exercise Design 

My reference for the pricing exercise was Statistics Canada's list of items priced 

for the determination of the Consumer Price Index (CPI). Statistics Canada's list 

consisted of commodities identified through their Family Expenditure Survey, which 

identified what the average family purchases. Statistics Canada's list of items, 

specifications and associated expenditure weights were utilized in defining our own 

basket or List of commodities and services. (Refer to Appendix L for list including 

weights). S tatistics Canada also provided recaiculated expenditure weights specific to 

the spending patterns of families in the lower income scale for the test mn, based on the 

average of the eleven CMA's. Our modest income weights were re-estabiished based on 

the same ratio of modest-to-average (for al1 participating municipalities), updated by the 

year over change (1 996 - 1997) in the basic components. (Refer to Appendix M). 

Statistics Canada's basket consists of over 650 items that fall under the following 

eight categories: Food, Shelter, Household Operations and Fumishings, Clothing and 

Footwear, Transportation, Healt h and Personal Care, Recreation, Education and Reading, 

Aicoholic Beverages and Tobacco Products. We utilized those same eight categones 

and associated expenditure weights for each category in calculating our basket. We 

selected items corn Statistics Canada's list for six of the eight categories, selecting 161 

items from a total of 520. We utilized a slightly different methodology for the Clothing 

and S helter categories. 



2. Selection Critena for Items Priced 

The selection critena for priced items (excluding clothing and shelter) were as 

foI1ows: 

Items that had individual weights assigned2 

Sample size (number of items selected) per group dependmt on group weighting 
(sample size increased relative to group weight) 

Ease of comparability across municipalities3 

Comrnondity 

3. Weighting Determinations 

The weighting was deterrnined as follows: 

Statistics Canada's expenditure weights for the eight large categories were 
utilized: Food, Shelter, Household Operations and Fumishings, Clothing and 
Footwear, Transportation, Health and Personal Care, Recreation, Education and 
Reading, Aicoholic Beverages and Tobacco ~ roduc t s .~  

Individual weights were utilized when specified 

Weights for items that were ornitted were distnbuted evenly among the selected 
items for that group. 

' Statistics Canada's data, for the most part, did not provide individual weights for each spenfic item, 
rather groups of items had weights assigned which we divided equally among those items that made up a 
given group (ie. dairy products, beef and games would reprcsent groupings having assigned weights and 
several items would be included in each grouping). Only select items had individuai weights assigned. 

Items were omitted when it was not feasible to compare across municipalities. 
' Our total weight equals 99.98, -02 lcss than Statistics Canada's total of 100 due to Statistics Canada's data 
king rounded off to two decimai points. 
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When mtire sub-groups were omitted due to problems associated with 
comparability, the weight was distributed evedy arnong the other sub-groups in a 
particular category. 

4. Specifications 

Specifications utilized were as follows: 

Statistics Canada's specifications were the pnmary source for Our List of items 

utilized, with the exception of Shelter and Clothing. Data provided by Statistics Canada, 

however, had sensitive idormation (ie. brand names and store names) deleted. Therefore 

we defined our own guidelines such as store brand narnes or largest shelfvolume based 

on previous pricing experience and a preliminary survey of stores available in the 

participating munkipalîties. (Refer to Appendix K for survey form). 

5.  Pricina Instructions 

Pricing Instructions included: 

Specific instructions for store selection and in-store pricing were inciuded in the 

pricing guide. (Refer to Appendix N for pricing guide). The pticing guide included 

specific instructions for each category, which addressed store selection and specific 

pncing guidelines. Pricing sheets described the item to be pnced including a detailed 

description and specified quantity. Each item was to be priced at three different stores, as 

an average price was later calculated for each item. Applicable taxes were applied, based 

on tax information provided by Statistics Canada. (Refer to Appendix O for tax 

information provided by Statistics Canada). A suggested script or introduction was also 



provided to municipalities, via email, and pricers were advised to alert store managers 

of their presence, prior to commencing pricing. The pncing guidelines were dl-inclusive 

and were to be completed the sarne week in June by dl  municipalities and then returned 

to W i p e g  for caiculations. 

6. Methodolow utilized for Shelter Costs 

Statistics Canada did not have shelter information that could be utilüed. A proxy 

figure for shelter was utilized baseci on the average cost of a two-bedroom apmment 

determined by C m ' s  shelter survey.' Statistics Canada's shelter weights derived fiom 

their Family Expenditure Survey were utiiized. (Detailed information on calculations are 

provided Iater under the heading of CAM calculations). 

7. Methodolow utilized for Clothing Costs 

Given the difficulties in defining specifications for this category that would 

ensure comparability across the country, we chose a different methodology and handled 

pricing centraily. Without Statistic Canada's specifications and expenenced pncers, 

there were too many difficulties selecting comrnon design, models, sizes, fiber content 

and such. 

- ~- 

CMHC. Average Rent of Pnvately Initiateci Apamnents in Stxucnires of Three and Over (Al1 Unit~) by 
Province, Ottawa. 
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Consultation with large department store chains determined that with the 

exception of designer clothing, there was standard national pricing. The regional 

differences in costs would be accounted for only by dinerences in provincial sales tax. 

Given this, a set value of $500.00 was identified for adult clothing and ctddren's 

clothing. There was a breakdown of amounts for specific articles. The appropriate 

provincial sales tax was then applied! 

The foiiowing three categories were selected from Statistics Canada's CPI basket: Shoes, 

Winter Jacket, Pants/T-S hirts/Underclothïng for both children and adults. 

S hoes . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 1  00.00 
Winter Jackets . . . . $100.00 
PantsrT-shirts . . . . $300,00 

--IIIII- 

$soo.oo 

The above allocations were applied to each category in al1 the municipalities including 

their respective tax rates in order to derive the final average price and weighted cost for 

each item in a11 municipalities. 

8. Modifications to Pricinp Guide: 

After reviewing and verifjing the pricing information received from al1 

pmicipating municipalities, minor modifications were made to the pncing guide in order 

to ensure that we were al1 pricing the same items. Some of the problematic items were 

6 Statistics Canada provided information on Provincial S a i s  Tax 
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were deleted and their weights distributed across other groupings. Other items were 

replaced with more specifk, detailed items. This was the case in household and 

recreation categories. Some more cornplex items were re-priced centrally to ensure 

consistency (e. g . cars, telephone and university and coiiege tuitions). ( Refer to Appendix 

P for a detailed list of modifications, and a description of problems and resolutions by 

category). 

The main challenge to the pricing exercise was to ensure that comparable items 

were being priced across the municipalities. ProbIems ranged from item availability, to 

iack of confidence in pncers ability to follow detailed instructions and record 

discrepancies accurately. This latter problem was a result of utilizing inexperienced 

pricers, with no consistent training. 

9. Process and Formula for Derivinn Cost Index 

Step 1. Detemisation of the Total Weighted Cost ptr Municipaiity 

Determined the Average Cost for each item 

(Al1 municipalities were required to obtain three pnces for each item). 

Applied Statistic Canada's associated weight to each item to obtain the 

Average Weighted Cost (= Average Cost x Weights) 

Summed the Average Weighted Costs for each item and obtained the average 

weighted costs for each category, ie. Food, Household, Clothing.. . . 



Surnrned the Average Weighted Costs for each category to obtain the 

TOTAL AVERAGE WEIGHTED COST per municipaiity 

This provided us with an overall cost per municipality, which was reflective of 

Statistics Canada's weightings based on patterns of consumer expendinire. Next we 

deterrnined the average cost for ail participating municipalities (Step 2), in order to 

calculate a cost index for each municipality, (Step 3). The cost index then represented 

how each municipality fared relative to the average of al1 participating municipalities. 

An index of 1 .O0 was us& to represent the average cost of living. Anything over 1 

demonstrating a higher than average cost of living, and less than 1.00 demonstrated a 

below average cost of living, as determined for participating municipalities. The cost 

index compares the cost of living in each of the municipalities to the average cost of 

living for al1 participating rnunicipalities combined. In other words by dculating an 

index, each municipality's cost of living is demonstrated relative to each others. This is 

similar to Statistics Canada's CPI. 

Step 2. Determination o f  the Average Toaal Cost of  a11 Municipalities 

Average Total Cost = Sum of Total Average Weighted Costs (al1 Municipalities) 
(Al1 Municipdities) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - i - - - - - - - i - - - - - - - - - - - U  

Nurnber of Participating Municipalities 



Step 3. Determination of the Cost Index for ail Municipalities 

City A Cost Index = Total Average Weighted Cost (for City A) 

Average Total Cost (NI Municipalities) 

The cost index depicts cost of living for each municipality relative to al1 

others. This enables the tracking of trends in cost of living both within rnunicipalities 
and 

across municipdities. 

A decision was made to conduct a pncing exercise once every five years and to 

utilize CPI increases to adjust Our cost index in between pncing exercises. This was 

based on several factors, inciuding issues of sustainability as well as methodological 

considerations. Conducting a local pncing exercise is very labour intensive and utitizing 

CPI to adjust our cost index appeared to be an acceptable alternative. As noted earlier, 

the difference in cost between rnunicipalities was not very significant in determinhg 

overall affordability, with the exception of shelter costs. This held tme for both our test 

nin and Our own pncing exercise. It should be noted that we could obtain Our proxy 

shelter annualty fkom CMHC, to update our cost. The lirnited variance in costs across 

rnunicipalities was a rather surprising finding. 
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For the moa part, what impacted difEerences in affordabiiity was the 

difference in incornes. Therefore, to produce a valid meauire of sordability, it is more 

important to have good income data for the numerator than it is to have good coa data for 

the denominator. Additionally, given that Our pricing was based on a modification of the 

CPI basket, it would be methodologically sound to  adjust it annually by the CPI for the 

CMA's. A pricing exercise every five years would act to review the validity of this 

methodology. 

D. Part Four: lm~lementation of Draft Masure  & Reportinn of Results 

Once the pncing exercise was completed in June 1998 and calculations were 

completed to determine the Cost index (pre shelter component), the onIy other 

information required to  complete CAM 1 and CAM 2 was CMHC's rental survey 

information, and income information. For this we relied on Statistics Canada's taxfiler 

data. Implementation then consisted of calculating the data to obtain CAM 1 and CAM 

2, some prelirninary analysis of the findings and reporting the results. 1 assumed 

responsibility for the design, implementation and calculations with regards to the local 

pncing exercise, and calculating the Cost indexes resulting corn the pricing exercise. 

Part way through the process, 1 had an assistant for data entry and the use of the Excel 

software program to complete calculations for pricing. Cost indexes were calculateci and 
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forwarded to  Terry Hunsley, the FCM consultant. He obtained the income indexes 

fiom Statistics Canada and perforrned the remainder of the required calculations to  

determine CAM 1 and CAM 2, in consultation with myselff. 

1. CAM Caiculations: 

A Cost index was caicuiated from the pricing exercise. Statistic Canada's weights 

for the cost components were used to reflect the different proportions of income used to 

purchase different items by the whole population (CAM 1) and modest income 

population (CAM 2). The modest income population included al1 those families below 

the median family income (ie, the lower half of the income scale). 

A Shelter index was calculated by taking as proxy the average rent for a two- 

bedroom apartment for each locale, fiom the CMHC rent survey. The average rents for 

each municipality were combined and averaged to  determine an overall average rent for 

participating municipalities. The average rent for each municipality was then calculated 

as a percentage of the overall average (for al1 rnunicipalities) to form the shelter index. 

The overall average rent for participating municipalities was $686.38. Statistics 

Canada's shelter weights (proportion of total income used to purchase shelter) were 

applied. For CAM 1 the shelter weight was .2675. This was based on Statistics 

Canada's weighting derived fiorn their family expenditure survey. For CAM 2 the 

shelter weight was -3032. This was calculated based on data provided by Statistics 

Canada for 1996, adjusted by changes fkom 1996 - 1997, in relative weights of CPI 



component indexes. (Refer to Appendix L & M for weightings of components 

provided by Statistics Canada). Statistics Canada provided weighting for the Whole 

Population (CAM l), Modest Incorne (CAM 2) for the July 1997 test mn and CAM 1 for 

1998 implementation. 1 calculated the weights for CAM 2, based on the previous 

information 

and proportions provided by Statistics Canada. The shelter index was then combined 

with the cost index using the Statistics Canada's weights for sheher, for CAM 1 (whole 

population) and CAM 2 (modest income calculation). The result of these calculations 

was two fiill-cost indexes, Cost 1 and Cost 2. 

As noted earlier, the shelter component represents the single largest consumer 

expenditure area and varied considerably fiom city to city. In both the test run and Our 

calculations there was significant movement in a municipality's aordability based on 

the addition of a shelter component. (Refer to appendix H for a cornparison of test run 

CAM'S with and without a shelter component, and a listing of their rankings). 

The income indexes were calculated by drawing from Statistics Canada's income 

percentile data, the 50" percentile, or median family income for each locale. These 

medians were then calculated as percentages of the Canadian average median, to form the 

income index for CAM 1 . The sarne exercise was camied out using the 25' percentile, or 

median of the modest income population for CAM 2. The income indexes were then 

calcuIated as a percent of the cost indexes to result in CAM 1 and CAM 2. 



Step 1. 

City A Cost Index = Totai Weighted Cost for City A (fiom pricing exercise) 

Average Total Weighted Coa (Al1 Participating Municipalities) 

Step 3. 

S helter Index = Average Shelter Cost for City A x Shelter weight component 
-------------------- 

Average weighted Shelter Cost for al1 pariicipating municipalities 

Step S.  

Cost index including Shelter = Cost index City A + Shelter Index City A 

Step 4 

City A Income Index = Median income City A 
----NU------- 

Median income ail Canadian Cities 

Step 5 .  

CAM = INCOME INDEX 
.................... 

COST INDEX 

And 

Median Income of Total Population 
CAM 1 = --,,-------------------- 

Average Cost of Living (based on pricing exercise) 

Median Income of Modest Income Population Group 
CAM 2 = --------------------- 

Average Living Costs of Modest Income Population 
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In summary the cost of living was derived tiom the pricing exercise carrïed 

out in the sixteen pariicipating municipalitia whereby a con was identified for a specific 

basket of goods and services. The basket of goods and services priced was a 

modification of the items Statistics Canada prices to detennine the CPI, which is based 

on their Farnily Expenditure Survey. The costs for each municipdity were then 

calculated as a percentage of the average total cost of al1 participating municipalities to 

arrive at a Cost index. The cost of living for the modest incorne population was derived 

by recalcdating the weights for the items pnced based on Statistics Canada deriving fiom 

their consumer expenditure survey a profile of the consumption patterns of half of the 

population which falls on the lower half of the income scale. 

The median incornes were derived fiom income percentiie data fiom Statistics 

Canada. The 5 0 ~  percentile was used as the median family income for each 

municipality. These medians were then calculated as percentages of the Canadian 

average median (obtained fiom Statistics Canada) to obtain an Income index. The same 

was done utilizing the 2sLh percentile, or median of the modest income population. The 

Income indexes were then calculated as a percent of the Cost indexes to derive at CAM 1 

and CAM 2. 

In calculating indexes for both cost and income, each municipality is considered 

relative to the aggregated experience of ail municipaiities for both cost and income. The 

CAMs, which are derived fiom Income Index/ Cost Index, likewise measure relative 

affordability, that is how affordable a municipality is compared to the average of dl 

participating municipalities. A CAM of 1 .O0 would present the average or nom, 
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anything higher than 1.00 is more aordable  than the average; anything less than 1 -00 

is less aordable  than the average. The higher the CAM the more Sordable  the 

municipality. Since we hrst calculate a cost index and an income index separately, one 

can determine whether it is the cost of living or the income in a particular municipality 

that detennines affordability relative to other municipaiities. The C m ' s  then ailow for 

tracking changes in affordability within municipalities, as weU as across municipalities. 

2. Results 

Community Affordability indexes CAM 1 and CAM 2, are s h o w  in descending 

order (fiom most a o r d a b i e  to  least affordable) in Figure 1 and Figure 2. Also illustrated 

are cost indexes (including the shelter component) and income indexes. Refer to 

Appendix Q, R and S respectiveiy for, cost indexes prior to the addition o f  the shelter 

component, total average costs of basket of goods and services for each municipality, and 

total weighted average cost per municipality. 

The CAMs ponray the relative affordability among participating municipalities. 

The higher the value of the index the more fiordable the community is for its residents. 

Aftordability is impacted by both costs and income. There is a greater variance across 

municipaiities in terms of income than costs, for both the total population and the modest 

income population. Therefore, the trend is that those cities with the highest median 

incomes are the most afTordable. This does not hold tnie in al1 situations however, as this 

is impacted by below average costs in combination with average incomes. In other 
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words, if a municipality has average income but welf below average cons, their o v e d l  

affordability wifl be above average. For example, Windsor, Calgary, and Waterloo al1 

with higher incomes than Regina, fa11 below Regina in terms of overall affordability, 

because Regina has lower than average costs. 

Figure 1 

Municipdith Listed in Order of Community Affordability 

(CAM 1) - Total Population 

I I f 1 

4 ( Windsor, ON. 1 1.20 1 1.016 1 1.22 1 

1 

2 

3 

I 1 I I 

6 1 Waterloo, ON. 1.17 1 1 .O02 1.17 1 

Municipalities 
Ottawa-Carlton, ON. 

York, ON. 

Regina, SK. 

1 I 1 I 

1 1 7 / Edmonto~ AB. 
1 1 1 

1 1.13 1 0.887 1 1 .O0 

5 1 Calgary. AB. 1.19 1 0.965 1.15 

1 9 1 Hamilton-Wentwonh, ON. 1.1 I 0.98 1 I 1.1 1 

Income 
1.28 

1.32 

1.13 

CAM 1 
1.26 

1.26 

1.22 
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Cost 
1.019 
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0.93 

Saskatoon, SK. 
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1.13 

1.18 10 1 Peel, ON. 

1 .O2 

1 .O9 

I 
I I 1-10 

1 1 

12 
L 

1 .O5 

1 .O7 

0 -95 

0.92 

13 

14 

15 

16 

0.9 1 

1-07 

1.03 

Winnipeg, MB. 
London, ON. 

L I 

Halifai NS. 
Toronto, ON. 

Burnaby. BC. 

Vancouver 

1 .O9 

1 .O9 

0.934 

0.998 

1 -06 

0.96 

0.9 

0.84 

0.989 

1.114 

1 .O25 

1 .O96 



Figure 2 

Municipalities Listed in Order of Community Affordability 
(CAM 2) - Modest lncome Population 

i 1 Regina. SK 1 1.26 1 0.912 1 1.15 
I I 

Municipalities 

8 Hamilton-Wentworth, ON 1.16 0.972 1.13 1 

CAM 2 1 Cost 

2 

1 i l London. ON 1 1.11 1 0.989 1 1.1 
I I 

I n m e  

Waterloo, ON 

1s 

1 -23 

1s 

Peel. ON 1 1 -04 1 1 .O93 

1.005 

1.14 1 
1 Burnaby, BC 0.87 
I 

1.24 i 

1.032 0.9 
1 



The CAM5 demonstrated that community Sordability for the modest income 

population is not consistently a reflection of affordability for the total population. In 

other words, those commmities, which are most dordable  for what is referred to as the 

"total population", are not aiways the most affordable for the modest income population. 

As well, a significant decline fiom CAM 1 to CAM 2 suggests increased inequality in the 

community. Regina ranks fourth on the scaie of affordability for the total population and 

jumps to first place in terms of modest income population, as Ottawa and York 

experience slight drops. Vancouver, Burnaby, and Toronto consistently rank as least 

affordable for both population groups. Toronto depicts higher than average costs and 

oniy slightly higher than average income. Vancouver and Bumaby depict higher than 

average costs however, in combination with lower than average incomes. Vancouver's 

and Burnaby's costs were significantly irnpacted by the addition of the shelter 

component, as would be expected. In terms of the modest income population, Toronto, 

Vancouver and Burnaby stand out as well below average. Additionally, Toronto and 

Vancouver both demonstrated the greatest decline between CAM 1 and CAM 2, 

suggesting an increased gap between their total population and the modest income 

population. 

The C AMs demonstrate inequali ties across municipalities as well as within 

municipalities. First the CAM'S depict relative affordability across municipalities, and 

Figure 1 and 2 shows <hem in descending order of affordability for both population 

groups. The most aEordable appear at the top of the page. Secondly, a negative variance 
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between CAM 1 and CAM 2 (a decrease in the index for CAM 2), for each 

municipaiity identifies a gap in terms of affordability between the total population and 

modest income population in a given municipality. Municipalities that experienced a 

decrease in relative aEordabiIity for the modest income population included Vancouver, 

Toronto, York, Peel, Ottawa, Burnaby and Windsor. The greatest decline was 

expenenced in Toronto, Vancouver and York. Calgary and Edmonton remained the 

sarne in tenns of relative flordability. Those demonstrating an increase in relative 

Sordability for the modest income population included Winnipeg, Waterloo, Had ton-  

Wentworth, Regina, Halifax, Saskatoon and London. Winnipeg, gained the most in 

terrns of relative affordabiiity, moving fiom an index of 1.09 for the total population to 

1.18 for the modest income population. This means that there is iess of a gap between 

the total population and modest income population in Winnipeg than in the other 

municipalities. Winnipeg moved fiom eleventh to sixth in terms of cornmunity 

affordability with respect to the modest income population. 

a, Winnipeg Results 

In terrns of costs, Winnipeg was identified as having the fourth lowest costs, with ody 

Edmonton, Saskatoon and Regina having lower costs for the total population and third 

lowest costs for the modest income population. Prior to adding the shelter component, 

Winnipeg was the second lowest in terms of costs, for both total and modest income 

population groups. Saskatoon and Regina have lower rental costs. 
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As for incorne, data provided by Statistics Canada regarding incorne tax filers 

identified Winnipeg as having the thirteenth lowest family income of the sixteen 

participating municipalities, for the total population. Winnipeg had on1 y higher family 

income than Edmonton, Burnaby and Vancouver. M e n  the ratio of income to costs was 

calculated to determine the Cornmunity AfEordability Mesure, Winnipeg's affordability 

was significantly impacted due to the low family income. In tenns of the whole 

population (CAM l), Winnipeg stands at number eleven with regards to affordability. 

For the modest income population (CAM 2), Winnipeg rises to number six in ternis of 

affordability. For the modest income population group, Winnipeg's incomes are slightly 

higher than the average and costs are below average. 

These indexes now form the baseiine fiom which Nture change will be identifieci. 

The most significant piece of information wiU be ifcommunities are becorning more or 

iess affordable, and if movement is the same for both groups (CAM 1) and (CAM 2) in 

communities. Changes in the index will identiQ if the gap between the two groups is 

lessening or growing for each of the participating municipalities. The information 

tracked will also provide insight in terms of whether it is costs or incornes that is 

affecting community dordability for each municipality. Information to date suggests 

that the variance among rnunicipalities and between CAM 1 and CAM 2 relates to 

income levels versus costs, with the  exception of situations involving unusually high 

shetter costs. The relevance of these indexes will increase over time in identikng trends 

or rnovement in community affordability 



V. Process and Validation of the Community AfEiordability Measures 

A Process Issues 

The factor that made the FCM Quality of Life Project unique and significant, its 

national coordination, also posed the greatest challenges in terms of process. This 

included issues related to group work, logistics and politics. In this Chapter, 1 will 

discuss process, both in terms of what worked well and what presented difficulties or 

limitations. First, however, 1 would like to acknowledge that 1 believe the production of 

the first FCM Quality of Life Report was quite an accompiishment. This marked the first 

time that municipaiities across the country had corne together to work on a joint project. 

1 .  Process Strenpths 

a. Continued involvement of munici~alities in the Drocess 

One of the real strengths of this project was that municipalities were actively 

involved in the design, development and testing of indicators throughout the project. 1 

feel that this was absolutely critical to the success of this project, as it maintained 
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municipal cornmitment and made possible the provision of good local data. At the 

same tirne, this aiso ensured continued relevance for participating municipdities. 

Two other key factors, which infiuenced ongoing municipal cornmitment, were 

tiinding and the perception of a common problem, or s h d  feu. First, participation in 

the project required municipdities to contribute $5,000 annuaiiy, as well as assign 

staffing resources. This contribution of  staffing resources and finances enhanced 

municipal cornmitment, as municipaiities had to be accountable for these expenditures. 

Second, as previously discussed, the changes in the structure of federal fùnding led 

municipalities to unite as they perceived a common problem. The anticipated outcome 

of these fùnding changes provided the momentum for municipaiities to work together. 

For the most part, initial municipal representatives have remained involved in the project, 

which has been most beneficial in terms of continuity. 

b. Staffine resources dedicated to the ~ro-iect 

Having a consultant for overall coordination and to act as a champion for the 

project was of monumental importance. I am convinced that the first report would not 

have been completed, had there not been a specific individual to assume o v e r d  

responsibility for it. Representatives spread out across the country faced with changing 

priorities, would not have been able to keep up the momentum and keep everyone on 

track without a centra1 coordinator and champion. Additionally, with such a large group, 

it is not feasible to involve everyone in every decision. The FCM consuttant, and 

administrative assistant however, were a vital link in cornniunication. They provided 
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updates and worked jointly with the lead municipalities on indicator development. 

The consultant and the administrative assistant ananged conference calls, meetings and 

acted as mediators when consensus could not be reached on specitic issues. Additionally, 

as a lead municipality, it was extremely important to have someone with extensive 

research experience validate Our work, and be available to consult on issues of 

methodology . 

As well, the consultant was able to remain focused on the project, while other 

tearn members' level of  involvement on the project fluctuated based on shifting prionties 

of their other work requirements. Having a fùll-time consultant and a staffing resource 

fiom FCM assigned to  this task, was essential to keeping this project on track. 1 have 

been involved in group projects that have failed to produce the intended results due to  

inadequate staffing resources. 

c. Division of work 

The early identification of lead and suppon municipaiities for each indicator was 

an excellent strategy. This cenainly helped move the project dong, as work on 

individual indicators could occur simultaneously. As well it helped to lessen some of the 

dificulties associated with working with large groups, which 1 will discuss later. Further 

it assisted in gaining the cornmitment of municipdities for the project, as it resulted in 

their assurning responsibility for a particular piece of work. 



d, Local flavour 

Strong municipal involvement in the project, assisteci in the community 

consultation processes, when such mechanisms were utilized for indicator development. 

Municipal representatives had both an awareness and estabiished relationship with local 

organizations and community leaders. 

e. Partners 

Financial and in-kind contributions by partners were instrumental in the 

development of the Cornrnunity Affordability Measures and the Quality of Employment 

Measures. Initially, suppon for the project was sought fiom both the federal and 

provincial governments. However, when this was not fort hcoming for the overaii 

project, sponsors o r  contributors were sought out for specific indicators. This latter 

strategy was successfùl and FCM, dong  with the technical team, continue to  ident* 

potential new sponsors. 

In the first phase, Statistics Canada contributed approximately $20,000 in-kind, 

for the development of  the CAM and the provision o f  additional data. Additionally, 

Human Resource Development Canada (HRDC) contnbuted financial support of 

approximately $50,000 toward the development of the employment indicator. 

More recently, FCM has partnered with Environment Canada and Canada 

Mongage and Housing (CMHC), to  utilize their software package, Sustainable 

Cornrnunity Indicators Program (SCIP). This software package is designed to assist 

communities' to track indicators of sustainability and to improve access to  information 
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through the sharing of information on a specific site. FCM7s Quality of LXe 

Reporting System wiil act as a pilot project for Environment Canada in terms of utilking 

this newly developed s o h a r e  package. 

f Networkinq 

An added benefit of this project is the technical team. They have become an 

excellent resource for day-to-day work outside of this project, providing a network from 

which to obtain information and have fiank discussions about emerging issues relevant to 

municipalities. Given that the technical team has now worked together for over tluee 

years, there is a significant level of munial trust and respect arnong members. 

2. Process Limitations and Difficulties 

a. Group work & logistical issues 

Although, one of the strengths of this project was the inclusion of municipal 

representatives from across the country, this presented rnany logistical problems in terms 

of how we worked together. As noted earlier, we utilized a combination of face to face 

meetings as a large group, face to face meetings of indicator teams, conference calls and 

emails. The majority of our communication as a large group was conducted by 

conference calls and emails. Working with a large group, was not ideal when trying to 

address complex issues. Aithough conference calls were regular, having twenty people 
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participahg in a conference d l ,  does not aliow for much discussion on each issue. 

That was sometimes fnlstrating, as  decisions were ofien not made or consensus not 

reached in a timely fashion. This resulted in a Iengthier process but it did ensure that 

people remained committed and did not feel excluded. 

This also led to my work on the development of the Cornrnunity Mordability 

Measures primarïly on my own. 1 resolved most issues through consultation with the 

FCM consultant, rather than bringing them to the larger group. Working with the 

consultant via phone calls and ernails is also not as effective as a face-to-face meeting to 

address complex issues and review gathered information. The fact that 1 was situated in 

Winnipeg, and the consultant, Statistics Canada, and the suppon municipality were in 

Ottawa made good and regular communication diincult. Fortunately, I was able to meet 

in Ottawa on three separate occasions with the consultant and Statistics Canada over a 

number of days. The consultant also came to Winnipeg. Given, that I was fiom a small 

City department, with a set budget travel required seeking approval and additional 

hnding. 

Another difficulty with the process was that not al1 municipalities had equal 

access to assistance with research. While some municipalities have whole research 

departments and policy analysts, other smaller municipalities such as Winnipeg did not, 

particuiarly in the small Sociai Services Department where I worked. My job in the 

Social Services Department did not include research, and so this assignrnent was in 

addition to rny normal workload. While this was not diacult initiaily, as 1 began to 

design and implement the pncing exercise across the sixteen municipalities, 1 required 
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additional assistance. As a result I was temporariiy assigned an additional clencal 

resource. This had rninor budget implications for the Social Services Department. 

There were inconsistencies in terms of how much assistance lead municipalities 

received ffom the identified support municipality. This concept appears to have worked 

best when lead and support municipalities were in close geographical proximity. In those 

situations, reguiar meetings occurred and often times staff  had organizations and people 

in cornmon. For example, the suppon municipality 1 worked with on the Cornmunity 

Mordability Measure was Ottawa Carlton. I had very little contact with them outside of 

the larger team meetings. They experienced a continuous change of representatives and 1 

did not aggressively pursue bringing the second and third representative up to date on the 

work completed. The updates occurred only at the regular group meetings. 

As well, with any group, different individuals bring different levels of 

comrnitment and resources to the project, This was certainly evident in how much work 1 

had to complete when dealing with the various municipalities in tenns of coordinating the 

pricing exercise. This was further compounded by the ske of the group and the fact that 

team members were spread out across the country. 

b. Political issues 

For the most part, politics did not play a huge role in the development stage of the 

FCM Quality of Life Reporting System. However, in the reporting of results, politics 

were responsible for the look of the final report. 
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Initially FCM and the technical team planned to repon on the nsults of the 

QOL indicators, in a report card format, something very simple and catchy that would 

easily identiSr where municipalities were in terrns of specific indicators as well as each 

other. This was one of the reasons indexes were favoured as they were seen as presenting 

ease and simpticity in the reporting and tracking of changes. FCM consultant and the 

technical team had referred to a report card al1 dong- The report card was to repon on 

how each of the municipalities was doing with regards to each of the ten indicaton 

selected. The indicators would be looked at separately, and there would be no summary 

or composite index for overall performance. The team felt that it should be clear how 

municipalities fared relative to each of the individual indicators. A municipality might 

fare weIl on one indicator, whereas a different indicator may suggest a serious problem 

for that municipality. 

Not only did the Big City Mayor's Caucus not want an overall ranking or 

summary index, but also they did not want a ranking by individual indicator either. The 

Big City Mayor's Caucus and the FCM's Nationai Board of Directors advised that they 

did not want tu see a ranking of municipalities of any kind. They wanted to demonstrate 

trends, for example, if particular indicators are declining across municipalities. The 

message was clear that they did not want to see another ranking like McLean's, the 

national magazine's m u a l  ranking of Canadian Universities. Additionally, some of the 

t echnical cornmittee members echoed this sentiment, as they were concerned about 

reprisals corn their City Council if their municipality did not fare well in terms of 
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specific indicators. No one wants to be the bearer of bad news, and have to explain it 

to the local poiiticians, the public and the media. 

After much disrnay by some of the participants, the results were reported in such a 

way as to elirninate a quick determination of how municipalities fared on the ten 

indicators relative to each other. Data was presented in charts and tables, fiom east to 

West across the country consistently, not in order of highest to lowest, or most to least for 

indicators. For exampie, the Comrnunity Affordability index was not presented in order 

of most aEordabIe to least &orciable as it is in Chapter Four of this report. Also, given 

the number of different masures associated with each indicator, the report does not lend 

itself to quickly determuiing how municipalities compare to one another. The report was 

deliberately presented in such a way, as to prectude someone fiom easily comparing 

municipalities. A conscious effort has to be made to ascertain how each municipality 

does by indicator, compared to others. Several municipalities, including Winnipeg 

however, chose to recofigure the data in order to share it with our respective councils. 

How Winnipeg fares in relation to other municipalities is a logical next question, once the 

data is presented. Although political leaders want this information, they did not want 

those results flogged in the press, particularly if the results are not favourable for their 

municipality. In other words, they want to utilize the data, as they perceive it to be most 

useful. Thus, the style of presentation in the FCM repon, with lots of data and no quick 

illustrations, does not have the media or public appeal that a simpler report rnight have 

had. 
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There are potentiai dangers inherent in looking at a ranking by indicators 

including possible misinterpretation, or having some municipalities stand out in particular 

problem areas, (e-g. teen pregnancies, affordabifity issues). However, there is also a 

danger associated with not having findings stand out: that is that it becomes just another 

report that does not Iead to action or fùrther public debate. Some members of the 

technical team thought that since the first report was just badine data, there was no point 

in drawing great attention to it until we had some changes or trends to report. The 

report's relevance will increase, once movement in certain facets of quality of life cari be 

identified. 

The plan is that future reports wül emphasize changes in municipaiities, whether a 

particular municipality is lessening or increasing in rates of crime, becoming more or less 

affordable, the gap between the rich and poor widening or narrowing, and whether there 

are trends across municipaiities, versus emphasizing where each municipality is in 

relation to each other. It wiiI be beneficial to explore municipalities moving in a positive 

direction, in an attempt to ascertain what factors can be attributed to the improvement, in 

order to provide insight for other municipalities. For sumrnary information on the first 

QOL report, refer to Appendix G. 

Other less significant political issues include the potential difficulties 

associated with changing political leadership and priorities. As with any process that is 

ongoing, situations change, which impact t ime and cornmitment to additional projects 

such as the FCM Quality of Life Reporting System. For example, in Winnipeg the initial 

champion of this project, the Commissioner of Protection and Cornmunity Services, is no 
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longer with the city as a result of an administrative re-organization and the 

elirnination of the Board of Commissioners. Additionaliy, the Mayor who had been 

involved in the recornmendation to create a reporting system is no longer the mayor. The 

Department that 1 had been working for no longer exists, as responsibility for the Social 

Assistance Program was transferred to the Province. 1 now work in a different 

Department and report to a different Director, and 1 could well have left the City to work 

for the Province. Had that been the case, 1 am not confident that Winnipeg's involvement 

in this project would have continued, given the complexity and time commitment 

involved. 

Winnipeg's involvement has remained ongoing prirnarily because of continued 

commitment to the project, despite dl these changes. The Director 1 now report to very 

much supports this initiative. 

The complexity of the Community Affordability Measure and the extent of my 

role, including establishing a relationship with Statistics Canada, have also been 

instrumental to my continued involvement. Had it been an easier piece of work to pass 

on to someone else, or had the support municipality been actively involved, 1 would 

likely ceased to have been involved during the transfer of the City's Social Services 

Department to the  Province. At that time I was heavily involved in the process of the 

transfer, assigned on a part time basis to Manitoba Farnily Services Department, and al1 

other projects 1 was involved in were under scmtiny 

Winnipeg was not alone in this regard, as numerous municipalities were going 

through major re-organizations, and/or major policy changes were being introduced such 
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as "Work for WeWare" in Ontario. 1 mise this issue because changes in leadership and 

priorities are inevitable when dealing with govemments, and often are problematic in 

t ems  of the sustainabiiity of  projects. 

In retrospect 1 believe that the FCM underestimated the arnount of time required 

fiom municipal representatives involved on the technical team. The current estimate is 

one month per year, which is to include reporting to  their own Council. This may be 

inadvertent or strategic, in order to downplay the time cornmitment required by each 

municipahy in order not to  dissuade new municipalities fiom joining. This however, is 

something of a disservice to  those involved, as they attempt to juggle this role in addition 

to already fiiii jobs. With the addition of  new municipalities, new indicators and a 

qualitative component, stafT time will likely increase, which may become an issue for the 

sustainability of this project. 

3. Technicai Issues - Validation of the CAMs 

Overall, 1 would conclude that the Community Mordability Measures, (CAM 1) 

and (CAM 2) ,  meet the agreed upon criteria established for the purpose of indicator 

selection and evaluation. These criteria are: 1) technicaiiy feasible, 2) scientifically 

sound, 3) understandable, 4) relevant and 5) comparable across municipalities. The real 

drivers, are of course validity and reliability. Aithough they were identified as separate 

cntena for the purpose of this study and our evaiuation, issues of validity and reliabiiity 
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are intermingled throughout each of the specified criteria. 1 will review the CAMs in 

tenns of each of the agreed upon criteria. First, however, 1 will provide definitions of 

each of the five cntena. 

1) Technical feasibitity 

to consider the credibility of the data source, the ease in which data can be 
obtained, as weli as availability in terms of both timeliness and costs 
to consider issues of affordability and sustainabitity 

2) Scientifically sound 

to consider validity, the extent to which a measure adequately 
reflects the meaning of the concept under consideration 
to consider reliability, whether repeated it would yield the same 
results 

3 ) Understandable 

the sirnplicity and straightforwardness with which indicator 
values can be interpreted 

4) Relevant 

the extent to which it contributes to quality of life, and 
its' importance to municipal representatives 

5) Cornparability 

it had to be comparable across al1 participating municipaiities, 
rneasuring the same thing in each of the municipaiities 



a. Technical feasibility: Data source and nrocess reauired to calculate the 

index 

The data source for the CAMs consist of Statistics Canada data, CMHC's rentai 

survey data, and the data derived f?om the local pncing exercise. Data for the numerator, 

or income data is easily obtained fiom Statistics Canada at a minimal cost. It is based on 

annual taxfiler data, which represents the most valid source of income data available. 

This can be provided consistently for ail participating municipalities on an annual basis. 

This data source can easily be expanded to other municipalities if required. 

The data source for the Shelter component included in the Cost index is, Canada 

Mortgage and Housing Corporation's (CMHC7s), Average Rent of Privately Initiated 

Apanments in Stmctures of Three and Over (Al1 Units), by Province. All sixteen of the 

participating municipalities were included in this survey and CMHC in Ottawa pubfishes 

these survey results annually, so there is no difficulty continuing to use this source of 

data. CMHC, is generally accepted as the most credible source of data for national rentai 

information. A limitation of utilizing this data for Our shelter component is that it does 

not include information pertaining to home ownership. This issue is discussed under 

issues of scientific validity. In terms of the calculations, the shelter proportion of the cost 

index was derived fi-om the weighting of the shelter cornponent provided by Statistics 

Canada, which we will continue to obtain on an annual basis. 



As for the denominator of the equation for the CAM calculations, a local 

pricing exercise was utiiized to arrive at Our costs. As previously discussed it was 

initially hoped that we could utilize Statistics Canada's CPI data for Our denominator 

however Our test phase deterrnined that this was not feasible. While they had complete 

data on a number of participating municipalities, they had ody partial data on others and 

none on some of them. n e  estimated con of up to $25,000 for municipalities w&re they 

currentiy had no data precluded this as an option. Additionally, consideration was given 

to potential problems with respect to the addition of new municipalities to the project and 

associated costs. Data availability, presented a challenge for the QOL project as a whole, 

in terms of obtaining data at a reasonable cost that was comparable across municipalities, 

valid and reliable. This impacted the selection of rneasures that were utilized for each of 

the indicators. The development of measures of Quality of Life was therefore an iterative 

process moving back and forth between the concept and the reaiity of data availabiiity. 

For the Cornrnunity Aî3ordability Mesures, our solution was to design our own 

pncing exercise based on a modification of Statistics Canada's basket utilized to 

determine CPI. The plan was to conduct a local pricing exercise in each of the 

participating municipalities once every five years, and to adjust the cost index utilizing 

the annual CPI adjustment each year. This decision was made given the following 

factors: the labour intensiveness of conducting a pricing exercise, the variance across 

municipaiities in terms of cost was not as significant as the variance in income, and given 

that the local pricing exercise was based on a modification of Statistics Canada's basket 

for the pricing of the CPI, it would appear methodologicaIly sound to adjust Our cost 



index annuaily according to the CPI. The CPI adjustment is after dl, the most 

commonly rewgnized measure to reflect cost of  living adjustments utilized in legal 

contracts for wage increases, and hnding agreements. The utilization of the CPI to 

adjust our cost index each year assists in making the CAM measure, workable in terms of  

staf f  and cost. The next pricing exercise will occur in 2002, which wiii act as a review of 

this process. 

As with most studies relying on Statistics Canada as a data source, data is not 

curent, and taxfiler data likewise is a year behind. With this in rnind, our income is not 

based on the sarne year as Our pricing, given the lag in data availability for taxfiler data. 

It terrns of sustainability, it is hoped that over time, Statistics Canada may expand 

their database to  include d l  of our participating municipalities, in which case we would 

no longer be required to complete a local pricing exercise. This would cenainly enhance 

the long term sustainability of this panicular indicator. Municipal representation, 

ongoing fünding commitments by municipalities, contributions of money and in kind 

from other organizations, as well as the utilization of a software package, should assist 

FCM with the ongoing sustainability of the overall project. 

b. Scientific Validitv 

As stated in Gilmartin (I980), Handbook of  Social Indicators, the most important 

criterion for an indicator is its validity, referring to  the extent to which the measure 

reflects the concept it is intended to. The concept or phenornenon the CAMs are intended 
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to measure is how affordabie a community is for its residents. Both for the average 

resident (utilizing the median income), and the modest income population (utilizing the 

median of the bottom haif of the income scale o r  the 25" percentile). One of the 

strengths of the CAM's is that it takes into account both income and costs to determine 

affordabiiity for residents. It is logical that either a change in one's income o r  in the cost 

of living in a particular municipality will impact how dordab le  that community is for 

its' residents. In other words, the CAMs have face vaiidity, as the notion of a ratio of 

income to costs impacting atfordability appears rationd. 

There is also evidence of constmct and predictive validity, in the way the measure 

behaves. For example the affordability of  municipalities with known high shelter costs is 

impacted and reflected in the CAMs. As demonstrated in Appendu G, when the shelter 

component is added to the cost index, those with higher rents become more costly and 

thus less fiordable, which makes sense. 

With respect to the CAMs or community affordability being an important 

component of  Quality o f  Life, the process utilized for indicator seIection assisted in 

validating this. Indicator selection involved the s h e d  knowlecige and experience of  

representatives frorn sixteen different municipalities in determining what impacted 

Quality of Life fiom a municipal perspective. Additionaliy, it is widety accepted in 

Quality of Life research, that one's financial state impacts quatity o f  Iife. 

In terms of  CAM's numerator, or  income data, provided by Statistics Canada, it 

has widespread credibility in terrns of being scientifically valid. It is based o n  incorne tax 

filer data, which is probably the best source of national income data. Another alternative, 
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ofien utilized is self reported income available through census data. This however is 

not available on an annual basis. 

In terms of Our local pricing exercise, it was based on a modification of  Statistics 

Canada's basket for determinhg the CPI, utilizing their specifications, and associated 

weights, based on their Family Expenditure Survey. The Family Expenditure Survey is 

based on a survey of consumption patterns, again considered a good source of 

information. The test run, uazing Statistics Canada data and their calculations to derive 

the CAMs in July 1997, assisted in validating Our results fiom Our local pncing exercise, 

in terms of reliability. This will be discussed in greater detail under reliability. 

There were some limitations in t e m s  of calculating CAM 2, with respect to 

validity. As the sarne basket or items in the basket were utilized, o d y  the weighting of 

items was changed to reflect the expenditure pattern of the modest income population as 

determined fiom Statistics Canada's FAMEX survey. An indication of the expenence of 

modest income residents was obtained by reaggregating Statistic Canada's data, using the 

modest income expenditure patterns, to reweight the eight components that make up the 

basket of goods and services. Since existing pnce level cornparison information was 

utilized however, the results may not reflect different shopping patterns in terms of 

specific items purchased for modest income families. For example, a new private vehicle 

is not affordable to the lower income groups, however it is one of the items included in 

the basket. Transportation costs for the modest income population group would likely be 

impacted by the cost of public transportation rather than a vehicle. However, a change in 

the items included in the basket for the modest income population would require 



consideration of many methodologicaI issues. Ideally having Statistics Canada 

delineate a separate basket of items based on a survey of rnodest income populations 

would be best, although this option was cost prohibitive. 

What does help to offset this limitation is the fact that additional measures were 

utilized to cornplement the CAMs in addressing comrnunity affordability. Other 

measures include public transportation cost as a percentage of minimum wage and 

percentage of  population receiving government transfer income by source (e.g. Old Age 

Security, Social Assistance). These measures fùrther enhance the CAMs in 

understanding issues of cornrnunity affordability and help to validate the CAMs. 

Another potential limitation was that for our pricing exercise, in June 1998, we 

did not have Statistics Canada reweight their basket for the mdes t  income. ïnstead we 

chose to recalculate the modest income weights based on Statistics Canada's previous 

reweighting, applying the same adjustment to the total population weights provided by 

Statistics Canada in 1998 to obtain our modest income population weights, keeping the 

same year over year change, or same proportion. The assumption was that the difference 

between total population income spending and modest income spending would remain 

fairly constant. The cost of having Statistics Canada reweight the components for our 

modest income population was $8500. The plan is to have them recalculate the weights 

every couple of years, to ensure this assumption is valid. (Refer to Appendix M for 

weights for test phase and weights utilized for the 1998 pricing exercise.) 

As well, Statistics Canada pointed out after the test nin, that the overall cost index 

did not change significantly between the general population and the modest income 
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population, and they suggested that general changes in the CPI could be transposed in 

future years to update the cost index for the modest income population, in order to avoid 

the cost of  redoing the CPT for the modest income population each year. Again their 

suggestion was that this method could be reviewed every five years or so to ensure that 

this finding remained valid. 

As previously noted a limitation in our cost index was the proxy shelter measure 

that was utiiized. At this time, however, 1 am not aware of a better alternative existing, 

and tirne, cost and expertise preclude the creation of  a consistent comparable measure of 

housing costs that would control for differences in quaiity. Statistics Canada, is 

apparently working on this and perhaps, in the future, we will be able to  utilize their 

information for the shelter component. Until such time, the shelter component is iimited 

to rental information provided by CMHC, the experts in tems of rental and housing 

information. This does not control for differences in quality however, or take into 

consideration the cost of houses. The assumption is that there is a correlation between 

rental and housing costs in municipalities. The proxy shelter may be more relevant to  the 

modest income population, which is generally made up of a greater number of renters. 

Overall 1 conclude that the CAMs have a fairly high level of validity, despite 

noted limitations. In order to add validity to the overal1 reporting system, the FCM 

technical team is planning to  add a qualitative component, a s  highly recommended in 

current literature. 



c. Reliability 

Reliability refers to whether the CAMs would yield the same results, if they were 

calculated again. One of the factors impacting reliability is consistent methodology 

across municipalities. This was one of the most significant challenges, to corne up with a 

mesure of cornmunity afEordab3ty that ensured consistency across rnunicipalities. We 

ultimately had to design our own pricing exercise. 

In tenns of other data utilized, Statistics Canada data was highly reliable in terrns 

of consistency and comparability, which we relied on for identifjmg expenditure patterns 

as well as income data. As for CMHC data, the methodology is applied consistentiy 

across the country. However as previously noted, their survey does not c l a h  to control 

for differences in quality. 

As noted, the goal of the local pricing exercise was to ensure consistency and 

comparability across municipalities. Not ody were great lengths taken to ensure it was 

applied consistently across the country, but the design of the pricing exercise, considered 

factors of reliability. For example, obtaining three prices corn three different stores, in 

order to determine an average price enhanced the reliability of pncing. In other 

instances, whenever consistency with regards to specific items was questionable, 

alternate steps or modifications were taken in order to alleviate this. In kture years, 

training of pricers is recommended and central pricing for items of a complex nature, in 

order to reduce time required for re-pricing, and to funher ensure reliability. 
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As previously mentioned in the validity section, the test mn, utilking 

Statistics Canada data and their calcuiations to derive the CAM'S in July 1997 assisted in 

validating the results fiom the local pricing exercise, in terms of reliability. The results 

were very close to Statistic Canada's test run, in that the ranking of municipalities 

remained consistent and the indexes themselves were not that varied. Some variance 

would be expected, given the addition of different municipdities, which impacts the 

denominator of the cost index. 

Given the magnitude of work involved in conducting a pricing exercise, and that 

the results were similar to those obtained by Statistics Canada in the test mn, it was 

determined that such a pricing exercise would only be completed once every five years. 

In each subsequent year Statistics Canada's C.P.L. would be applied to our Cost index in 

order to update it for the calculation of both CAM1 and CAM2 This was addressed 

under Data Source and Technical Feasibility, and may have implications for reliability. 

Since, Statistics Canada provides a specific CPI index for only eleven of the 

sixteen participating CMA's, the annual adjustment does pose a methodofogical issue. 

Those municipalities where there is no CPI specific to them include Peel, Saskatoon, 

Windsor, York, and Hamilton-Wentworth. The proposed solution is to utilize actuai CPI 

al1 items, for the eleven CMA's, and for the others to utilize the CMA in closest 

proximity of similar sire. 

Another challenge is the addition o f  new municipalities, and we have two new 

members Halton and Sudbury, Ontario. This represented a dilernrna as the denominator 

for Our Cost index, unlike Our income index, was based on the average total weighted 
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cost of the sixteen participating municipalities. In order to be able to maintain 

consistency and track changes in affordability fiom year to year, the decision is to  

continue with the same base fiom year to year (the initial sixteen municipalities), despite 

the possible addition of new municipalities. This is not problematic in terms of income, 

as the denorninator for our income was based on the Canadian Average Income, for tfi is 

very reason. This alternative however, did not exist in terms of costs. Pricing exercises 

will be conducted in new municipalities joining. 

The last pricing exercise was conducted in June, 1998, and for reasons of  

comparability we should schedule the next pricing exercise in June as well. If we keep to 

our plan a tentative time would be June, 2002. 

d. Understandabilit~ and Relevance 

Certainly, this measure is relevant to  municipal govemments, in terms of tracking 

the aEirdability of  their community from year to year, as well as in relation to other 

municipalities, As already stated, the issue of  affordability is relevant to the concept of 

Quality of Life. The ability to monitor the affordability in relation to the two different 

population groups is also significant, and should provide insight into whether or  not 

current social policy and/ or  programs are effective in reducing the inequality gap. 

Having information on both income and costs will help ascertain, what is causing a 
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change. Municipalities should be able to look to each other for solutions, if specific 

municipaiities are experiencing gains in terms of affordability. 

CAM'S relevancy is heightened given, its' breadth of application. This measure 

couid be utilized nationally, intemationaliy and disaggregated, for different segments of 

the population, based on age, gender, income Ievels or other factors. This should assist 

in its' utilization for evaiuating the intended consequences of social programs or policies 

attempting to impact distribution of income. 

While each of the indicaton has been designed to measure a specific aspect of 

quality of life, and may identifi quantitative components related to programs and 

services, the Social Infrastructure indicator is seen as the tool to asses both the 

quantitative and qualitative effectiveness of programs and systems in addressing 

prevailing and emerging issues. Given the complexity of the Social Infiastructure 

measure, it is still in the developmental stage. It is hoped however, that this measure will 

get at the inter-relationship between the indicators through examining effectiveness of 

programs and senices and accomplishments that are not easily quantified. Given issues 

of affordability and the lack of availabie outcome masures, the FCM technical tearn 

plans to rely on inputs and costs as well as outcornes, as part of the Social Idkastructure 

measure. 

As for understandability, an index allows for ease in cornparison and tracking 

changes. This measure however is somewhat complex, unless simply viewed as a ratio of 

costs to income. It is however, no more complex than the calculation of the CPI, which 

has gained great credibility. As long as it is made clear that a CAM of 1.00 equals the 
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standard or average aggregated experience of ail participating municipaiities, it is 

easy to understand how municipalities fare with respect to the average or each other. 

CAMs higher than 1.00, are higher than the average of al1 participating municipalities, 

CAMs lower than 1 .O0 are of course lower than the average. 

As previously discussed, the usability and understandabiiity of this masure was 

reduced given the way the data was presented in the forma1 technical report. This 

however, was based on political decisions, to Iimit the ease of comparability and ranking 

of municipalities. 

As for comparability, given the nature of the project, comparability across 

rnunicipalities was one of the first considerations for all of the indicators. One of the 

strengths of the CAMs is that it is comparable across municipalities. Given that data 

sources utilized in the formula, are recognized nationd sources such as Statistics 

Canada's Family Expenditure Survey, and tax filer data, and CMHC's rental survey 

comparability is high. The cost component, based on a local pricing exercise may be the 

weakest pan of the formula, and as discussed above our methodology was determineci to 

enhance consistency of application and comparability. 

Another criterion, which will be of significance, is the measure's responsiveness 

to change. This was not identified as one of our criteria for selection since the 

responsiveness of any proposed social indicator can only be assessed after it has been 
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measured over a period of year, in order that its' reaction to societal changes can be 

observed. To some extent, the difference noted between municipal rneasures of 

affordability suggests responsiveness. Additionally, the FCM consultant utilized this 

same formula to calculate community eordability for the participating municipaiities 

utilizing Statistic Canada's 1992 data. This additional research completed by the FCM 

consultant suggests that the CAMs are indeed responsive to change. The consultant 

obtained 1992 CPI data and tax filer data fiom Statistics Cmada and calcutated CAM 1 

and CAM 2, the results of which demonstrated a change in indexes over time. Al1 but 

one municipality demonstrated a change in affordability between 1992 and 1996 for 

CAM 1 and al1 municipaiities demonstrated a change in af3ordabiIity for CAM 2. The 

change being that municipalities becarne less affordable, particularly for the modest 

income population group. 



VI. Conclusions - Monitor, Report. . . Action Anyone? 

A- Cntiaue of Practicum 

There were three broad leamkg goals for this practicum: 1) t o  explore the QOL 

concept, 2) to  identiQ existing socioeconomic data that serve as QOL mesures, and 3) to 

network with other municipal representatives, in order to increase my knowledge of what 

others were doing by way of tracking and reporting sociai issues at a local level. In 

conclusion, 1 feel that my work on the FCM QOL Reporting System, my review ofthe 

Iiterature and my work on this practicum has afTorded me an excellent learning 

opportunity fiom which to enhance my knowledge in the area of quality of  life and social 

reporting. This project has also provided me with practical research experience and the 

establishment of working relationships across the country. These relationships have not 

only made this project possible, but have enhanced my day-to-day work in the City of 

Winnipeg's Cornmunity Services Department. 1 feet that my broad leaniing goals have 

been met. 

1 also delineated specific goals for this practicum, including: 1) to  provide an 

overview of the FCM Quality of Life Reporting Project, 2) to identifjt a measure for one 

of the indicators, community affordability, that could be tracked on a nationally 

consistent basis, across municipalities, 3) to  gain acceptance for this measure fiom the 
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participating municipalities, 4) to test this measure for technical feasibility, scientific 

soundness, understandability, relevance and comparability, 5) t o  implement this measure 

as part of the QOL project across participating municipalities, and 6) report on the results. 

Overall I am pleased with the results of the practicum and feel that each of  the 

goals have been met. As for the overview of the FCM Quality of Life Project, given the 

scope of that project, and the complexity of the community affordabiiity measure (the 

centrai focus of this praaicum), the overview did not include great detail. In actuality, 

each of the ten indicators, in themselves represent a small research project. 

In relation to the development, testing, implementation and reporting on the 

Community Anordability Measures, 1 feel that each was successfùlly completed. Two 

measures of cornmunity affordability were developed (CAM 1 and CAM 2), both of 

which are technically feasible, and scientifically sound. A modification to the cost 

component is planned such that a pricing exercise will only be completed once every five 

years versus annually, for reasons of affordability and sustainability. As previously 

stated, the initial resuIts have provided baseline quantitative data, from which h tu re  

changes will be tracked and reported. These measures will ody gain in significance, as 

they reflect movement in terms of affordability and demonstrate whether indeed 

movement is in the sarne direction for both the 'total population' and the 'modest incorne 

population'. These measures, as part of the FCMYs Quality of Life Reporting System, 

will continue to be refined over time, and will be enhanced with the inclusion of a 

qualitative component. 
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Overd, despite the many difficulties associated with a national project o f  

such scope and complexity 1 would conclude that the effort has been well worth it. 

Previous concern over municipalities' inability to monitor changes in quaiity of life have 

been alleviated. The FCM Quality of Life Reporting System, despite some o f  its 

limitations, has provided baseline data in terms of municipdity's current condition with 

respect to  Quality of Life in relation to eight broad indicators or domains. Additiondly, a 

fiamework fiom which t o  monitor fiiture changes in Quality of Life has been estabfished. 

The end result being that rnunicipalities are now in a position to monitor changes to their 

quality o f  life, as the FCM QOL Reporting System provides an effective tool with which 

to do so. Additionally, the breadth of application of this m a s u r e  of  community 

Sordability is such that it can be utilized nationally, intemationally or  disaggregated for 

specific population groups by age, gender, income o r  a variety of factors. This fùrther 

enhances its utility as a tool to evaluate the implications of social policies or programs 

aimed at impacting income distribution. 

1 .  Immediate Insinhts: 

Has this reporting system enabled municipalities to ver@ their hypothesis, that 

changes in the federal fbnding structure wouid have an adverse affect on modest income 

populations quaiity o f  life? Yes, but not to  the degree that this will be possible in the 

future. Given the amount of time taken to  establish this reporting mechanism, and that it 
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has prirnady established baseline data it is somewhat premature to be utilited for this 

purpose. However, the baseiine data that has been accumulated, and the plan for annual 

tracking wiU gain it that ability. For some of the measures, prior data has been obtained 

and there is ciear evidence of increased income inequality as well as a growing 

concentration of related social problems in large urban communities. Problems include 

lack of affordable housing, and concentrations of poveny 

To summarize, the findings dernonstrated that dl communities have become les  

fiordable for the half of the population below the median income. Between 1992 and 

1996, the cost of living in al1 communities increased by 7.5% while median incomes 

increased by only 1%. The Iower the income group, the larger the loss in incomes. 

People in the bottom ten percent lost 18% of their income on average. This is based on 

Statistic Canada's income data, included in the FCM QOL report. There was a 

significant decrease in income received fiom governrnent transfers. In 1992, the 

municipalities participating in the FCM QOL project received 16.3 % of their incomes 

from government transfers, which dropped to 1 1.5% by 1996 (FCM QOL Technical 

Repon, May, 1999). Some of this may be  attributed to increased employment 

opportunities, however much of it was due to decreased coverage and reductions in 

benefit levels of social security programs such as Employment Insurance and Social 

Assistance. 

One of the Housing Measures utilized was particularly indicative of changes in 

affordability for the modest income people. Between 199 1 and 1996 the proportion of 

renters in Canada who pay more than 30% of their income on shelter, increased by 



27.6%. In 12 of the QOL municipalities, more than 40% of renters pay more than 

30% of their income for shelter. Homelessness is becoming a growing concem across 

large urban centres, as shelters are h l1  and more and more peopie are forced to tum to the 

streets. 

These findings are further substantiated by other research h e d  out. The 1996 

Poverty Profile completed by the National Council of Welfare States, "the total incomes 

of the poorest 20 percent of Canadians had dropped drarnatically because of a 

combination of lower earnings and cuts to cash transfers fiom govemments" (National 

Council of Weifâre, 1996, p. 1). They also advised that by 1996, the poverty rate was up 

to 1 7.6 percent, and that child poverty had reached a 1 7 year peak, despite a penod of so 

called prosperity. 

Research conducted by the Canadian Council of Social Development, in 

developing their Personal Security Index, funher suppons FCM's findings. In their 

report they make note of growing levels of household debt, an increased poverty gap, a 

significant reduction in nurnber of unemployed who qualie for benefits as well as the 

scaIed down benefits. This is also reflective of subjective data they obtained via survey, 

as two thirds of working Canadians suggested that they did not feel income security 

programs would be adequate to sustain them and their families should they find 

themselves unempIoyed 

Our current situation, speaks to the need to continue to track and report on 

conditions of Quality of Life in Our comrnunities. The hope is that consistent, credible 

reponing will eventually lead to action. 



Future Direction for Oualitv of Life Research - Where do we go fi-om here? 

This study acts, to fùnher emphasize the general lack of national data collection in 

terms of social indicators. Statistics Canada remains the best source of national 

reporting, through its census data, although themselves and others have repeatedly 

identified the limitations of their database. Their database has many gaps, in terms of 

geographic areas, relevant indicators of social well-being, and timeliness (much of their 

data is only available once every five years). Although this is cenainly not a new 

recognition, the FCM QOL project marks the first coordinated action to attempt to 

address this problem, by developing a standard mechanism of reporting on selected social 

indicators. The fact that municipal govemment rather than the federal governrnent 

initiated this project however is quite interesting, for as I began by quoting Hazel 

Henderson, "we measure what we treasure". Generally, the federal governrnent, assumes 

responsibility for such national reponing, for example Unemployment rates, Gross 

Domestic Product, the Consumer Price Index. The broader implication of this reporting 

system is that it rnight help spur the federal government to take action in terms of social 

reporting, in order to exert some control over it. Their involvement would greatly assist 

toward the sustainability of such social reporting. 

Municipal governments are hopefiil that information with regards to quality of 

life issues on a national basis wili assist them in securing a voice in social policy debate. 
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The provision ofthis information is viewed as the firn step to gening specific issues 

on the political agenda. At the very least, this information will assist local govenunent in 

local planning and enhance networking between municipalities. Additionally, 

municipalities may utilize these sarne national indicators at a comrnunity level. 

Numerous activities are occurring at a community level now, by neighbourhoods or other 

such groupings, perhaps a next step could be to adopt some of these same indicators to 

move toward a more common base locally. Quality of Life masurement, or comrnunity 

affordability is a way to self-knowledge, self-diagnosis and ultimately self-help for 

communities or municipalities. 

The Federation of Canadian Municipalities, as part of the QOL project, have 

requested that Statistics Canada expand their data base and collection of data. There 

needs to be a strong message to the federal government that more routinized data 

collection is required in order to inform hture decision making. Movements like Healthy 

Cities. and Sustainable Development are assisting in this message and are seeing some 

resuIts on an international levei. 

A review of the iiterature suggested some common themes in terms of identifjing 

imperatives for the fùture in QOL research. One such theme was the need for a central 

site for information sharing, consistency in tenns of indicator utilization, and the 

ovemding imperative for more and better data. Organizations such as Canada Mortgage 

and Housing Corporation, Environment Canada, the International Institute of Sustainable 

Development (IISD), Canadian Council on Social Development (CCSD), Redefining 

Progress, Sustainable Seattle and the Federation of Canadian Municipalities have 
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expressed this theme. Many of these organizations are in the midst of addressing 

some of this through interactive websites, regular publications, internationally suggested 

principles to guide indicator selection, and most recently a software package (Sustainable 

Community Indicators Program) to maintain a central database relative to comrnunity 

projects and governrnent information regarding Canadian comrnunities. 

The need for continuity was also stressed. While there have been many projects 

starting up, there is stiii a shortage of ongoing work to look at the long-terrn implications 

and trends. Jacksonville represents one of the earber cornmunity indicators projects that 

are still tracking similar indicators and identi@ng trends. There is also Oregon 

Benchrnarks and Pierce Country Benchrnarks. These last two attempt to utilize a 

surnrnary index, which makes it more difficult for the public, who do not have access to 

fùrther information to examine trends in detail. Sherwood (1996), pointed out the 

difficulties with attempting to standardize subjective and objective indicators and 

suggested that this is why rhrre are few instances where the same set of indicators have 

been used for the sarne city in two time penods, or where two cities have utilized the 

same indicators. He goes on to advise that it is this lack of continuity that has lirnited the 

utility of these indicators as a public policy tool to establish trends and cornparison. This 

speaks to where the friture should take us. A goal of the FCM QOL project is to provide 

consistent tracking and reporting. However, the FCM project has struggled with the lack 

of standardized record keeping and varying terminology across municipalities. This has 

limited what could be reported on in a consistent manner. 
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In order to address this problem, it is irnperative that the federal government 

assume a role in ensuring standard reporting of certain information and 

centrai data collection. Without this, projects either become too reliant on tracking what 

is already in existence, or they become short lived, with no sustainability, and they have 

difficulty gaining credibility. 

One of the more thought provoking projects recently undertaken, apan from the 

FCM's QOL Reporting System, was that of Hai Gerein (1998). Gerein (1998) 

developed an instrument to derive an index of community wellness for each of the 

communities in the North West Territories. Whereas a summary index is generally not 

proposed, the methodology of Gerein (1998) was quite rigorous and included public 

consultation for the validation of indicators selected and weighting utilized. The index 

identifies those communities below a certain threshold as being in crisis, those above in 

transition, and those above an identified normative level as in balance. M a t  was 

particularIy interesting was that the researcher identified certain standards based on 

national averages and ranges, taking into account cornmunity size and location. 

The sustainable development movement has made strides in identi@ing national 

standards in terms of water and air quality. Perhaps if national reporting of standard 

social indicators can occur, over time a next step may be to develop standards, or 

benchmarks on a national level. 

In conclusion, 1 suspect that work at a local level will continue to grow, and move 

down to the neighbourhood level. The work will require new and better data sources that 

can be usehl at this level. As these local initiatives continue to grow, 1 anticipate a 



greater recognition of the need for more urban cornparisons across cities, provinces 

and countries, which in turn will require more standard measures in terms of social 

indicators. Projects Wce the FCM QOL Reporting System, hopefùlly will assist in the 

recognition of this need and assist in advocating the federai governent to play a more 

active role. With improved technoiogy and communication, hopefûlly there will be an 

increase in standard social indicators, nationaily and intemationally, which can then be 

utiiized to advocate for improved quality of We for dl. In the meantirne, the FCM QOL 

system will continue to monitor, report and advocate for appropnate action. 
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Appcndix A - PARTICIPATING MUNICIPALITIES 

City of Burnaby, British Columbia 

City of Calgary, Alberta 

City of Edmonton, Alberta 

Halifax Regional Municipali ty, Nova Scotia 

Regional Municipality of Hamilton-Wentwonh, Ontario 

The Corporation of the City of London, Ontario 

Regional Municipality of Ottawa-Carleton, Ontario 

Peel RegionaI Municipality, Ontario 

City of Regina, Saskatchewan 

City of Saskatoon, Saskatchewan 

New City of Toronto, Ontario 

City of Vancouver, British Columbia 

Waterloo Regional Municipality, Ontario 

City of Windsor, Ontario 

City of Winnipeg, Manitoba 

York Regional Municipality, Ontario 



Appendix B - Illustration of Quality of Life Template: Indicators and Measures 
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Appendix C: COMLE A Community Oriented Model of the Lived Environment 

(Utilking Housing as an example) 



Appendix D - BELLAGIO PRINCIPLES 

These principles deal with four aspects of assessing progress toward sustainable 
development, PrincipZe 1 deals with the staning point of any assessment-establishing a 
vision of sustainable development and clear goals that provide a practical definition of 
that vision in terms that are rneaningfiil for the decision-making unit in question. 
Pririciples 2 through 5 deal with the content of any assessment and the need to merge a 
sense of the overall system wit h a practical focus on curent priority issues Przncples 6 
through 8 deal with key issues of the process of assessment, while Prinçiples 9 and 19 
deal with the necessity for establishing a continuing capacity for assessment. 

PRINCIPLES 

1. Guiding Vision and Goals 

Assessment of progress toward sustainable development should be guided by a 
clear vision of sustainable development and goals that define that vision. 

2. Holistic Perspective 

Assessment of progress toward sustainable development should: 

Include review of the whole system as well as its parts. 
Consider the well-being of social, ecological, and economic sub-systems, their 
state as well as the direction and rate of change of that state, of their 
component parts, and the interaction between parts. 
Consider both positive and negative consequences of human activity, in a way 
that reflects the costs and benefits for hurnan and ecological systems, in 
monetary and non-monetary terrns. 

3. Essen tial Elements 

Assessment of progress toward sustainable development should: 



Consider equity and disparity within the current population and between 
present and future generations, dealing with such concerns as resource use, 
over-consumption and poverty, human rights, and access to services. as 
appropnate. 
Consider economic development and other, non-market activities that 
contribute to humankocial well-being 

4. Adequate Scope 

Assessment of progress toward sustainable development should: 

Adopt a time horizon long enough to capture both human and ecosystem time 
scales thus responding to needs of fùture generations as well as those current 
to short term decision-making. 
Define the space of study large enough to include not oniy local but also Ions 
distance impacts on people and ewsystems. 
Build on historic and cunent conditions to anticipate future conditions - 
where we want to go, where we could go. 

5. Practical Focus 

Assessment of progress toward sustainable development should be based on: 

An explicit set of categories or an organizing framework that links vision and 
goals to indicators and assessrnent criteria. 
A limited number of key issues for analysis. 
A limited number of indicators or indicator combinations to provide a clearer 
signal of progress. 
Standardizing measurement wherever possible to permit cornparison. 
Comparing indicator values to targets, reference values, ranges, thresholds, 
or direction of trends, as appropriate. 

6. Openness 

Assessment of progress toward sustainable development should: 

Make the rnethods and data that are used accessible to all. 
Make explicit al1 judgments, assumptions, and uncertainties in data and 
interpretations. 



7. Effective Communication 

Assessment of progress toward sustainable development should: 

Be designed to address the needs of the audience and set of users. 
Draw fiom indicators and other tools that are stimulating and serve to engage 
decision-makers. 
Aim, fiom the outset, for sirnplicity in structure and use of dear and plain 
language. 

8. Broad Participation 

Assessrnent of progress toward sustainable development should: 

Obtain broad representation of key grass-roots, professional, technical and 
social groups; including youth, women, and indigenous people-to ensure 
recognition of diverse and changing values. 
Ensure the panicipation of decision-rnakers to secure a firm Iink to adopted 
policies and resulting action. 

9. Ongoing Assessment 

Assessment of progress toward sustainable development should: 

Develop a capacity for repeated measurement to determine trends. 
Be iterative, adaptive, and responsive to change and uncertainty because 
systems are complex and change frequently. 
Adjust goals, fiameworks, and indicators as new insights are gained. 
Promote development of collective learning and feedback to decision- 
making. 

Bellagio Pnnciples - Source: Tyler et al. (1 997) Community Indicators Handbook 



Appendix E: Sustairilble Seattle - Sample Reports 
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Appendix F: Conceptual Mode1 Portraying the Central Focus of Humrn 
Development 

Source: Gerein. H. (1998). pg. 4 1. Figure adapted from Hancock, T. 1996, pg. 20 



Appendix G - Key Findings of FCM 1999 Report as it pertains to Winnipeg 

KEY FINDINGS SUMMARIZED: 

Canadian urban communities reflect both positive and nesative experience in the nineties. 
Common trends across panicipating municipalities suggest that; 

# Income, education and employment standards are higher for participating 
municipalities than the Canadian or provincial averages. 

ff Canadian metropditan areas are undergoing a dramatic transformation to a 
vibrant multi-cultural Society. 

# The panicipating rnunicipalities have Iarger ranges of income inequality and 
higher incidence of poveny than the Canadian and provincial averages. 

# The poor are getting poorer. 
# Housing is a serious concem in urban communities with serious affordability 

problems. 
3 Youth unemployment continues to be problematic and low wages, low family 

incomes and increasing incidence of lone parent families are evident. 

WINNIPEG'S PERFORMANCE: 

For the most pan. based on 1996 data Winnipeg was fairly typical of the Canadian 
average, and other municipalities with a few exceptions. For exampie: 

ff  Winnipeg had a higher than average proportion of its population over the age of 
6 5 .  

ff  Winnipeg experienced a significantly lower population growth between 199 1- 
1996. 

u 
m. Winnipeg's employment rate was significantly higher than the Canadian average. 

and the unemployment rate was below the Canadian average across al1 age 
categories. 

# Winnipeg exceeded the Canadian average in ternis of permanent employment and 
was lower than the Canadian average in tems of ternporary and self-employed. 
Winnipeg had the highest proportion of its population reponing some form of 
Government transfer as income. (highest proponion receiving provincial tax 
credits versus other gov=t transfers, reflective of Manitoba's more generous 
Provincial tax credit program). 
In terms of housing, although Winnipeg's housing situation was positive in tems 



housing. 
Winnipeg's t e m  f d l i t y  rate was high in cornparison, however demonstmed 
improvcmcnt between 1994- 1996. 



POPULATION RESOURCE MEASURES 

in 1996. 13 -7% of Winnipeg's population was agc 65 and oldcr. 

This rcprcscnts the third highest figure bchind Hamilton-Wennuonh and Windsor. 

O Grcater than the Canadian average of 12.2%. 

Population Resources Merrures 
Table 1.1 P e m n u g e  of  Population Age Group 65 and Over 

Between 199 1 - 1996. Winnipeg expericnced a population growth of only -5% . second 

l o w n  figure behind only Edmonton. 5.2% below the Canadian average. Populat~on 

growth varied significantly across municipalities. from minus - 1  % to 17-3%, betwecn 

1991 - 1996. 

Population Resources -Mcasures 
Tables 1 . h  & 1.2b Percentage of Population Growth 1991 to 1996 

Rankcd Lowest to Highest 
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Interna1 migration (defined as a pmmtage of thow moving fiom a diffment municipaliry 

wirhin Canada) Wimupg was 8% below the Canadian average. 

Population Rcsources M a u r e s  
Tables 1.h & 12b Percentagt of fnternal Migration 

Extemal migration (de fincd as a percentage of the population moving into a municipality 

irom a different country). Winnipeg was 8% higher than the Canadian average. 

Population Resources ~Measures 
Tables 1.31 & 1.2b Pcrctntnge of Exterad Migration 

177.21 9.8 111.7)12.3(16.5 
Ranked Lowest to Highest 



In 1996. visible minorities compriscd 1 1.9% of Winnipeg's populaaon which fell close to 

the Canadian average but significantly Iower than nich municipalities as Vancouver 

(44.9), Bumaby (3 9.4) and Toronto (37.5). 

Population Resources Mersures 
Table l.2a & 1.2b Perccntage of Visible Minorities 

Sirnilady the percrntagc of Foreign bom tesidents within Winnipeg followed the 

Canadian average (17.4%) but was significantly lower than mwiicipalities such as 

O - I 
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Toronto (-27.6'%0), Vancouvn (44.9%). Bumaby (4 1.8%) and Peel (40%). 

Ranktd Lowest to Highest 
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Population Resources ~Measures 
Table 1.2a S< 1.2b Percentage of Foreign Born Raidents 
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Winnipeg rankcd n a r  and above the Canadian average in various levels of education 

anainment in its gcncral population. 

2% higher than Canadian average with a rmivmity degrcc 

2 1 -6% of population holding University dcgms. cornparcd to Toronto * s (30.2%) 

and Vancouver's (34.9%) for the 25 to 3 4  yr. Agc range 

Population Resources Measures 
Education Uaivem<y with Bacbelor's Degree or Eigher (For aga  25 - 34 yin) 
Table 1.31 & 13b 

In terms of liteacy, Winnipeg ranked fairly high when it came to education b e l s  less 
than Grade 9 

Table 131 & 1.3b 
Education Ievel less than Grade 9 



Community Affordability Measures 

CAM RESULTS ARE ILLUSTRATED & DISCUSSED IN CHAPTER 
FOUR OF THIS REPORT 

The purpose of the CAM is to meisure the relative affordability of Canadhn cornmunitics and 
changes in tbeir relative rffordrbility over tirne, for both the cornmuity as a whole (CAM1) rad for 
the modest income population (CAMZ). The CAM tstablisher a ratio of income levels to the cost of 
living. 

0 

0 

a 

a 

In the case of Winnipeg, while costs were identified as very Iow through the pricing exercise, 
family income was also identified as low fiom tax filer &ta. Tberefore, when the ratio of incorne 
to costs was calcdated Wmnipeg's affordability (CAM) dcclined significantly in relation to the 
other municipaiities with higher incornes. 

in looking at Winnipeg's whole population (CAM 1 ), Winnipeg was more affordable than Halifax, 
Toronto, Bumaby, and Vancouver, the same as London, and less afforhble than the other ten 
participating municipalitics. 

in looking at Winnipeg's modest income population (CAM 2) only 3 1% or five of the 
paxticipating municipalitics (Regina, Waterloo, Ottawa-Carleton, York, Calgary) were more 
affordable than Winnipeg. 

Comrnunity Affordability is also considcred in ternis of percentage of income received 
fiom Govemment Transfers 

The trend was for Govemment Transfer sources to decline between 1992 - 1996 
(less people eIigible for Social Assistance and Employment Insurance) 

In 1996, Winnipeg had 91.2% of i t s  population reporting some form of Govemment 
transfer as part of their income (EI, OAS, CTB, GST, Soc. Asst, Wkr's. Comp., Ta 
Credits). A disproportionally large percentage of the population (69.4%) received 
provincial r e h d a b l e  tax credits. This may be attributed to Manitoba's more generous 
provincial tax credit program. 

Community Affordability Mesures 
Table 2 .5~  & 25d Govemment Transfers (Y. Reporting) 



QUALITY OF EMPLOYMENT MEASURES 

For the rates of employmmt (% of individuals who are in the labour force). Winnipeg 

was 7.8% higher than the Canadian average (ages 15-24) and 5.3% higher (for ages 

Qualie of Employment Measuru 
Table 3.1 Employment Rate (15 -24 years) 

51.6 1U.61~.8)47.3)51.9(53.7(54.0 
Ranked Lowest to Highcst 

Qualie of Employment tMeasures 
Table 3.1 ~rn~lovrnent Rate (15 -39 years) 

67.9 66.2 / 68.0 168.1 168.2 (68.6 (68.6 (68.8 
Ranked Lowest to Highest 

Quality of Employment ~Measures 
Table 3.1 Employment Rate (40+ ?cars) 



8 In 1996. Winnipeg's uncmploymrnt nte was below the Canadian average across al! age 

categories. 

Quaiity of Employment Meuure  
Table 3.1 Unemploynent Rates (15 -24 pars)  

Quality of Employment Measures 
Table 3.1 Unemployment Rates (15 - 39 years) 

Quality of Employment Mersures 
Table 3.1 Unemployment Rates (40+ years) 

/ 7.5 1 3.9 1 4.5 1 4.8 1 5.8 ( 5.8 1 5.9 1 6.1 
Ranktd Lowest to Highcst 



Statistics on Employmcnt Iwurance benwm 1992-96 showed Winnipeg following the 

national trend in a decreasc in the number of claimants 

in 1997. permanent miployrncnt (defuicd as employmcnr stretching longer than 6 

mon&), Winnipeg ranked higher than the Canadian average in every age category. 

Quality of Employmeat Measurcr 
Table 3.2a (Permanent Employees 15 - 39 y u = )  

Ranked Lowen to Highest 

For ernployees defined as mnporary or self-employed. Winnipeg had a rate lower than 

the Canadian average within its workforce. 

Quality of Employment Mersures 
Table 3.2a (Self-Employed 15 - 39 years) 
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Betwccn 1996-97. Winnipeg had a significuit decline in the number of its long t enn  

unempioyed with the exception of maies o v a  40. 

Quality of Employment Measuns 
Table 3 J a  & 35b Long Term Unemplo-vwiit ( Both Sexes: 15 - 24 y a n )  

w - 

'Note: Statinics Canada defmes long-tmn unemploymcnt as unemployment for more thn 6 months. 

Quality of Employment Masures 
Table 35a  & 3.5b Long Term Uoemployment ( Botb Sexes: 15 - 39 yearr) 

1 - 

120.5 120.7 i 21 .g i 23.3 i 28.2; 
Ranked Lowest to Highest 
'Yorc: Stausncs  an& defmes long-term uncmployment as unemployment for more rhin 6 montlx 

Quality of Emplopent ~Mcasures 
Table 3.51 & 3.5b Long Term Unemplopent ( Botb Sexes: I O +  years) 

- = 

34.5 34.6 34.7 38-7 40.1 42.4-43.4 43.9 44.2 
Ranked Lowest to Hiahest 1 
'Note: Statistics  da defines long-tem uemployment as unnnploywnt for more than 6 monrhs 



In 1996. the number of 2 parent families (5.7%). lone individuals ( 12.2%) and single 

parents (35.5%) on social assistance was consistently lower than the Canadian average. 

Qudity of Emplo~mtnt Measurcs 
Table 33a  & 3 J b  Percentap of 2 Parent Families on Social *sistance (1996) 

Quality of Ernployment Measures 
Table 3 3 a  & 33b Percenuge of Single Parents on Social Assistance (1996) 

In 1997. Winnipeg's median hourly income was less than the Canadian average 

regardless of gender or age and ranked as one of the lowest among municipalities. 

Quality of Ernploymeot Measures 
Table 3 3  Median Hourly Wage for Both Sexes. Age 15 - 39.1997 Sin6 



in 1996. Winnipeg rccorded the third highest r n n  fertility rate behind only Saskatoon 

and Regina and was significantiy higher than the Canadian average of 22.1 (per 1.000). 

However. the accual rate fcll by nearly 5 @er 1.000) b e t w m  1994 and 1996. York had 

the Iowest rate at 5.8. 

Community Stress Measures 
Table 5 3  Teen Fenility Rate 1,000 Women Aged 15 -19 (1996) 

i22.1 / 5.8 1 9.3 / 11.7(13.3113.5118.0!20.7!24.3 
Rankcd Lowest to Higfiest 

Winnipeg's infant mortaliry rate of 6 (per 1.000 live births) was slightly higher than the 

Canadian average 5.5 ber  1.000) in 1996. Regina had the highest rate at 8.5. York had 

the lowest rate at 3.5. 

Health of Community Measures 
Table 6.1 Infant Monality Rate Per 1.000 Lhc Births (1996) 

1 5.5 ( 3.5 1 3.6 1 4.3 1 4.4 
Ranked Lowcst to Highcst 



In 1997. Winnipeg was second next to Windsor in working hours lost due to illness and 

disability. York has the lcast amount of houn lost. 

Heal th of Cornmunity -3feasures 
Table 6.5 Percemage of Work Houn Lon Due to Illnar or Dbability (al1 aga) 

4-1 1 0-0 I 7.2 1 2 2  ] 2.7 1 3.4 1 3.7 
Ranked Lowest to Highest 



Winnipeg ranked second among al1 Municipalities smdied in rems of the offordabilip 

to purchase an average priced home whcn using median famiiy income as the 

determining factor. 

Quality of Housing -Ciusures 
Table 4.1 Mediin Famüy Income as a Percentage of Average Value of Dwelling 

While Winnipeg experimced an increase in the nurnbcr of rcnten spending 30% or 

more of their income on rem (Winnipeg 24.3%). several cities showed an increase 

beween 199 1 and 1996 of ncarly 40%. (OttawaKarleton 42.6%, Toronto 38.3%. and 

London 37.4%). 

Qualie  of Housing 3Ieasures 
Table 4.la & 4.lb Cross Rent Spending 



Winnipeg h d  the second highest percmtage of subsmndard housing at 8 -9%. Toronto 

had the highcst figure at 9.1%. 

Qullity of Housing Measures 
Table 4 2  Subitindard UDits as a Percentage of ToW Occupied Private Dwellingr 

- 

l 
I 

8.3 1 nia 1 4.7 5.5 ( 5.8 ) 6.4 6.8 6.8 7.1 7.1 
Ranked Lowest to Highcst 

Residmtial propeq ux information w u  only availabk for 9 municipalities. Per capita. 

Winnipeg's residential propeny tax was lower than London, Toronto, Regina. Ottawa. 

and Windsor but higher rhan Edmonton. Burnaby and Hamilton- Wentworth. 

Quality of Housing .Weasures 
Table 4.1 a & 4.1 b Raidential Property T u  Revenues 
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Ebnked Lowest to Highest 



.-\ppcndis H: Cornparison of CAMs for Test Run. With and Witliout Shcltcr (Rankings 
S h o ~ - i i )  

CAM 1 b and CAM Ib are when shelter proxy is added. 



Appendix 1 : Cornparisons of Average and Median Incomes for the Total Populaiion ( I ) 
And Modest income Population (2). and the resultins index scores 



Appendis J: Cost of living indexes with a proxy shelter added for total population and 
Modest incorne population (1996 Test Run) 

- - -  -- - - - -- 

1 Ciry (CMA) 1 New cost index [ Ncw cos: index 1 
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Appendix K: Survey on Stores distnbuted to Pmicipating Municipalities 
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Appcridix L: Statistics Canada's list and associatcd wciglits iiiilizcd for priciiiç cscrcisc 

Weighfs ror Cmaaa Associaicd mtn m e  I 905 Basket. 
Pnrnary Claszifica!ton 1 

f-'ondcrAion~ pour IC Cenada assacices au p ~ n i 6 r  Ce 1995. 
d a - i t t c ~ i o n  primaira 1 

AIl llcrns - EnScmbrc 

1996 Basket àt 

Decombor 1997 
Prices 

Panier de i 996 
aux prix cc 

dkccmbrc r 997 

Mo31 - Viaiidc 
F=h or Irorcn rnc3l (cx~ludincj pouliry) - Viande fr3iclio ou 
congcicie (:ad la voiuiiic) 
F r ~ n  or Irozcn bcof - 6ocul frai: ou conoclG 
Frczli or frozcn pork - Porc I ras  o u  corigol\j 
Othor trcm ar iroron rrw.11 (cxcludlng poullry} - Aulrcr 
vioridcz fr . lkhni  OU corigdeo: (;au! i;i vaiali:o) 
F r x t :  Or frozcfi paullq mcat - VoIaiIIc frjTchc ou canqo100 
Frcsii or lrozcrr chitkon - Poulct frais ou congcli. 
O.rior frcch or Irozcn poulrry mcat - Auirc vota~tlc Ir;ilchc OU 

conqclGq 
Procoszod mcat - Viando t ~ ~ i t i ' ~  
Ham aiid bacon - Jambon al bacon 
Orhor procosscd rnmt - Aulrcz vlmdos ir,iitrios 
fl;h ond olhcr ~ o a f o o d  - Poisson C L  autres produfi: de IJ 
mer 
Fch - Poizson.  
Fro6h or frazcn ffsh (mcluding ponions and Iish sicks) - 
Polssan frais ou congelé finciuant les pariions et las 
bSsOnnots do golcson) 
Cjnned and olher prescrved tish - Poiseon en h i l e  ou 
nuuornonl con~crvé 
Ornor soalood - Aulros produits dc Ia mer 
Oairy produas and eggs - Produiis laitiers et ocrirls 
Oairy pmducis - Produils laitiers 
F r s h  milK - Lall fracs 
Butior - Beurre 
Chcoso - F ramage 
IC0 Crcam and fclatod products - Crime giac& et produils 
connaxoç 
OIhcr d3lry pro du cl^ Aulres produils Ijiflcrs 
Eggs - Ocuis 



0ake y and o w r  ceteal products - Produ;is ae aoulangene 
et autres produits ctrialiers 
Baksry producrs - Produits de boulangerie 
Bread. rolk arrd buns - Pains et peuts pains 
B iscu i~  - Biscuits 
Othor bak~r f  producls - Autres produits de boulangerie 
Otner cereai grains and cereel proauds - Autres grains 
cërèaliers et produits céreeliers 
Rice  (induding mixes) - Rit  (y compris les mebnges) 
Braaklast ceresi and other cereal product5 - Céréales de 
table oc autros produits ciréalicrs 
Pasta products - Pitas alimentaies 
Roui  and llour based mixes - Farine et autres mélanges a 
base de farine 
Fruit, fruit pre~arations and nucs - Fruits, préparation 8 base 
de fniits et noix 
Freh fruit - Ftuit~ frals 
AgpIes - Pommes 
Oranges - Oranges 
Bananas - eananes 
Oihor Ircsh fruit - Aulres fruits frais 
P r c s e ~ c d  fruit and fruit piepararions - Fruits en conserve et 
pcéparauons b baso de fruits 
F-ii juices - Jus de fruit6 

Other preservcd fruit and truit prcparalions - Autres fruils en 
conserve et préparations a base de fruits 
NuG - Nuix 
Vegctablos and vegelablo prcporaiions - Cogurncr or 
prcpamtions baso de idgurnes 
Frcsh rogeiables Ugumes freis 
Potatoos - Pommer do lorro 
Tomatoos - Tomates 
Lenuce - Laitue 
Olhor fresh vegeihbles - AuCm legurnet frais 
Proserved vegetables and vcgaiable prrparatlons - 
t igurnes en conserve et préparations ii base de légumes 
Ffozcn and aned \regetables - Ligurnes congelés et 
deshydrates 
Canntd vegetables and olher vegetable preparatlons - 
Legumes en conserre et autres prüpararions a base de 
le~urnes 
OIher food pfoducls - Auircs produits alimentaires 
Sugar and conleclionery - Sucre et coriflserie 
Sugar end ryrup - Sucre cl &op 
Confectionery - Confiserie 
Fats and oils - Matières grrtces et huiles 
Msqdririê - Marganne 

'Olhec edlble fats and oas - Autres huiles et matiiras grasses 
comcstlbles 
Cotlce and ter - Calé et thé 
Cotiee - Cate 
T a  - Thé 
Condimenls, spices and vinegars - Condiments, épices et 
virisigres 
Olher food prepararions - Autres   réparai ions allrnenraims 
Soup - Soupe - 



Inlant and junior foods - Aliments peur bibes et enfants 
Pre-cooked IroSen load preparaiions - ?r&arations 
aîimenraires précuites et congelées 
UI other food preparations - Toutes autres prtparauons 
afimerrraires 
Non-aicohoiic beverages - Boisons non alcoolisees 
Food purthéscd ftorri restaurants - Aïlrnents achetes au 
restaurent 
Food purchased from tabte-seruka restaurants - Alirnenls 
achetes de restaurants a 6eMce aux tables 
Food purchaseu from fasr food and takmuts  redaunns - 
AJimenLs achelés de restaurants à service rapide ou de 
comptoirs de mets a ernponer 
Food purchascd from calclcrias and oiher restaurants - 
Aliments achefis da de l t r i as  ou d'autres restaurants 

Shcltcr - Logement 
Rented accommoUaiion - Logement en location 
Ront - Loyer 
Tenants* insurance prernlums - Primes d'assurance de 
locataire 
Tenants' ma!nlenance. tepairs and omcr oxpenses - 
Entretien, r&aratlons et autres depenses de b i a i r c  
Owncd accommodation - Logement on propticti 
Mortgaga lnreresr cost - COCI d'lntëret hypoihécaire 
Rcpl~ccrnenr cos1 - CoÜl de remplacomcnt 
Propcq t u e s  (incfuding special charges) - lmpdts fariciers 
(Incluant I c s  frais speclaux) 
Homcowners' inoursnca prernlums - Prlrnes d'assurance d e  
propnetaire 
Homcowners' maintenance and repalrs - Entretien e l  
rdparatians par le  propn'étalro 
Olner owned accommodation ergenses - Autres dicienses 
pour ie logement en propriété 
Warcr. fuel end cl=iticity - Eau, combustible et Brectriciri 
Efeclrloity - ~ lcc l r ldte 
Walcr - Eau 
P i p a  gas - G JZ 
Fuel ail and other luel - Mazouf et outres combustibie~ 

Househoid operations and furnishings - Dcpenscs et 
éauigernent du manane 
Housshold operations - Oepcnses du ménage 
Cornmunicaikns - Communications 
Tdephonc services - Senrlccs téléphoniques 
postai services and other communkation aciriccs - 
Sctvicts postaux el autres services dc cornmunicarion - 
Ch114 care ana domosli~ services - Soins pour enfants et 
services deide familiale 
Child care - Soins pour enfants 
Oomestic services - Servkcs d'aide familiale 
Houschold chernical pmducts - Produits chimiques 
rnhegers 
Detergent ~ n d  soap - Derersils ei savons 



O(ner household chernical producls - Autes produits 
chimiques m€nîgtn  
Paper. plestlc and loi1 su9plies - Anides menagers en 
papier. sn  plastique ec en papier d'aluminium 
Paper supplies - Anides en panier 
Piastic and foi1 supplies - Ariicies en glastique et en papier 
d'aluminium 
m e r  household goods and services - Aulres produits el 
services rnCnagers 
Pec food and suppîies - Nourriture ci anides pour animaux 
domestiques 
Seeds. plants and cul llowers - Semences. plantes et fleuris 
coupees 
Olher honicultural goods - Autres produltr horticolor 
Other household Supplias - Autres anideo menagers 
0th- household Services Autres servkes m8nagers 
Hou:chold lumishings - €quipement du mtnags 
Fumiture and household textiles - Anicles d'ameublement 
Furriture - Meublei 
Upholsered lurniture - Moubles rembourres 
Wooderi furnhure - Meublas en bois 
Other fumltura - Autres meublas 
Houschold teniles - Addes menagcrs el rnali&re texlile 
Widow covorings - Cachc-icnétres 
Bedding and orher househoid textiles - Literie ei autres 
artlclcs minagors en rnatiero texiilc 
h a  rugs and i t i a l s  - TBpls et cafpdlcs 
Houschold oquipment - €quipcmcnt mrinagcr 
Houschotd jppllances - Appareils mënagors 
Cookhg applianccs - A@pareilr pour cuire Ics aliments 
Acfn'gcrallon end air conditionhg appiianccs - Anicles dc 
d i m j t i u U m  ot de rifrigerarion 
Laundry and dlshwashlng appliances - Appareils de 
blanchissage el lavtvaissel~e 
Other hou~ehold appliances -.Autres amareils menagars 
Kitchen utensils, rablmare and Ilatwae - Ustensiles de 
cueine, couvurts 81 8 f f k l 0 S  de table 
Kitchen ulensils - Usiensiles de cuisine 
Tablewam and flatware - Couverts el articles de table 
70016 and othet household cquipment - Ouiils et auire 
équipement ménager 
House and yard tods - Outils ménages e l  de jardinage 
Other household equipmenl - Auire équipement minager 

S e n i a  relmed to houtthold lurnishings - Sewces relatifs 
a Mquipemcnt du mdnage 

Clothing and tootwear - Habillement et chiussures 
Uolhing - Hablllemcni 
Women's ciolhing - Vitemen~s pour femmes 
Womon's col is and jackois Manteaux et verre3 pour 
lemmes 
WornenL dresses - Robes pour femmes 
Womcn's suifs. iltins and panis - Jupes. laifleurs et 
paniaions pour lemmes 



women's blouses. sweaters and oiner tops - Chemisiers. 
chandails el autres corsages pour femmes 
Women's active sponswesr - Vitrmenls de sport pour 
femmes 
Women's undewear. sleepwear and hosiery - Sous- 
vktemenls. vèlernenls de nuit et bas pour femmes 
Men's ciotning - Viiements pour nommes 
Men's coacs and jackcts - Manteaux et vestes pour hommes 

Men's suits and sporl iackels - Complets el  vestons spon 
pour hommes 
Men's pants - Pantalons pour hommes 
Men's sweaters and snins - Chemises et chandails pour 
homrncs 
Men's ache spoflswcar - Veternents de spori pour hommes 

M a ' s  undemasr. decpwear and hoslery - Sws-v&lemenis. 
vëtemenrs de nuli el bas pour hommes 
Chifuren's clothlng Velemenis pour enfants 
Chiidren's outerrvesr - Vtlemenfs de dessus pour tnf8nIS 
Chiidron's gants and dressas - Pantalons et robe6 pour 
edanrs 
Chiidren's sweaters. snins ond bîowses - Chandails, 
chemiscs el  blouser p u r  enfants 
Chlldrcn's active sporlskrear - Vt3emants de spod pour 
enfants 
Children's undonvear, dcopwear and hociory Sous- 
vWrnen<s, v&iemenis de nuit cc bas pour enfants 
Foowear - Chaussures 
Womon'c footwear (exdudIng alhietic) - Chaussures pour 
femmes (excluant celles 6athléturne) 
Men's footwear (axcluding arhleiic) - Chaussur:~ pour 
hommes (excluant celles d'athlétisme) 
Chfidren's lootwear (excluding athletlc) - Chaussures pour 
enfants (exduant cclbs d'athlétisme) 
Alhlctic foorwear - Cheursures UalhlCilsrnC 

Chthhg accessodes and jeweflety - Acxcssoires 
veslimenîalres et bijou 
Leaiher aaxssories - Accessoires de cuir 
Wakhcs Montres 
Jtweiiery - Bljoux 
OVier accessories Autres accessoires 
Clothing matcrial, notions and semices -Tissus pour 
vëtemerrts, menus anides et services vestimentaires 
aoming maiedat and notions - Tissus pour vëtements ct 
menuc erticits 
hundry scrvfce - Scrviies de blarichlsswp 
Dry cioanlng ~ e ~ c c s  - Services de nettoyage à sec 
a n c r  dothlng S ~ W ~ C ~ S  - Autres seMces vestimentaires 

Tmnsportatlon - Transports 
Privale transportation - Transport prive 
Pudtase. Ieaslng and tentai of automorire vehicles - Achat. 
locîtion è bail el location de véhicules auIomobiles 
Purchas! end leasing ol automolive whiclec - Achaf et 
locstlon bart d e  r4hlcules auromobiles 



Purchs6c of automoiive v e h l c l ~ ~  - Achat de vihicules 
automobiles 
Leasing of auromotive vehicles - Location a bail de 
Ghic Je$ auromobiks 
RentJ of automoiive vehicles - Lacaron de véhicules 
automoôiles 
Oporalion of automotive vehldes - Utilisatio~i de r & t i i ~ u I e ~  
automob~es 
Gasoline - Essence 
AotomaUve vehicle pans. maintenance and repairs Pièces. 
enlrelien e l  reparaiion de vdhicuies auîomobiies 
Automotive vehicle pans and supplies - Pieccs et matériel 
pour vihicules suiamobiles 
Automotive vehlcle maintenance and repair services - 
Services de tlp3tatlon et d'entretien pour vèhicules 
au10rn00ttes 
Othsr automotive vehicle operatlng expenses - Autres 
dipenses dutlkatiorr des vChicules aulomobiles 
AutomotNe vehiclo insurance premiums - Primes 
dassurance de vihiculos adornobiles 
Automotive vehlcte feglstrati~n fees - frais dïmmelricuiaUon 
CM vehkules auiomobiles 
Drive& llconces - Perrnls de conduire 
Parking fees - Frais de slaiiorinernenr 
NI othor automolive venick opcrding exoensos - Toutes 
autroo dopenses d'utihadon d a  vehicule~ automobiles 
Public irmsportallon - Trantporî publr 
Losai and ;ontmuter Iransporfation -Transport local et do 
banbouo 
City bus and subway IransporMLon - Transpori urbain on 
autobus et mciro 
Taxi and omor iacsl and cornmuter iransporraiim - Taxi er 
autres iransports locaux et dc banlleue 
intor-city transporU1lon - Transport Interurbain 
Air iransportatlon - Transpon aérien 
Roil. bus and othor intcrdiy transportathn - Tr~nspon par 
tmln. autobus er autres transports intenimains 

Htalth and perronal care - Sanie c i  soins pcnonricls 
HeaIVi tare - Soins de senté 
Heaith care goods Produits de soins de santë 
Medicina1 and 0 h a ~ ~ u i b J  products - Midiclmonts et 
produas pharmaceutiques 
Phttribed me~icines - Médksments pnserits 
Nm-prseribed medkincs - M6dicamentc non prtsonls 
Other health car0 goods - Autres arlides pour soins da 
snte 
Nealth care senriccj - Scrrices de soms de santé 
Eye care - Soins des peux 
Dental care - Soins doniafres 
Orher heairh car8 semices - Aulros seMces de soins de 
sanle 
Personai care - Soins persorinas 
Peeonai a r e  supplies and equipmmi - Adldct  et 
accessoires de soins pe=onncls 
Personal soap - Savon pour usage personnel 



Toiict preparaliona and cosniclics - Produits de toikllb 91 

produits de beautë 
Orei-hygene produus - Prodds dirygiene buccale 
Othe? personal tare supplies and equiprn~c - Autres 
anides el accessoires de soins personnels 
Persona! care senkes - Services de soins personnels 

Recreation, edueation and roading - Loisirs. formation et 

lecture 
Recmaiion - Loisirs 
Aeueofioriel equiprncnt and CO- (exduding vehides) - 
Matériel et services de bklrs (exciumt les vchlcules) 
Sportmg and ainletlc équipmens - Matériel de spon BI 
bathiclisme 
Toys. garnes and hobby supp@s - Joueis. jeux et maienel 
paur passe-temps 
Cornputer cquipmenî end supplies - Maîirisc et lournïiures 
inlomaliques 
Photogfaphic equipmeni - Maririel photographique 
Photograpnic services and eupplies - Services er fwrnrlures 
photographiques 
Other recreaiional equigment and services - Autres materiel 
et siin&os do lolsirs 
f urchase and oparatlon of rsusaiion ai vehicfos - Achat oi 
utilisation de veh'ruiec de loisirs 
Purchaso of tecreaflonal vetûdes - Achat de vehkules de 
loisirs , 

Operatton of rocrcalbnjl vehidcs - Utilis~rbn do vchicules 
ac loiris 
Fuel. pans and augpiies for rccmatknd vchicles - 
Carburanl, plecos et fournitures paur vchicuies de loisirs 
Insurance. flccnces and olher semices fcr recreational 
vehkles - Assurance, pormis et aulrcs services pour 
vehiculcs de lolslrs 
Home enicdalnmenf equipmenf and services - Matoriel el 
serGces do dhmcibcornent au foyer 
Audio equiprnent - Matériel audîo 
Audio dises and tapes - Bandes audio el disques 
audlonumédqucs 
Video equlprncnt - MarCn'el vidéo 
Reniai of videonpet and videoakcs - locauon de 
v idôo~sse i iu  er de vldéOdlsquts 
Purchase of videotapes and ridclodrus - A m r  de 
vidtbeasseitss et de ddiodbquu 
Ouier home snienalnment senAces and equipmsnt - Autres 
saMces et matériel de dwenissernent au foyer 
Travel s e ~ k e s  - Services de voyage 
Travenet accommodacion Hebergemsnl pour voyageurs 
T mal tourr - Voyigce orgeni& - 
Other recreationd semkes - Arrtres sihilces recréal'ls 
Spemaior enienainmcnl (exClutnng cablevision) - Speaader 

la ~biodhtdbution) 
Cablevision (induding pay IV) - CSblmribuiion (Incluni f i  
tiiiv(siori payante) 
Use of rccreationil radUrles and terrices - Utilisation 
birittailations er de servkes de Gsirs 
Education and rsading - Formation et lccturo 



Education - Formation 
Tvition fees - Frais de tcolarire 
Sdool textbooks and supplies - Manuels et foumiiures 
scoiailres 
Other lessoru. courses and education senfites - Autres 
leçons. cours si services educaiik 
Reading malerial and oher printed marier (excl. Texibook) - 
Matériel de lecture et autres imprimés (sauf les manu& 
rcdaires) 
Nswspapsrr - Journaux 
Magazines end pcriodkals - Revues et p&iodiques 
80Ub (exdudng tcxtbooks) and other printed manet - 
Uvres (sauf les manuels scolaires) et aulres imprimés 

Alcotiolk bevemgcs and tobacco products - Bobsans 
8Icoollsées et produits du taaac 
Akoholic beveragcs - Boissons akOOl~ed3~ 
Served akohoik bevengcs - Boissons aicoo1isees servies 
dans les dCbiis de boisson 
Served beer - Bière seko dans los diblts dc boisson 
Served wine - Vln servi dans les d&ns de bolron 
Served Ilquot - SpirKueux S ~ M S  dans les debiis de bolsron 

Alconalk beveragcs purchased trom stores - Boluons 
L aJcoolisÇes achetPcs au m~gasin 
I Bccr purchasad lrom stores - BiGre achcldtr au magasln 

Wlno p ~ h h ~ ~ e d  from stores - Vln acheté au magasin 
C)quor purrhased from sforcr - Spiritueux ache& au 
magasin 
Tobacco products and srnokors' supplies - Produits du inbac 
e( aRKlcs pour fumeurs 
Clgusnet - Cigoraites 
dlher iobcco products and cmokon' supplics - Autres 
produits du tabac ef articles pour tumeurs 

O.? S 
0.33 
0.1 5 



Appendix M: Weighis provided by Statistics Canada for Test Run July 1997 & 
Weights utilized for 1998 Pricing Exercise 

Weiylits utilized for Test Run Julv 1997 

Catr?sry 1 W ï ~ o k  Population C.kM 1) *( (bfadert Inconte CAM 2) 

I l 

Wcighrs utilizcd for 1998 Pricing excrcisc 

* Weights provided by Statistics Canada 



Appendix N: Pncing Guide 
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Appendix O: Tax Rates provided by Statistics Canada utilized for pricing exercise 

TAX flATES AS OF Junc 16th, 1998 

FOOO 

1 P W U T S  SIiELLED 
2 CHOCOUTE DAR 

(NLOWrVICES) 
3 SOFT ORINKS 

(ALLO'I'(ANCES) 

1 LONG OiST INTW 
2 LONG OlST T M N S  CAP1 
3 LONG OIST U S A 
5 t.4lti i i R t Y  WAGE (f) 
G SYf l LAUrlOflY DET 
7 DlStf. DETEFIGENI 
n scounim PAO 
13 I'APER TOWELS 

1 o UATI tnoorA TISSUE 
I t I ~ U S T I C  VIMP 
12 DOG FOOO CMrtrED . 

t 3 UOG FOOO O n Y  
I .t 1'0 rrm K O W ~ S  
1 s t i u n ~ m ~  si I ~ U I I C ;  

t ICALTI I & PEIiCjOtlAL CAIIE 

G IIAPiDAGES 
!l PEnSOrJAL SOAP 

i O iOlLET SOAP 
1 1  i.1rST;Ci.r 
12 C O L O G f E  
i 3 TOOTt PASTE 
1 ,t O txmns (O~SPOSAOCES) 
1 S !.{ENS HAIRCUTS 
i G )YOM EN'S HAIRCUTS 



Appendix P: Modifications to Pricinq Guide 

I'.igç 17, 1 tciii ItY - 0r;ii Es:itiiinntiuri 

Pngc 1 S. I t w i  ): 12 - Cologtic 

CHANGES&?OD~F~CAT~O.(S 

iddecf to description - 'al[ bcsl' 

kidcd to description - ' 2  iiirc' 

Providcd funfw ciciail - Clitit\cl 5 cati dc ioilsttc. 
SOtrr 1 ' .  pricc wircrc çvcr av;~ilablc. 



Appendix P : Modifications to Pricing Exercise 

Probierns and Resolutions bv C a t e ~ o w :  

Food 

Problem 

Funher detail was required for some items, refer to summary list for changes to 
guide. As well obvious mistakes were made in terms of pncing different quantities than 
specified and not recording it, resulting in numerous requests for clarification o r  re- 
pncing of items. Fruit and vegetables were panicularly problematic, as the specified 
quantity of  1 kilogram was not followed consistently. Returned pricing guides included 
price per h i t ,  (ie. individual grapefmit, cantaloupe). carrots and broccoli by the bunch, 
or different weights than specified. Not only were there problems with consistency 
across municipalities. but often municipalities utilized a variation of  weights a n d o r  
individual fmit prices for the three different prices obtained per item. 

Solution 

Since an average price per item was required, in situations where two o f  the three 
pnces were the specified quantity, the average was determined based on two prices and 
the third price ignored. When there were less than two of the prices based on the 
specified quantity, we completed the necessary conversion and then obtained an average 
price, as long as the quantity was fairly close, which Iessened the arnount of requests for 
municipalities to go out again and seek out the exact quantity in a similar store. (The 
metnc conversion table was utilized for the various conversions). Our expenenced pricer 
was also utilized to determine approximate weights for specific fmits and vegetables that 
we utilized in order to determine a pnce when necessary. This latter rnethod was an 
exception and only utilized as a last reson. 

Approximate weights utilized: 
Cantaloupe 950 g. 
Pink grapefmi t 300 to 320 g. 
Cabbage 1200 g. 
Carrot 450 -&unch 
Broccoli 900ghunch 



Household O~era t ions  

Problem 

Other than the pricing of telephone calls, this category did not pose problems. 
There were however, many problems associated with the pricing of long distance phone 
calls within the Province, outside of the Province and outside of Canada. Long distance 
phone rates are in most part dependent on distance between cities, the tirne and day the 
cal1 was made. In an attempt to resolve these issues more specific instnictions were 
provided, for example the time and day to cd1 was specified and municipalities were 
advised to  select a location within a specific kilometer range (165 to 200 k m )  within the 
province, 1700 to  2000 kms. Outside the province. Providing an estimated distance did 
not however, resolve the problem. Obtaining consistent rates was funher cornpounded by 
the availability of  a muititude of different savings plans offered by telephone companies. 
Given the time factor and the over-riding concern with consistency in pricino we opted 
for another solution. 

Solution 

One telephone Company that had availability across the rnunicipalities, AT& T 
was seiected and their rates utifized (which were unifom across the country), with the 
exception of the different taxes. The appropriate taxes were then applied. This pricing 
was handled centrally. 

Household Furnishings 

Problem 

Many difficulties were experienced ensuring consistency and availability with 
mattresses, microwave ovens and stainless cookware. The pricing revealed major 
discrepancies in pricing within municipalities, and across municipalities (range o f  $1,000 
for mattresses). These discrepancies were not valid and therefore "doable" solutions 
were sought, and afier various attempts to fùnher dari@ features, models, and 
discussions with retaiiers it was decided to have our pricer obtain prices fiom stores that 
represented large chains that had consistent pricing across the country and then apply the 
appropriate taxes. 

Household Operations & Household Furnishings combined have a weight of  
10.76. We priced 19 items for this category, of which four had to be re-priced centrally. 

Recreation. Reading and Education 

Problern 

Since Statistics Canada removed al1 brand names and mode1 specifications for al1 
items, 1 attempted to provide specifications that could be consistently priced in al1 



municipalities. However, feedback received was that several of the items spetified were 
either not available, or in some instances required fiirther detail. Golf Clubs and exercise 
bikes were most problematic, carneras and cassette players were resolved once more 
specifics were provided. 

Solution 

For the camera, cassette player and television more specific detail was provided, 
obtaining specific make and model no's fiom retailers here in Winnipeg. (Refer to 
summary for details on modifications) 

For exercise bikes, given the types and numerous features available for the sarne 
model number, and in the inconsistency in tems of availability, this item was omitted 
frorn our list. We then re-distributed the associated weight of this item across the other 
19 items listed under recreation. This ensured the same weight for this category. 

For golf clubs, there were also many different features, and problerns with 
availability of same sets across municipalities. The prices obtained were so varied on a 
set of Wilson Clubs fitting the original description that upon some initial checking we 
determined that the same caliber of clubs were not being consistently priced. In speaking 
with retailers in Winnipeg, it was deterrnined that the pnmary difference in pricing on the 
same set of clubs would be associated with taxes, size of store, or sales. Once again, an 
average price was obtained utilizing Winnipeg and then appropriate taxes were applied to 
detennine a price for the various municipalities. 

Education, posed another problem, and upon checking the huge variances 
between prices it was deterrnined that we lacked consistency due to differences in 
semester systems at Universities and Colleges, as well instructions as to inciusiveness 
(student union fees, administrative fees) was not detailed enough. 

Solution 
Both, University and College tuitions were re-priced centrally, utilizing our 

expenenced pncer to ensure the same courses were being pnced. Consistency was 
ensured in terms of what was included in the pnce, for example, administrative fees, as 
well as duraticn of the course, and weights or credit hours. 

Transportation 

Problem 

Items in this category were generally not problematic, with the exception of 
automobiles and insurance prices. The latter required a fair bit of clarification and re- 
confirrning of prices. Automobile pices were even more difficult to ascertain due to the 
complexity of features, rebates, and the nature of the flexibility afforded sales staff to 



make a sale. Some of the difficulties with ensuring consistency revolved around what 
was included, for example, discounts, air tax rates. administrative fees, and fieight. 

Solution 

This item was re-priced centrally, by Our experienced pricer, ensuring consistency 
in what was included in the price. Our pricer contacted two car retailers in each of the 
participating municipalities to ensure comparability. 

Alcohol & Tobacco 

This category was not problematic. There was a problern with availability in terms o f  the 
one item, "embassy tubes", which was omitted & its weight was re-distributed equally 
among the other items in this grouping. 



Appendix Q: Pncing Exercise Cosr Indexes Pre-Shelter Component 
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I FCM Pric ing  Exercise 
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I i Cost Indexes l 
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Appendix R: Total Average Cost per Municipality pre- Shelter Component 

' I . . - - 6  

FCi.1 Pricing Exercise 
-*- .-- --- - I 

;--L- Total A-rcragc Cost -- by - Municipality - -  --  i .- 
I , 

Vancouver. EC - 1 -.--- ~ , G - I  1 2;:-! 1 - 
1 

Ottawa. or1 - - - -  
London. Otl  ---- - -- 
L*ftntIsnr. 0 : J  

i ïater loa.  O:; 

ïoronio. 03 

TOTAL I 
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Appendix 5 :  Total Average Weieighted Cost per Municipdiry pre- Shelter Componenr 




